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like brothers and have oeen each other through both good and bad 
times. Qwendolyn and 1 v u e  togetàer for six of  my seven years in 
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family velcomed me w i t h  their kindness, love and good humour and 
have helped to  make this journey more enjoyable. Kitchi Megwetch. 
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them...mine must be tired...I think we911 go fishing. 



In nineteen seventy-nine at the age of seventeen, 1 had a 
transfomative experience that changad my life. C o m i n g  from a 
Catholic backgrowrd, 1 interpreted this experience as a calling to 
the priesthood and subseguently left Winnipeg to enroll in  
Religious Stuâies at Brandon University. A t  the t h e ,  1 thought 
Religioue Studies was mat one should take to become a priest (the 
first question people in Religiau Studies are often asked is ,  *Are 
you going to be a priest/nunw, the second is invariably, "How are 
you going to make moneyw ! ) . A s  fate vould have it, Religious 
Studies ie not about studying for the priesthood (or making 
money!) , it is about learning and attempting to  understand the 
religious history of huiankind in al1 its vonderful diversity and 
variegated manifestations. 

As time went on I: was met with the decision to  continue on to 
graduate studies. A t  first I thought of focussing on the Hindu 
religious tradition, but then, in the fourth year of my B.A. 
program 1 took a course from Artbu Amiotte titled *Traditional 
Native Religions of the Northern Plains." Professor LLniotteVs 
intimate knowledge of h i s  own Lakota tradition and his  masterful 
communication of its beauty and profundity spoke to  m e  on a deeply 
personal (one might Say spiritual) level and instilled in me the 
desire to k i w  more. Thc fol lwing summer 1 inadvertently landed a 
job as youth qroup worket at the Brandon Indian and Metis 
Friendship Centre, vhich lad to  my experiencing a spirituality 
originally introduced t o  m e  in an academic setting; during that 
summer 1 attended my first sweatlodge ceremony, pipe ceremony, 
Midewiwin ceremnies and othet religious and cultural gatherings. 
Over the years, the Dakota, Cree and Anishnabe traditions have 
become part of ny personal faith, as friends f t o m  these traditions 
have invited ma to pray, celebrate and mourn together w i t h  them. 1 
respect these people and these traditions and greatly aâmire the 
wisdom and spiritual insights of the Elders and Spiritual leaders. 

The pages that follow reflect i y  understanding based largely 
upon the written literature and should be seen as a work in 
progress, not the final word. It is a particular understanding, 
filtered through the mind and sou1 of an individual who brings to 
hi s  understanding al1 of the baggage unique to him. Hopefully this 
baggage bas equipped me with ths necessary tools to  allow for an 
accurate and insightful understanding of a particular tradition- 
the Dakota religious tradition. 



One of the most profound expressions of Dakota religiousness 
is contained in the affirration/prayer *Mtakuye Oyasinw ("AU my 
relatives", "1 am related to a l l w ) ,  a heart-felt, mystical 
awareness of the interrelatedness of al1 living things and a 
fundamental religious orientation. The signifieance of this and 
other expressions o f  relationship s indicated throughout the 
written literature. In fact, an examination of the dynamic of 
relationship is the best way t o  understand Dakota religiousness. 
The  following dissertation vil1 substantiate this perspective by 
examining the dynamic of relationship in the Canadian Dakota 
religious tradition. 

Although the relational orientation itself is hidden, its 
expression is obsemable. The folloving document is an exploration 
of how "correct relationship," as a religious orientation or way of 
being truly and fully human, is expressed in the Dakota religious 
tradition, i n  daily interactions with other people, with Wakan 
Tanka and the Wakan beings, with the anhals and with the cosmos. 
The expression of relationship in iyths, r i tuals ,  and other 
religio-cultural manifestations w i l l  be investigated. In 
particular, those expressions related to a discussion of the 
shamans and their s p i r i t  helpers will be focused on. As an 
exemplary m o d e l ,  the relationship between the tme dweller âreamers 
(a type of shaman) and the little people (a type of s p i r i t  helper] 

w i l l  be examined. 
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The U t h a t e  purpose of this dissertation is to put forvard a 

particular understanding of what it mean8 to be religiow for the 

the Canadian Dakota, It must be streosed at the outset that this 

undetstanding is balred aliost entirely upon written sources: the 

pages that follow vil1 be a sojouni through these sources. The 

conclusion that will be substantiateâ is that to be religious means 

to l ive  in correct nlationship--with the spirit world, the natural 

world, the human world, the cosmos--a- that religious activity 

involves relationship establishing and relationship maintaining. 

Furthemore, correct relationship is established and maintained on 

the principles of respect and reciprocity. In otder to reach the 

concluding chapter a n-r of elements must first be outlined and 

discussed. 

An examination of the written literature reveals 

inconsistancies and confusion in the tenninology used to refer to 

the Dakota/Nakada/Lakota Nation and its political, geographic , and 
linguistic divisions. The first chapter of this dissertation, 

therefore, will answer the question Who are the Dakota?* Many 

people today are actually unaware of the diversity between the 

various Native North American Nations. There has been a tenâency in 

the past to simply refet to al1 Native North American people as 

"Indians*. Chapter one will avoid the error of overgeneralization 

and will identify the Dakota Nation in a specific context, 

identifying : the Siouan linguistic f ainily ; the relationship between 



the D%kota 

political 

historical 

2 

and Assiniboine: the origin of the naie nSiouxn; the 

divis ions of the Dakota/Hakoda/Lakota Nation; the 

circumstances surrounding the origin of the nCanadiann 

l 

Dakota; the validity of using Lakota material to supplement an 

understanding of Dakota religion: the geagraphic location of the 

Dakota based upon the archaeological record; and, who the Dakota 

are according to vho they Say they are, based upon the mythological 

record. 

A t  the centre of the Dakota religious teachings and religious 

activities are the religious teachers themselves--the shamans or 

sp ir i tua l  leaders-and theit spirit helpers. Just as there is 

confusion in tenrùnology surrounding the identification- of the 

Dakota Nation, there is difficulty w i t h  the usage and understanding 

of the term Hshamann--scholars differ in their usage of the tetm, 

the popular understanding of what a shaman is ha8 an impact on 

conceptualizations, and the Dakota have specific naws in their own 

language to identify people who have othervise b e n  called sh-s 

or worse names. In Chapter Two, follwing a discussion of nclassicM 

or "EliadianU shamanism, the popular and new age understanding of 

shamanism and shamanism in general, 1 w i l l  engage in a specific 

discussion of Dakota shamanism-oidentifying the Dakota names and 

descriptions of the various categories of spiritual leaders, al1 of 

whom have been legitimately identified as shamans in the 

literature. 

Reference to the shamans and their spirit helpers is essential 

for a proper understanding of Dakota religiousness. Shamans are 
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responsible for the physical, mental, and spiritual well-being of 

the people. Often referred ta in English as nHedicine Men/Womenm 

they can be thought of, functionally, as the teachers, the 

intellectuals, the philosophers, the religioniclts, the counsellors, 

the psychotherapists, the doctors, tâe priests, the "keepers of the 

traditions. m e r m o r e ,  S ~ ~ ~ C U L S  are the intermediaries between 

the human social  world and the spirit  social world. As 

intermediaries, they intercede on behalf of the people at rel igious 

ceremonies and events. In particular, the shaiians off iciate at one 

of the most signif icant--if not the most signif  icant-religious 

experiences in a person's life: the hanblecheyapi (drean or vision 

quest) ; an experience integral to establishing personal 

relationships with the spirit beings and forming the persona1 

character of the individual. The process of the dream or vision 

quest enables a person to be in direct contact with the spirits. 

Dreams or visions can be mified as moments when the person's nagi 

(spirit) entera the nagi world. Through prayer, supplication, and 

making oneself wretched, pi t i fu l  and humble, a person seeks a gift 

from the spirits. The s p i r i t s  take pity on the human individual and 

grant a gift, s i c u n  (power). It is extremely important to 

understand the meaning of the word power or sicun and Chapter Two 

w i l l  define this concept. An individual quests for a dream or 

vision in order to obtain power. The power is given by a particular 

spir i t ,  which then becomes the dreamer4s s p i r i t  helper. A 

relationship i s  established w i t h  the sp ir i t  helper and as such, the 
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dreaier and the spiri t  helper are obligated to fu l f i l  certain 

duties which ara seen as corract behaviour, conduct, or action in 

any relationshîp: serving as a iode1 for haw to live wrrectly, the 

fundaiental way of relating with another living king is with 

respect and reciprocity. Thus, it is clear that there are a numbet 

of key themes and expressions which need to be mcamheâ in order to 

understand the dynamic of relationship. It vil1 h necessary to 

discuss: Dakota âream theory; the concept of 'power or sicun and 

the understanding of the self ,  as expressed in  the concept of 

multiple souls; the vision quest; the Dteam societies; and the 

Wakan Wacipi or Medicine Dance Society. 

hie to the exemplary role of the shaman and the primacy of the 

spirit world, 1 will examine the relationship between a particular 

type of shdiinân-the Tree-dweller dreamers-and a particular type of 

spirit helper-the Little People--as an illustrative representation 

of relationship. In the case of the T r e e  Dweller Dreamer, it is 

w i t h  the aid of a specific type of spirit helper-the Little 

People-that the shaman who has dreamt of them uses their gift of 

power to perform such duties as curing psycho-spiritual and 

physical i l lnesses,  aeeing into the future, finding los+ articles, 

and achieving success in hunting. These shamans or "Dreamersn had, 

at one the, formed a m e m b e r  group of the W a k a n  W a c i p i  Society (the 

sacred dance society or medicine dance cult) and contemporary 

Yuwipi Wichastas "cal1 inm their spirit helpers, some of whom are 

Little People, at the Yuwipi, a major contemporary Lakota ritual. 

A cursory glance reveals that the written literature on the 
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Native cultures of the Americas abounds in scattered references ta 

the Little People, who are variously refemd to as little tree 

dwellers, little spirits, fairies, àvarfs, elves, pygmies, etc. 

Surprisingly, however, not only is a general , cross-cultural 
synthesis of the material unavailable, but-although the odd 

paragraph or the occasional introductory article appears--no 

comprehensive study a~ists which details belief in the Little 

People for a specific Native North or South American culture, not 

even for the Dakota. Dcspite the contemporary and historical 

significance of the Little People in the Native religious 

traditions of the Americas, almost no scholarly attempt has been 

made to understand the meaning of such traditions. It would seem 

that the Little People are exhibiting their famed elusiveneos even 

in the written literature; Chapter Three w i l l  alleviate this 

oversight. Chapter Three will provide a synthesis of the written 

literature which elucidates the presence and role of the Little 

People in Dakota religious tradition. Such an endeavour vil1 

familiarize the reader with the significance of the L i t t l e  People 

in Dakota religious history as vell as set the stage for f m e r  

study of the Little People cross-culturally i n  the Americas. 

Chapter Three w i l l  be ueed to illustrate the relational perspective 

and will provide the data from which conclusions will be drawn in 

the final chapter. 

In the concluding chaptet the specifics of what is neant by 

1 iving in correct relationship, of being religious , w i l l  be 

detailed. Following an acknowledgment of the cross-disciplinary and 
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popular interest in exploring the relational perspective in human 

existence, Chapter Pour vil1 outline the relational perspective in 

the social and political spherea o f  Dakota mciety. Maintainhg 

that the relational perspective s growrded in a fundamental 

religious orientation, Chapter Four w i l l  outline the expression of 

the relational perspective in other aspects of the cumulative 

tradition: the use of the pipe and tobacco: feasting; the giveaway: 

and, dancing and singing. 



The Dakota, in the written literature and in popular 

discourse, have been and are generally referred to as the nSiouxn 

or somethes aIndians* or even the nSioux IndiansW. This chapter 

is intended to answer the question Who are the Dakota?". It will 

explore the different terminology used to refer to the Dakota, 

their language family, relationship to the Assiniboine, origin of 

the name *Siouxn, and identify the three linguistic and political 

divisions of the Dakota/Nakoda/Lakota nation. It will also identify 

who the Vanadian Dakotan are, the band names, the location of the 

resenres, the circumstances of the Dakotag s arriva1 in Canada in 

1862 (British Territory at the th) and the relationship between 

the Dakota and Lakota. Furthemore, this chapter vil1 take a brief 

look at the archaeolagical recotd to reveal the geographical 

location of Dakota villages or camps prior to written testimony. 

Finally, it will answer Who are the Dak~ta?~ according to the 

Dakota mythological record; who do the Dakota Say they are, where 

did they come from? The Dakota have their own creation stories 

which tell of vhere they come from. 

The Dakota in a larger cultural conte- have been conmonly 

referred to and thought of as mIndiansm--a misnomer applied to the 

indigenous people of the Americas by Christopher Columbus in 

fourteen ninety-two when he stwnbled into the region o f  the 

Caribbean islands. Thinking he was in India, he labelled the 
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inhabitants %as Indio~~--~indians.~ The name has stubbornly hung 

on ever cince. The mIndfansu have also been called Watives, 

"Abor%ginesfm %boriginal North Americans,' *the Indigenous people 

of North Amerka," "North American in di an^,^ wCanadian Indians," 

"American Indians," wAmerindians,w and a fev other titles and 

variations of the above-mention& titles. O f  course they have also 

been referred to pejoratively as wsavages,w "heathens," "pagan~,~ 

or mprinitivesm: clearly, inappropriate terms w h i c h  should be 

unhesitatingly dtoppea from modern use. 

The quest for a politically correct term in  our contemporary 

discourse proves dift icult .  Some people Say, @ T m  a Native personN, 

othets respond, "Wetre not Native welre aboriginal peoplem, still 

others Say, "Ifm an Indian*, while there are those people who 

resent being called Indians. It seems that most Native mericans, 

when speaking English, tend to identify their people as nIndians.m 

Confusion mises, however, when one considers the Indian comnunity 

in Canada; that is, the people from fndia, descendants of the 

people Columbus thought he met vhen ha first set shore i n  this 

region of the world. In the Canadian context the term "First 

Nationsn is popular at the present t h e .  In political or legalist 

discourse this t it le is probably the moot accurate because it 

reflects the fa& that the peoples of these F i r s t  Nations belong to 

several distinct cultural and linguistic groups, each with their 

own specific l a w s  anâ traditions. 



One of the most consistent errors, h i s t o t i c a l l y ,  has been the 

f a i l u r e  to  distinguish individual nations from theit  larger 

cultural context. This flaw has r d t e d  in the wer-generalization 

of unique cultural traits, preventing a recognition of the 

diversity between the diffetent nations while perpetuating 

stereotypical images. Whether it is from laziness, convenience or 

ignorance, the tendency to speak in generalities is continued by 

uninfonned academics , teachets and the media. The average Canadian 

is unaware of the fact that there exists a total of eleven 

different linguistic groups in Canada alone; nvith differences 

between them as great as those between English and Arabie or 

~apanese."' Robert fiowie discusses the systematic classification of 

peoples according to their linguistic affiliation. Bis suamary is 

as follows: 

Groups whose speech is so simllar that  they are able 
to connunicate with each other, notwithstanding minor 
differences, are said to be d ia l ec t s  of the same 
language; if the differences are too great for mutual 
intelligibility , we speak of distinct languages. 
However, in many instances of the latter kind, the 
languages show m a n y  teriemblance that c m  be explained 
only on assumption tàat they have diverged from a common 
parental tongue...Such ul thate ly  related languages 
jointly form a family (stock). In a large family it may 
happen that two or more of the languages are closer to 
each other than to the rest, in which case the family is 
for convenience divided into branches. 2 

'~lan D. WcMillan, Native Peoples and Cultures of Canada 
(Vancouver: Douglas and HcIntyre, 1988) , p. 3 .  

'~obert  Lowie, Indians of the Plains  (Lincoln and London: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1982) , pp. 2-4. Originally published 



The Dakota belong to the Siouan linguistic faaily, an ethnic unit 

first identified by Gallatin, as W . J .  H c G e e  explains: 

So long ago as 1836. . .Gallatin employed the t e a  
*Siouxm to designate collectively %he nations which 
speak the Sioux language, and ~ 8 8 d  an alternative term 
to designate the subordinate confeàeracy--Le., he used 
the tani in a systematic way for the f h s t  the to denote 
an ethnic unit vhich experience has shovn to be well 
def ined. ' 

4 The Siouan nations, as outlineâ by G. Laviolette, are as follows: 

Dakota-Assiniboine, comprising the confederacy 
of the seven-Council-Fires (Oceti-Sakowin), 
and Assiniboine dissident group (separated 
from the Dakota in the 17th Century). Both 
Speak the Dakota language. 

Omaha, Ponka, Kwapa, Osage and K a n s a ,  who al1 
speak the Cegiha language. 

Iowa, Oto and nissouri, who speak the Tciwere 
language. 

Winnebago (or Hotcangara) . 

Hidatsa: comprising the Gros-Ventre (Minitari) 
anâ the Crovs (Absaroka) . These are not to be 
confused with Algonquian tribes of the same 
names, 

Biloxe (in Louisiana] . 
Six other eastern tribes, now extinct, a f e w  
Catawbas excepted. 

by the American Museum of Natural History, 1954. 

%. J. M c G e e ,  The Sioux Indians (New York: Sol Lewis, 1973) , 
p. 6 .  

4 Gontran Laviolette, The Sioux Indians in Canada (Regina: The 
Marian Press, 1944), p. 12. W i t h  regards to this quote, Laviolette 
directs the reader to see W.J. McGee's The Sioux Indians.  
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Dakota and aamiaiboiaa 

To refer to the Siauan nation in (a) as the Dakota-Assiniboine 

is not entirely accurate; nor is it accurate to conclude that "both 

speak the Dakota languageN (as does Laviolette, following McGee) . 
It would be more accurate to identify the Nation as the Dakota- 

Nakoda-Lakota Nation and conclude that they are the speakers o f  the 

Dakota-Nakoda-Uota language. The reason for distinguiehing the 

Assiniboine from the rest of the Dakota nation by means of a 

hyphen, however, is that the Assiniboine branched off from the 

ntiddle division Yanktonais. If 1 understand Dr. Paul Voorhis 

correctly, M e  Assiniboine are the only group who still speak the 

"NW dialect. Apparently, the Yankton and Yanktonais now use the 

Dakota or Lakota dialect ( w i t h  the exception of certain vords which 

have retained the "NN). 5 

Gontran Laviolette identifies the Assiniboine as a mdissident 

groupn which was separated f rom the "Oc et i SaJcowinn in the 

seventeenth century . Although conf licting legends obscure the 

reasons why the Assiniboine were separated from the Octetai 

Sakowin, it must have been over a very serious matter, since the 

Dakota/Lakota name for the Assiniboine is Rohe--which means enemy . 
W i t h  regards to the word Assiniboine, Diaiond Jennees gives the 

'~t. Paul Voorhies, linguist at Brandon University, Dept. o f  
Native Studies, personal communication. See also: James Howard, 
The Canadian Sioux, Raymond S. DeHallie and Douglas R. Parks 
(eds.). (Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1984 ) ,  
p. 4 .  



meaning as wthe people that cook w i t h  hot stones. m6 Dr. Voorhis 

said that the word Assiniboine has b e n  translated to mean "Stoney 

Sioux. " H e  broke doni the wotd assinîboine into two parts. The 

f irat part %sain' is the Sau î tawc  ( O j i k r a y )  vord for mstone. The 

second part "boineU is the French spelling of the werd "ponH or 

wbonw--the Saultaux for person (compare this explanation with the 

word uWran,* given by S. Riggs; sec footnote 16). 

Translating mAssiniboineu to mean "Stoney Siouxw leads to a 

topic which would be vorthy of future investigation; namely, the 

relationship or distinction between the Assiniboines and Stoneys. 

Based on the literatura, one gets the impression that they are one 

and the same people. For example, James Howard says: 

The Assiniboine and Stoneys, however, who split off 
from the Yanktonais in the not too distant past, still 
cal1 thoflselves W@ea when speaking their own 
language. 

However, Dr. Voorhis says that the Stoney and Assiniboine are 

linguistically different. It would be interesting to pursue this 

inquiry, however, the present concern is w i t h  the relationship 

between the Assiniboine and the Oc'et'i Sakowin. 

If the split between the Assiniboine and the Oc'etai Sakowin 

was due to a feud, does there still exist any bitterness, hostility 

or animosity between the Assiniboine and the rest of the Oc'et'i 

Sakowin? Howardfs conclusion, which was basad on hi s  research 

prior to nineteen seventy-two, is: 

6~iamond Jenness, Indians of Canada, (6th ed. ; Ottawa: Queens 
Printer, l963), p. 308. 

'Howard, Canadian, p. 4.  



The Assiniboine and Siow mare a c a i o n  origin, but 
they were nevertheless bitter enemies tight up until the 
reservation period, and there is still bad blood between 
the t w o  tribes. 8 

It would seem that although there may be traces of unresolved, 

repressed feelings (bad blood) , on the whole the ftiendship has 
been renewed. This assinption ia not so far-fatchad when one 

realizes that the *refugeen9 Dakota vere zequired to l ive in peace 

if they were to temain in British tettitory. As such, they had 

promptly established a treaty with the Wetis, in eighteen sixty- 

two. It was not: until eighteen sixty-seven, after suffering a loss  

of lives a t  the hands of their old enemies, that the Canadian 

Dakota were able to forn a treaty with the Plains-Ojibway. The 

O j ibway apparently were reluctant to share theit traditional 

hunting grounds with the Dakota, whom the Plains-Oj ibvay vieved as 

intruders . 
Another factor supporting the assumption that the friendship 

has been renewed between the AssUiiboin and the ûcgetti Sakowin was 

(is) the presence of a cairnon antagonist who viewed the two nations 

as a single group-  ind di an^.^ The common antagonist of whom 1 

speak is that part of the non-Indian "whitem European settler 

community who oppressed M e  Native people and who met the Native 

9 In the summer of nineteen eighty-seven, at Dakota Tipi, 
Manitoba, 1 heard the minent Dakota elder and tribal historian Eli 
Taylor (one of James Bovard ' s informants) express indignation at 
being referred to as wrefugees.n He stressed that the Canadian 
plains and points in Eastern Canada have been part of the Dakota's 
traditional hunting grounds since t h e  hamernorial. 



people w i t h  racial prejudice. Psychological tesearch has 

demonstrated that when two groups (aib) that are hostile towards 

each other, are wnfronted w i t h  a third group (c) which acts as an 

antagoniet to the fkst  tvo, then the first two identify vith each 

other against the conmon antagonist.1° In fact, this same principle 

ptobably contributes to the growing sense of unity amongst Native 

people today in tàe late nineteen hundreds. Lame Deer comments on 

the unity anongst Native people, he says: 

It is a go- thing for Indians to look upon al1 
Indian religions as a camion treaeute house, as something 
that binde us together in  our outlook tovard nature, 
toward ourselves, making us one, no longer jus+ Sioux, 
Cheyennes, Navaj os, Pueblos, Iroquois, Haidas-but 
something much bigger , grander- Indians. l1 

and again: 

. . . that ghost dance has made us into friends and 
brothers. Now we are j u s t  one big tribe--Indians. 12 

S t i l l  another factor which would lead to renewed friendship between 

the Dakota and their dissident Assiniboine cousins is the Dakota 

cultural axiom (nmeta-valuew) which states that one should Vorgive 

and forget after proper restitution has been made."13 This is a 

'%ee the wotk of M. Sherif, for example: M. Sherif , In Conmion 
Predicament : Intergroup C o n f l i  ct and Cooperation. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1966. "Experience of a cairnon preàicament i s  a tie 
that binds conflicting groupe more firrly than any other 
commonality. Common opposition is al80 a unifying force." (viii) 

llLarne Deer (John P i r e )  and Richard Erdoes, Lame Deer: Seeker 
of Visions. (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1972) , p. 217. Lame Deer 
is a Lakota Wicasa Wakan (Holy Han, Shaman) . 

''Lecture notes from: *Traditional Native Religionsw, Brandon 
University, Prof. Arthur Amiotte. 
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cultural value exemplified in  ceremonies, re-iterated in 

mythologies and practised through life-vays. One such example is 

the custom of leaving something for the field mouse in return for 

the certain beans which the mouse collects and which the 

Dakota/Lakota take in exchangel', a f o r i  of reciprocity, an 

essential relational action as ve shall see. 

A final factor which leads to the conclusion that the 

friendship has, to an extent, been renewed is the inter-marriage 

betueen Assiniboine and Dakota people, and hence the fact that some 

Assiniboine live on the same reserves as their f e l l o w  ûakota/Lakota 

and vice versa. 

As a result of the faet that the Assiniboine remain 

politically and culturally a distinct group, separate from the 

0c9et9i Sakowin, they vil1 not be a concern to the rest of this 

dissertation. Similarly , because the Assiniboine people are the 

only group which still use the Nakoda dialect and the majority of 

the Sioux i n  Canada are Dakota, 1 vil1 refer to the people with 

whom t h i s  dissertation is concerned as Dakota. 

Orsgin of th. wri. Siouw 

The Dakota, therefote, are an aboriginal North American nation 

belonging to the Siouan linguistic family. They have been and are 

comnonly raferred to as the Sioux. The word wSiowrm originates 

from the fact that the literary world first learned about the 

14See Howard Canadian, pages 59-60. 



Dakota throuh the explorer and trader Jean N i c o l e t  who received 

his information from Alqonkian speakers at Green Bay, Wisconsin. 15 

The Aïgonkians lived in opposition to or conflict vith the Dakota 

and, hence, referred to the Dakota as mnadowesSu* vhich means 

snake-like ones, a metaphor for enemies. " As a result, in the 

first published mention of the Dakota, by Paul le Jeune (who 

received his information irom Nicolet) in the Jesuit Relat ions  of 

1640, the D a k o t a  are referred to by their Algonkian name, as 

follows: 

. . 6 s  enuirons de cette nation [Ouinipigou] sont les 
Naduesiu . 17 

Throughout the Jesuit Re la t ions ,  the Dakota are variously ref erred 

to as Naduiusiu, Nadouessis, Nadouechiowac, and Nadouesiouek. 

Eventually, the word was shortened ( in French) to %iouxN f r o m  the 

lS~ccording to the maps in Tanner% Atlas,  there were 
Winnebago, Pottawatomi, Tionantati, and O j  ibwa at Green Bay. Helen 
Hornbeck Tanner, ed. A t l a s  of Great Lakes Indian History (Norman 
and London: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987) , pp. 32-33. See Map 
1 on page 38 of this dissertation. 

160n the vord nadowe, Stephan R i g g s  says: 
The O j i b w a s  are said to call the Iroquois Indians 

Nadowe, which signifies a large serpent. It is further 
stated, that the nama given by the Ottawas to the Dakotas 
is Nadowesi, which name is also sometimes used by the 
Ojibwas, though they  cormonly call them Bwan. T h i s  
latter name appears in Assinaboine. It does not appear 
that eithct has properly the signification of enemy, 
except 80 far as a serpent may be thus regarbed. 

Stephen R. Riggs, Tah-Koo W&-Kan; or The Gospel Among the  Dakotas 
(New York: Arno Press, 1972) p. 2 .  

 eube ben Gold Thwaites, ad. The Jesuit Relations and A l l i e d  
Docments, vol. XVZII, Part 1 ,  Chapter X (Cleveland: The Burrows 
Brothers Company, 1898) , p. 231. 
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last two syllables of the Algonkian word and to a one syllable 

pronunciation *Siouxm (in English) , and the new name "stuck. lB 

Given its historical conte*, the w o r d  uSioux* should fa11 into 

disuse whenever possible, since (as M c G e e  so eloquently mites) "it 

<in> an alien and opprobrious designation for a people bearing a 

euphonious appellation of their own.~'~ It is interesting to note 

that Lame Deer says that calling hi s  people Sioux or Dakota is 

"white man talk. He says: 

&ka tanhan wicasa wan-1 am a man of the earth, as 
w e  Say. Our people don% call themselves Sioux or 
Dakota. ThatBs white man talk. We call ourselves Zkce 
ricasa--the natural humans, the ftee, w i l d ,  conmon 
people. f am pleased t o  be called thate20 

It seems that one reason for continuing to apply the word 

lvSiouxn to the Nation which calls itself Dakota, Nakoda, or Lakota, 

is convenience. It s a covering tenn for three divisions 

(Eastern, Middle and Western) whose members use the three 

designations, Dakota, Nakoda, or Iakota, to identify both their own 

18 A similar situation applies t o  the Inuit (their own name for 
their Nation) vho were metuekm w i t h  the word Eskimo ("esters of t a w  
fishm) because the lituary wotld first heard about the Inuit from 
Algonquian speakers (the Montagnais??) who raferred to the Inuit 
derisively, as *Esnino*. 1 notice tâat today the Inuit  have 
reclaiwd their own name and the word Eskimo is appropriately 
f alling into disuse. 

2 0 Lame Deer, Lame Deer, p. 23. 
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division and the entire nationO2' As one might have guessed, the 

three divisions correspond t o  the three dialecte of the Nation. 

The distinguishing feature between the three dialecte is t h a t  where 

one uses the first letter the other uses the letter and 

the other, the "L." The "Du is used by the Eastern divis ion,  the - 

mNw is used by the Middle division, and the 'Lw is use4 by the 

Western divis ion.  

Whether Dakota, Nakda or Lakota, the word "is said to mean 

allies, m22 or friendly, ni.mplying confederated or allied. "23 

According to Laviolette, "the word ' Dakota' means ' ally, (from 

' K ~ d a ~ - - f t i e n d ) . " ~ '  United or a l l i e d ,  the entire nation at one 

t i m e  (before the coming of the horse, vhen the divisions lived in 

closer proximity t o  each other) called their alliance or 

conf ederacy the Oc 'et Sakovirr which means Seven Council  - F i r e s  

or Seven ~ireplaces. 25 The seven ncouncil firesn to which the 

name Ocfet  'i Sakowin refers are the "Mdewakrant 'unwan, 

Ihankt ' unwanna, and T 'i t ' unwan. w26 As James Howard points out: 

2 ' ~ c ~ e e ,  Indians, p. 4. Lame merf s conmant causes one to 
wonder about this otatement. Y e t ,  other Dalcota and Lakota speakers 
refer to their own division and the entire tribe as Dakota and 
Lakota respectively. 

22~oward, Canadian, p. 3 .  

24~aviolettet Sioux,  p. 14.  

2 5 ~ o ~ a r d ,  Canadian, p. 3 (the italics are mine) . 
261bid. ,  p. 3 (the i t a l i c s  are mine) . 



The f irst four of the above-named bands, the 
Mdewakantons, Wahpekutes, S i s se tons ,  and Wahpetons, came 
to be knw as the Santee or Eastern Divis ion , .  .The fifth 
and sixth bands, the Yanktons and Yanktonais, came to be 
known as the Middle Division..  . (and) the seventh band, 
the Tetons, became the Western ~fvis ion."  

James Harard presents an excellent discussion of the meaning of the 

names given to the traditionaï bandr, and ~ub-bands.~~ In doing so, 
29 he relies on the account given by Stephan Riggs. The names and 

translations of the various bands and sub-bands, from Howard's 

outline, are as follows: 

- m S m  (from Imaayati--Vwellers at  
the Knifem) 

1) W d m i w t o a  or Bdw8kaatoa "Spirit Lake I>welletsn 
a) Kiyuksa "Breakers o f  Custom or LawH 
*b) Hemnican %ill-Water-Woodw 
C) Kapoja "Light Onesm 
*d) Magayutesne 'They Who Do Not Eat Geesen 
e) Heyatutunwe 'Back VillagersN 
f) Oyate Sica "Bad Peopleu 
g) Tintatume Vrai rie Villagerem 

*The only two remembered by Howard's Canadian informants. 

3) Siaituavan (Ilimwton) mRidges of Fish O f f a l  Dwellersm 
a) Tizaptanna 'Fiva Lodgesn 
b) Okopeya V n  Dangerm 
c) Cansdacikana mLittle Place ûare of Woodm 

27 ~ b i d .  , p. 3 (the i tal ics  are mine) . 
'%e particular stories telated to the origin of the band and 

sub-band names are fascinating and t e l l i n g  t e s t h o n i e s  to Dakota 
history. Howevet, the scope of this dissertation prevents me from 
going into a discussion of the band name origin stoties. For a 
discussion of the origin stories, 1 direct the reader to James 
Howard's The Canadian Sioux. 

29 Stephan Riggs, Dakota Grammar, Texts, and Ethnography, James 
Owen Dorsey , ed . (Washington, Dm C . : Government Ptinting O f f i c e  , 
1893). 



d) Basdecesni *Those Who Do Not S p l i t  (the backbone of 
buf falo) * e) Amdowapuskiya *Driers On The Shoulder* 

+ f) Kapoja "Light Onesm 
g) Ohdihe ? 

+ h) Cankute  "Shooters A t  Treesw 
*The only four remembered by Howard's Canadian informants. 

4 )  Wahpatuawaa (Wahpotoa) %eaf Dwellersm 
a) Inyanceyaka A t u m a n  @@Village at  the R a p i d s m  
*b) Tabkapsin Tunwanna "Those üho Drrell at the Shinny 

Ground* 
*c) Wiyaka Otina mDwellets on the Sandm 
*d) 0t-i Atunwan "Village on the Thicketn 
te) Wita Otina wDwellers in the Islandn 
*f) W a k p a  litunvan "Village on the Rivern 
+g) Cankaga Otina müwellers in Log (huts?) * 

*HowardVs Canadian informants &* remember the 7 sub-bands. 

Howard mentions three more sub-bands vbich are not listed by ~iggs" 
h) Hinta Hankpa 'Basswood Legging Stringw 
i) 1 spa Tahinspa 'Needle Elbown 
j) Cusdipa 'Dew Lickersm 

6) Y8aktonair "Little Dwellers at the Endu 

7) Tatoa *Dwellers on the Prairien 
*a) B r u l e  or Sitcanxu *Bunit Tbighsn 
b) Sans Arcs or ftaziptco "Without Bowsm 
C) Blackfeet or Sihasapa " B l a c k - f e e t u  
d) Minneconjou or ninikooju *Plant beside the Streamm 
e) Two Kettles or Oohenonpa *Two Boilingsm 
f) ûgalala or Oglala %he Poured Out Her awnm 

-4ncluding the W a  j a j a " F r i n g e d W  and Waglwe "In 
B r e e d e r s  

g) Hunkpapa "At the Entrancem 

* The suarmary of these sub-bands is f rom W. S. McGee. 

30~oward, Canadian, p. 20 .  
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The Canrd iaa  Dakota 

As Gontran Laviolette points out, ninety-seven percent of the 

Dakota/Lakota nation in Canada are descendants of the Eastern 

division Isantee Dakota.31 James Howard l i s t a  the reserves of the 

Canadian Dakota providing us with a breakdown of the predominant 

sub-bands on each reserve, F t o n  Howard's research, the Canadian 

Dakota reserves and sub-band affi l iation are as follovs: 

1. Sioux Village = Tg ipo Ihanke--wFarthest Campn 
2 .  Sioux Valley = Wipazuk * a Wakpa--mJuneberry Creekn 
3 .  B i r d t a i l  Sioux = C1ankaga Otl i--nDwellers in Log Cabins" 
4. Oak Lake = C'andupa Wakpa--"Pipe Creekw (also) 

=Wiclapfaha Iyeyapi-Whete They Found the Scalp* 

5 .  Standing Buffalo = T * at anka N a j  in 
6 .  White Warbonnet = Waplahaska 
7. Round Plain or Sioux Wahpeton = T'intamibena 
8 .  Forest Mountain (Wood) = C'anowancaya Puha 

Sioux Village = Mostly Wahpetons, some Sissetons and 
others . 
Sioux Valley = Mostly Sissetons, several Mdewakantons, a 
feu Wahpebtes and Wahpetons. 
Birdtail Sioux = Mostly Wahpetons, Mdewakantons, a f e w  
Yanktonais . 
Oak Lake = Llostly Wahpekutas, some Wahpetons, a f e w  
Yanktonais . 
Standing Buffalo = Mostly Sissetons, a f e w  Wahpetons and 
Wahpekutes . 
White Warbonnet = Sissetons. 
Round Plain or Sioux Wahpeton = Mostly Wahpetons, a f e w  
of the other Santee bands, 
Forest Mountain (Wood) = Mostly Hunkpapa Tetons, w i t h  a 
f e w  Santees. 

31 Gontran Laviolette, The Dakota Sioux in Canada (Winnipeg: DIW 
Publishing, 1991), p. ix. 
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Information at the Department of Indian and N o r t h e r n  Affairs 

(DUNA) -1s that the resemre which vas called Sioux Village is 

now (since 1972) divided into tuo reserves. me one reserve is 

called Dakota Plains and the other reserve ir, called Dakota T i p i .  

1 n addition, the Birdtail Sioux band own two reserves. The one 

reserve is called Birdtail Creek Reserve and the other is called 

Birdtail Haylands. In DïANA's publication entitled T h e  Indian 

Reserve Cornuni ty Pro f i l  es 1984 Report (Manitoba Region) , "Dakota 
Plainsn and 'Dakota Tipin a listed separately and different 

C h i e f s  and Band administrators are tegisterad as well. Howevet, 

the same breakdoun is not given for the two resemes listed for the 

Birdtail Sioux Band. This report mentions another "parcel" of land 

which is called Fishing Stat ion Indian Reserve, located "onuu 

Rossman Lake in  the southwest corner of Riding Mountain National 

Park and is held jointly by three Dakota Bands (Birdtail Sioux, 

Sioux Valley and Oak Lake). DUWA does not list population figures 

for this reserve so it is doubtful that anyone actually lives on 

this land; perhaps, as the reservc name suggests, it is reserved 

for f ishing. A final update of the Canadian Dakota scene is the 

news that the Dakota T i p i  Band obtained a fifty year lease from the 

province of Manitoba for Parish L o t  24 (s ixty  acres located 

directly east of the existing reserve) to  accommodate the Bandf% 

population growth and future land uses. 
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The population of the various Dakota Bands, as of December 31, 

1985, according to recent statistical information, 32 compiled by 

DUNA, is illustrated in the follwing chart. This chart includes 

a breakdown of the male and temale popuîation, as well as the land 

space in hectares, Band Name, and R e s a r v a  name (as given by D I W A ) .  

Dakota Plains Dakota Plains 6A 530.1 
Dakota Tipi Dakota T i p i  1 13.0 
Sioux Valley SiouxValley 58 4,136.0 

Fishing Stat ion 62A 1 
Birdtail Sioux Birdtail Creek 57 2,735.7 

Birdtail Hay Lands 57A 119.8 
Fishing Station 62A 1 

Oak Lake Oak Lake 59 1,023.9 
Oak Lake 59A 64.7 
Fishing Station 62A 1 

Standing Buffalo Standing Buffalo78 2,246.1 
Moose Woods White Cap 94 1,671.4 
Wahpeton Wahpeton 94A 1,462.0 

Wahpeton 94B 64.7 
Wood Mountain Wood Mountain 160 2,376.2 

T o t a l  Dakota/tiLota Oopulitioa 

"~he statistical information vhich 1 used was al1 published 
under the authority of the Hon. David E o  Crombie, Minister of 
Indian Affairs and Northern Dwelopment, Ottawa. The titles of the 
publications are as follows: Indian Reserve Coimnunity Profiles 1984 
Report (Manitoba Region),  Schedule of Indian Bands, Reserves and 
Settlements Incl uding Membership and Population Location and 
Acreage In Hectres, June 1, 1985, and Indian Register Population by 
Sex and Residence f o r  registry groups, responsibili ty centres, 
r e g i o n s  and Canada December 31, 1985. 



As can be seen from the sub-band affiliation chart (page twenty- 

one) the only exception to membe~rs of the Eastern Division Isantee 

Dakota are the f e w  Yanktonai on the Birdtail and Oak Lake reserves 

and the H u n k p a p a  Tetons on the Wood Wountain reserve. The Dakota, 

Yanktonai and Teton presence in Canada is directly tied to specific 

historical situations. 

'Ph@ Xianmsotr Coafliut o f  1862 

T h e  presence of the Isantee and Yanktonais in Canada is 

directly traceable to  the chaotic circumstances which forced the 

Dakota, in eighteen sixty-two to flee (for their lives) north to 

British Territory. The initial  ciranstances surrounding the f irst  

flight of members of the Dakota Nation into British territory 

revolves around a particular historical event which has been 

dubbed, by non-Native historiani, the uMinnesota mrisinq of 1862" 

or the "Sioux Wris ing  of 1862. 1 have also heard it called the 

"Minnesota Confricta or the T o n f l i c t  of  1862," by the 

distinguished Dakota Elder and oral historian, E l i  Taylor. 33 

The accounts of the Minnesota Conflict are quite intriguing. 

This episode and the events surrounding it warrant an in-depth 

W. Taylor al80 gave an account of the Dakota peoplesf flight 
from the United States Amy in vhich the United States Army was 
prevented from pursuing the Dakota as a result of wGod'sw 
intervention. He d r e w  a parallel t o  the Biblical story of Moses 
and the parting o f  the Red Sea, in which God intervened in  history 
to allow the Israelites to escape from the pursuit of the Pharaoh's 
unjust army. (Personal Communication, Dakota T i p i ,  1988) . 
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study in theaanelves and there exists a number of such studies. The 

Minnesota Conflict is highïy signiticant to Canadian Dakota history 

because the Dakotags preMnce in Canada is directly related to the 

Conflict. In Iact, if the conflict had never occurred, one wonders 

if there vould be a group knoni as the "Canadian DaJc~ta.~" 

Regrettably, the scope of this dissertation prevents a 

detailed expansion of the Conflict. 1 v i l l ,  however, outline some 

of the main, relevant events and direct the reader ta Kenneth 

Carleygs extensive bibliography on the ConÉlict which can be found 

in h i s  book, The S i o u x  Wris ing  of 1862. '' LLLthough a thoroughly 

documented composition, Carleyms work is still written by a non- 

Dakota. A aiore recently published work is Through Dakota Eyes: 

Narrative Accounts of the  Minnesota fndian War of 1862.~~ Of 

course, if would be best to have the opportunity to become more 

familiar with the Dakota perspective by listening to Dakota Elders 

and tribal  historians relate it. 

In The Sioux Wrising of 1862, Carley begins his discussion by 

revealing some of the possible causes of the Minnesota Conflict. 

He recognizes that the answer lies i n  a coiplex of reasons, dating 

from the first contact w i t h  the nwhitesm 

 o or the location of Dakota villages 
Map 2 on page 39 of this dissertation. 

and culminating in the 

in Minnesota in 1830, see 

'kenneth Carley, The Sioux Wrising of 1862, 26 ed. (St. Paul:  
Minnesota Historical Society, 1976).  

36~ary Clayton Anderson and Alan R. Woolworth (eds. ) , Through 
Dakota Eyes : Narrative Accounts of the Minnesota Indian War of 1862 
(St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1988) . 



desperate situation vhich the Dakota people were foorcced into, at  

the t h e  of the Conflict. 

Perhaps the most immediate, relevant events leading to the 

Minnesota Conflict began vith the treaties which vere signed by the 

Wper and Lower Council Dakota and the United States in  1851 and 

1858. As Carley explains, 

On July 23,  1851, the Wahpeton and Sisseton bands of 
the Upper Sioux ceded t o  the United States their lands in 
southern and western Minnesota T e r r i t o r y ,  as w e l l  as some 
in Iowa and Dakota. The price for this magnificent 
empire vas $1,665,000 in  cash and annuities. O n  August 
5 at Mendota the mewakanton and Wahpekute bands of m e r  
Sioux signed away their lands, which embraced most of the 
area in the southwest quarter of present-day Hinnesota. 
In all, the Sioux ceded almost 24,000,000 acres of rich 
agricultural land. 38 

Carley e%plains how the Upper Council considered the lands assigned 

to t h e m  acceptable as a reservation and how the Lower Council 

voiced their dissatisfaction with their new domain, the Dakota 

realized that they had been tricked, at Traverse des Sioux, into 

signing a "traders papern which had never been explained to them 

and which amounted to what was considered to be an outrageous 

overpayment of the Dakota's financial debt to the traders. On top 

of al1 this, the U.S. goverriment were not living up to their end of 

the agreaiient; the Dakota were no+ getting their cash and 

171?he titles Wpper Councilw and "Lawer Co~ncil,~ represent the 
Santee Dakota Bands who live on the reservation above the Yellow 
Medicine River and the Bands that l ive below the Yellow Medicine, 
respectively. The Wpper Coucilm are the Sissetons  and Wahpetons, 
while the %ower Councilm are the Wdewakantons and Wahpekutes. The 
U.S. government agencies which were located on the two reservés for 
the transaction of business, are the "Yellow Medicine Agency" 
(Upper Council) , and the "Redwood AgencyR (Lower Council) . 

38~ar ley ,  Sioux Upris ing ,  pp. 11-12. 
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"rations. rn me withholding of cash and rations coupled with a 

winter of near starvation in 1861-1862 (brought on by a crop 

failure the previous fa l l ) ,  left ths Dakota in a starving and 

desperate condition. Bov much more abusa coud they take? Well, 

it would appear that only two more incidents would do it. The 

first vas the tradersw refusal of credit, but the second, the 

ultimate "final strav," was to occur at the Redwood Agency, at the 

beginning of August, 1862. At the Agency, Chief L i t t l e  Crw, one 

of  the main actors in the Conflict, and some hundred other Louer 

Council Dakota, had assembled, in vain, to receive their rations. 

They were about to leave when the storekeeper at the Redwood 

Agency, Anârew J. Myrick, heartlessly said to th-, "so far as I am 

concerned, if they are hungry, let them eat grass, or their own 

dung." The interpreter refused to translate it, but vhen the 

missionary , Williamson stepped forvard and gave the translation, 

"there was a moment of silence, followed by savage hoots and yells 

and the Indians disappeared in a body.rn39 Two weeks later a Dakota 

hunting party came across some chicken eggs by a fann. One of the 

men took the eggs, another man said to put them back because they 

belonged to a whiteman and they would get in trouble. The man w i t h  

the eggs smashed them and accused the other of being a coward, the 

other denied he vas a costard. Eventually a quame1 ensued with the 

farner and the Dakota hunting party killed three men and two women. 

When they returned t o  their village an emergency council was 

3 9 Laviolette, Sioux,  p. 36. 
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called, Cbief Littïe Crov vas consulted and it was determined that 

it was tire to go to wat. As the story gaee, the storekeeper 

Myrick was one of the first to be shot on the day of the outbreak. 

The burial party found hie body. Hi8 mouth vao stuffed w i t h  grass. 

The historical evidence reveals that the Dakota were cheated, 

l i e d  to, taken advantage of, deceived, exploited and had their 

patience and ttust pushed to the lait. It is an inpressive feat 

of self-restraint that the Dakota people vho finally did setaliate 

against the relational transgressions coamitted by the whites had 

the fortitude to hold back from violent action for as long as they 

did. Their actions most likely prevented them fron suffering the 

same fate as the extinct Beothuk Nation. 

It should be made explicit that not dl, nor even most, of the 

Santee Dakota took military action. As a whole, the Upper Council 

Dakota did not take military action. In fact, nthe Sisseton 

Indians protected the prisoners taken by the Lower Santees against 

outrages.m40 Despite this fact, when it came t h e  for the O.S. 

military to launch a counter attack, no discretion vas employed, or 

at  least very little, to determine vho to  kill and who no+ to k i l l .  

It became quite clear that no Dakota person was sure of his  or her 

safety and if they wanted to live they &ad t o  move to a place vhere 

they would be safe. This place of safety was north into British 

Territory; the place that the Dakota called "the land of the 



Grandmotber;* the place which vas describeâ by the Lakota Holy Man, 

Sitt ing Bull, as .the Medicine House where the t ~ t h  li~es.~'~ 

The Dakota vie- %he land of the Granâmotherm as a place of 

safety due to a friendship with the British which was based upon 

military alliances vith the British in the French and Indian Wats, 

the American Revolution, and the W a r  of 1812." Dakota leaders 

Little Crow, and later Standing Buffalo, Waanatan, Leaf, and 

Turning Thunder, displayed B r i t i s h  medals and flags that they had 

inherited from theit fathers. A s  James Howard explains, 

He [Little Crow] said that the elders of  the tribe 
had been told during the War of 1812 that if they ever 
got into trouble w i t h  the Americans they should appeal to 
the B r i t i s h ,  and the Volds of the red flag in  the north 
would w r a p  them round and preserve them from their 
enemies . m4 
When the f irst gmup of Dakota came to Rupert's Land (the name 

of the territory before the Hudson's Bay Company turned over its 

holdings t o  Canada) they went to Fort  Garry (present day Winnipeg). 

Other groups that came later continued to make their way to F o r t  

G a r r y ,  but eventually they began to congregate at White Horse 

P l a i n s  and Portage La Prairie. Details surrounding the movement of 

the Dakota people in Canada and the welcone that they received 

prior to the establishment of the reoesves, are outlined by Peter 

E l l i s  i n  The Dakota o f  the Canadian N o r t h w e s t ,  therefore, i n  the 

- -  

4 1 Howard, Canadian, p. 34. 

4 2 ~ d . ,  p. 26. 

4 3 I b i d . ,  p. 2 7 .  



interest of brevity, 1 vil1 not elaborate on this point here. 4 4  

Suffice it to Say that the fitst group airrived at Fort G a r r y  on 

Deceilbar 28, 1862 and the last group, Sitting Bu11 and his band of 

Hun)qsapa's, along vith groupa of the W e m t e r n  Division Lakota, 

arrived in May, 1877, shortly aftet the %mttle of the Little Big 

Hornm (wCuster's las+ standw) in 1876. The dates in vhich the 

various reserves were established are as follows : '' 
Sioux V a l l e y  
Birdtail Sioux 
Oak Lake 
Turtle Mountain (now extinct) 
Standing Buffalo 
White Cap 
Round Plain-Sioux Wahpeton 
Sioux V i l l a g e  
Wood Mountain 

Dakota or t-rrotr? 

Another issue which needs to be addressed i n  order to answer 

"who are the Canadian DakotatW relates ta the extent mat they are 

seperate from or similar to the American Lakota. Through h i s  

research on the Canadian Dakota prior to 1972, James Howard 

concludes, npolitically if no+ culturally, these Dakota severed 

their ties with their brethren in the United States and became a 

"~ee: Howard, Canadian, pages 25-35, for a discussion of the 
Dakota peoples movements in Canada and the tesponse that they 
received; and Peter Douglas Elias, The Dakota of the Canadian 
Northwest : Lessons For Survival (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba 
Press, 1988) . 

4 5 See Wap 3 on page 40 of this dissertation for the location 
of the reselrves in Canada. 



separate entity, the Canadian bakota. w46 Ge ographic location has 

made the ground fertile for the emergence of unique cultural 

traits .  An historical exaaqle  of change in cultural traits 

correlated w i t h  change in geographic location was offered by Mhur 

nmiotte. He suggested that the W o t a  be thought of as the 

"furthest Westward extensionw of the Dakota/lakota nation, which 

has "go+ rid of eaccess cultural baggagem upon their move from the 

E a s t e r n  woodlands fringe to the Prairies. As  they moved further 

west there vas a mstreanlining:w old mythologies were dropped or 

changed to adapt to their new residence. Ainiotte mentioned the 

Eastern Santee belief i n  tree spirits  as an example of excess 

cultural baggage which vas shed on the takota's move from the 

Eastern woodlands . " Vine Oaloria Jr . confirms that , "as ceremonies 

have lost their content, w i t h  the changing of lifestyles, they have 

been forgotten or aband~ned."'~ As excess baggage is shed, new 

baggage is added. Lilte the Wota, the Canadian Dakota's cultural 

repertoire was somewhat altered to adapt to their new residence. As 

James Howard elaborates: 

Retaining much of their c o w n  Dakota heritage, they 
nevertheless acquired from their contacts with French, 
English, Scottish, mainian,  and other Buro-Canadians, 
as well as native Canadian Indian tribes and Hetis, many 
additional cultural features which have made them what 
they are today. 4 9 

'%oward, Canadian, p. 25. 

47 Persona1 communication, Arthur Amiot te .  Brandon, Manitoba, 
1988.  

'vine Deloria Jr., "Religion and the Modern American Indian," 
Current History, (December, 1974),  p. 250 .  

4 9 Howard, Canadian, p.  25. 



Nonetheless , despite the uniqueness of 

their political and cultural distinctnecls 
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the Canadian Dakota and 

there exists a continuity 

between them and the* lusrican relatives. The haginary line drawn 

between the W. S. and Canada disappears: people travel back and 

forth visiting the* relatives r drui groups and dancers attend and 

compte at pow-WOISS on h t h  sidas of the border; and, medicine-men 

and women are sought out by rembers of the Dakota/Lakota nation- 

the sacreà sun dance ceremony, for example, which was held at Sioux 

Valley fn the spting of nineteen eightylieven, was leâ by an ûglala 

Lakota itanchan (headman) who is from the United States. 

Therefore, while it is valid to  speak of the Canadian Dakota, it is 

also justifiable to refet to texts on Lakota religion to support or 

supplement the information provided specif ically on the Canadian 

Dakota. 



Significantly, after the famous Teton Lakota vars of 

independence from the oppression of the emerging Aiorican 

govenment in tha late eighteen-hundreâs, the horrible Woimded Khee 

Massacre and the notoriety of such faamas ïakota leaders as Crazy 

Horse, S i t t i n g  Bull, and R e d  Cloud, the image of the feathered, 

horse mounted wplains indian* was established. This stereotype 

served to represent, for people the world over, the 'typical 

American Indian. Lakota cultuire and history becam the focus of 

anthropologists and historians while the Dakota were largely 

forgotten about. As a resuît, when the Eastern Division Isantee 

Dakota are mentioned they are generally thought of as a plains 
51 culture. Such a misconception fails to take note of the historical 

56 Bushnell, David 1, Native Cemeteries and E'oms of Burial East 
of the Mississippi. Washington: Bureau of American Ethnology 
Bulletin 71, 1920. 

Bushnell, David 1. Villages of the Algonquian, Siouan and Caddoan 
Tribes. Bureau of American Ethnology Bul l e t in ,  No. 78 .  

Bushnell. David 1. uBaarials of the Algonquian, Siouan and Caddoan 
Tribes . Bureau of American Ethnology B u l l e t i n ,  NO. 83.  

Brower, Jacob V. %ille Lacs, Memoirs of Explorations in the 
Basin of the Hississippi River. Vol. 3, Minnesota Historical  
Society, H w t w  Collins Co. 

Brower, Jacob V. wKathio,m Memoirs of Explorations in the Basin of 
the Mississfppi River. Vol. 4, Minnesota Historical  Society, H.L. 
Collins Co. 

Lothson, Gordon. "The Dis tr ibut ion of B u r i a l  Mounds in Minnesota. " 
Minnesota Archaeologist, Vol. 29, pp. 29-47. 

5 1 "In response to increasing evidence of t h i s  plurality, the 
concept of Native American %ulture amasw was conceived and 
developed a t  the turn of the century by Clark Wisslerw (Joseph Epes 
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reality . The Dakota, historically , more appropriately belong to a 
discussion of mWooâlandsu or %reat Lakesn cultures than Plains 

(although they should not be excluded frcn the plains efther) . The 

archaeological record attests t o  the fact that the Dakota and 

Lakota have lived and moved between the eastern forests  and 

northern plains since time irirrron~rrial.~~ Nevertheless, in textbooks 

and art shows the Canadian Dakota are invariably categotfzed as 

"People of the plains\prairiesm. Tlrfs oversight is forgivable given 

the notoriety of  their Western Teton Lakota relatives--who ful ly  

belong to a plains\grairies discussion--but, still, such a 

classification remains inaccurate. Indeed, the archaeological 

history of "The Seven Council Firesm t e s t i f i e s  t o  the fact that 

their collective destiny has been lived in an intermediate 

Brown, The Spiritual Legacy of the American Indian. New York: The 
Crossroad Publishing Company, 1982 : p. 5 )  . Brown identifies these 
culture areas as: The Western Arctic, Western Sub-Arctic, Mackenzie 
Sub-Arctic, Central and Eastern Arctic, Eastern Sub-Arctic, Eastern 
Woodlands, Southeast, Southwest Great Basin, California, Northwest 
Coast, Plateau, and Plains/Prairies . 

A culture area is: 
a geographical area occupied by a number of peoples 

whoee cultures show a significant degree of siiilarity 
with each other and at the s a i s  t h e  a significant degree 
of àissimilarity w i t h  the cultures of the peoples of 
other such areas.. .the areas provide a convenient 
framewotk for introducing soie degree of order in the 
plethora of datai1 available about North merican 
Indians. (H. Driver, Indians of North America 2nd ed, ; 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969, p. 17) . 
"~ee William Warren for traditional O j  ibway history. Dakota 

were friends w i t h  the Ojibway. Both sides would visi t  back and 
forth with peace-parties. Internarriage took place. 



positionw between the voodlands and the prairies. 53 Gordon Lothson 

elaborates on the concept of an intermediate position based on 

archaeological evidence in  his 1972 *.A. thesis t i t l e d  *Burial 

Mounds of the Mille Lacs Lake AreaP 

. . .the Cooper sites vere located betveen two major 
ecological zones; The Pine-Hardwood Forest Zone and the 
Ta11 Grass Prairie Zona; and hence t w o  very diiferent 
cultural patterns. AEtifacts characteristic of the Late 
Woodland Tradition and the Pine-Hardwaod Forest Zone 
exist side by side with those attributed t o  the 
Mississippian inf luenced cultures (Oneota) and the Ta11 
Grass Prairie Zone. This concept of the @5ntermediatem 
position of the Cooper sites between t w o  major biotic 
provinces exhibiting cultural traits from both regions, 
Vhe Best From Tvo Worldsw, is the consttuct of Professor 
Elden Johnson of the University of H h e s o t a  (Johnson 
1969A) . 

If the Cooper sites do occupy an winteriwdiaten or 
ecotone position between two very different cultural 
adaptations as Professor Johnson suggests, one would 
expect to find cultural traits  from both regions awng 
the burials  excavated from mound number one. A 
cornparison of the artifacts recovered from the moud site 
with those found associated w i t h  Late Woodland cultural 
complexes: The Sandy lake (Snake River?), Kathio, and 
Black Duck foci, w i t h  those attributed to two Oneota 
Aspect cultures: The Blue Earth and Orr Foc i ,  strongly 
supporte the internediate point of view. 54 

Moreover, to view the Dakota as recent arrivals to  what is now 

Canada i s  t o  f a i l  t o  consider the archaeological facts; parts of 

53 wAltho~gh the laquage, manners, and àress of the different 
divisions were no+ precisely alike, they were essentially one 
people. Nor were these people of Mi~eso ta  eepatate ftom the rest 
of the Dakota nation, but were closely connected with those living 
farther W e s t .  They considered themselves as forning part of a 
great people which owned a vast region of country, extending from 
the upper Hississippi to the Rocky mountains. Samuel Pond, The 
Dakota or Sioux in Minnesota as They Were in 1834 (St. Paul: 
Minnesota Historical Society Press) p. 4. Originally published in  
1908 by The Minnesota Historical Society. 

%ordon Lothson, "Burial Mounds of  the Mille Lacs Lake Areatr. 
M.A. Thesis, University of Minnesota, 1972: p. 182. 



what is nov Canada was traditional hunting grounü of the Dakota. 

As P e t e r  Elias notes, "the archaeological record supports the 

conclusion tâat there were Dakota antecedents i n  Canada a t  least 

eight hunâred years ago. "" Elias e x p l a h  that: 

In the ideal situation, a witness vould have 
observed a people just before the events of material 
dioplacement, vhen they were still imrolved with tools 
and technology that can be traced back in t h .  Purther, 
this witness shouïd then have left a recotd of precisely 
who these people were and exactly where they were. For 
the Dakota, there is such an ideal. 

The witness in this case, as Elias notes, i s  Father Louis Hennepin 

who was aniong the Dakota in 1680, and who identifies: the location 

of the "Isateew (at Mille Lac at the mouth of the Rum River) and 

Vhe nature of their non-European te~hnology:~' most notably, their 

pottery. Elias continues: 

In 1972, G.A. Lothson, then a graduate student at 
the University of Minnesota, excavated the Rum River 
site. The most distinctive feature of the site is its 
ceramies, which are ale0 mentioncd by Hennepin. Lothson 
concluded that this pottery, naied Sandy Lake ware by 
archaeologists, was a manufacture of the Lsantee Dakota 
and that the area ovet which the pottery is to be found 
identif ies a t  least a part of the territory occupied by 
the Dakota at  the time the ware had been made. 
Subsequent research has identitied thirty-four sites 
containing Sandy Lake ware in Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
western Ontario and eastern Manitoba. The few dates that 
have been obtained for tâese sites span the years from 
1150 A.D. until slightly after time of contact with 
Europeans, when aboriginal technology, notably pottery, 
was dieplaced by trade gooùs. As iight be expected, 
there are archaeological sites that contain both Sandy 
Lake ware and trade goods of Eumpean manufacture. 57 

'%lias, Northwest, p. xv. 

S 6 ~ b i d . ,  p 5 .  Quotes Louis Hennepin, A New Discovery of A V a s t  
Country i n  America. Volumes 1-11. Reuban Gold Thwaites, ed. 
(Chicago: A.C. McClurg and Co., 1903), p. 241-275. Original English 
publication of this work was i n  1698. 

57 Petet Douglas E l i a s ,  "The Dakota: A Nation of International 
People.  tt Lily Plain, Saskatchewan: Febniary 15, 1979. The works 
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It would se-, then, that based on archeological evidence, the 

Dakota have occupied parts of Wanitoba anâ Ontario intermittently 

since at least 1150 A.D. 

cited by E l i a s  in this quote are: George A. Lothson Burial Mounds 
of the mile Lacs Area masters thesis, University of Minnesota, 
19 7 2 ; E . Johnson "The Amilla Comple~" Minnesota Prehistori c 
Rrchaeology no 9 (1973) s D o  Arthur8 "Sandy Lake Ware i n  
Northwestern Ontario: A Distributional Studyw Archaefacts 5 nos 2-3 
(1978): R.S. HacNeish An Introduction to the Archaeology of 
Southeastern mni toba (Ot tawa,  1958) ; S. Saylor *The 1977 Season at 
Wanipigow Lake (EGKX-1)" Archaefacts 5 nos 2-3 (1978): M.G.K. 
Rajnovich and C.S. Reid "Selkirk and Clearwater Lake Ceramics on 
Lake of the Woods: An ûvervieww Archaefacts 5 nos. 2-3 (1978) . 









'The Lakota Nation began, not w i t h  the arriva1 of 
colmnbus, but with the creation of this universeal 

Vivian Atviso One ~eather'~ 

To really answer the question Who are the Dakota?" from the 

perspective of religious studies, one must inquire into the 

traditional stories told by the old, disthguished oral histotians 

of the D a k o t a  Nation. When looking at the vritten literature 

expressing the old stories, one of the most systematic articulation 

of Lakota cosmoloqy and cosmogony is found in the Walker material. 

James Walker was sent to Pine Ridge Reservation i n  1896, shortly 

after the Wounded Knee Massacre, t o  treat small pox, tuberculosis 

and perform other medical services. The task that he was assigned 

was too much for one person so he solicited the aid of the 

traditional healers. After consulting each other, as E l a i n e  Jahner 

points out, the ûglala leaders stated, 

We will do this so you may know how to be the 
medicine man for the people.. .We will tell you of the 
ceremonies as if you were an Oglala who wished to take 
your part in them. We will not tell you of the parts of 
them that the shamans do secretly. 59 

Eventually, nine years later, they said that they vould teach h h  

the secret knowledge of the cihapians. 60 In the introduction to 

Lakota Myth, Elaine Jahner narrates the circumstances of Walker's 

association w i t h  such creatively brilliant Lakota storytellets as 

George Sword, Ten Fingers, Left Heron, American Horse, Bad Wound, 

"From the introduction to: D o I o  Dool-g (ed. ) , The Sons of the 
Wind: The Sacred S tor i e s  of the Lakota (New York: The Society for 
the Study of Myth and Tradition, 1984),  p. ix. 

 ames es R. Walker, Lakota Myth. Elaine Jahner (ed. ) (Lincoln and 
London: University of Nebraska Press, 1983), pp. 1-2. 
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Little Wound, No Plesh, anà Thomas Tyon. George Sword--Long Knife- 

-stands out as a most impressive creative genius whose "efforts 

reveal h i s  conscious conceni vith datails of presentation, h i s  

fascination w i t h  language, and h i s  propensity to speculate about 

linguistic phenowna. "" Sword vas a major contributor to  the 

Walker collection, praviding manuscripts which he had vritten in 

Lakota. 

Elaine Jahner also  discusses the ethnological detective work 

carried out by E l l a  Deloria undet the direction of Franz Boas to 

determine how much of the Walker material is Walkerts 

reconstruction and invention and hov much is mauthenticw. Whatever 

their status before WaUrerls the ,  it se- that the stories  i n  the 

Walker collection are, for contemporary Lakota, authoritative. As 

D.M. Dooling says of the Walker collection, 'for whether or not the 

myths as recounted by Dr. Walker were in the past a l i v ing  part of 

the Lakota oral tradition, they are becoming so now; these are the 

tales the Lakotas are telling their  children. 62 

The ancestors of the Iiakota are the P t e  Oyate, the Buffalo 

People, descendants of Ate and Hunku who were created by the 

S p i r i t s  to  serve them. A t  the first feast, before Ate and Hunku 

were created, Woope, the daughter of Skan (the Spir i t  of Wakan 

Tanka-the Great Mystery, the total i ty)  did al1 the work and was 

exhausted from it. Ksa -(wisdom) said, mWoope has made a feast and 

served the Spiri ts  until she is tired. The daughter of the Great 

Spirit should not work so hard at such tasks. It w i l l  be well if 

- -- -- 

6 1 I b i d . ,  p.  49. 

62~ool ing,  Sons, p. x i i i .  



beings vere created to  serve the Spirits and do their willmw" So 

Skan took sumethhg fram the other Spirits to croate Ate and Hunku 

and imparted to each four so~ls.~' Skan then said t o  th-: Vour  

names shall be Ate, Father, and Hunku, Hother, and you and your 

children shall be known as the Pte ôyate, the Buffalo 

People.. .These were the ancestors of iankind. u65 The P t e  people 

lived a good l i fe  under the earth but eventually some familias, 

under the leadership of Tokahe, were tricked out of their 

widerwarld home by rnktomi the trickster. The members of the Pte 

Oyate who were not tricked by Inktomi remained under the earth 

under the leadership of Tatanka the Holy Han, who sought a vision 

from the Sacred Beings to find out about Tokahe and the others: 

He s a w  in his vision that those who vent up through 
the cave would be changed and become a different people, 
and that they would forget the language of the Spirits  
and how to serve them. His vision told him that he must 
follow them, and that he too would be changed and become 
a shaggy beast and be known as the Buffalo, and he would 
have in charge the welfare of the people on the 
wotld...Those who came up through the cave w i t h  Tokahe 
were the fkce Oyate, the Real People. They were the 
first people on the world, and the Lakotas are their 
descendants. 66 

The Lakota myths in the Walker collection are rich in waning, 

expressing in a profound way the complexities of existence. 

Significant to this dissertation is the central importance of 

- 

63 I b i d . ,  p. 11. 

6 4 ~ e e  chapter 2 for a discussion of multiple souls. 

6 5 ~ b i d . ,  p. 12m 

661bid., p m  122. 
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relationship expressed in the iyths; this theme vil1 be elaborated 

in the final chapter. The westion to be askeâ at this point is "to 

what extent are these Lakota m y t h s  part of the Canadian Dakota 

corpus of ayth137~ To ansver this question fully would require 

extensive fieldwork among the Canadian Dakota. Discussions w i t h  

Dakota students and friands of mine suggests that these m y t h s  from 

the Walker collection are part of contemporary Dakota mythic 

history. Houever, i n  the absence of personal fieldvork, the vr i t ten  

literature must be sought t o  yield an answer. Moreover, the 

written literature on the Dakota must be consulted to reveal a 

picture of the mythological origins of the Dakota, independent of 

the corpus of myths in the Walker collection. 

If we look at  the literature on the Eastern Isantee Dakota w e  

find stories not found i n  the Walker collection. It might be 

appropriate to begin this inquiry with the work of someone who 

mastered the various dialects of the Dakota language, was an 

accomplished scholar , and, most importantly , had an intimate 

association w i t h  the Dakota people as their missionary, priest and 

friend from 1935 until his death in 1989-Father Gontran Idviolette 

OMI. 67 In his posthumously published book, Father Laviolette 

observes : 

The legends of the bakatas vary t o  some extent due 
to cultural changes. The older legends are those of the 

"1 have no idea how hostile or destructive Laviolette was, as 
a Christian priest, to traditional Dakota religion. Based on what 
1 have read about Laviolette and hi s  work, 1 get the impression 
that he was not exclusivistic and genuinely respected the Dakota 
people and their traditions. 



Santee tribes whereas the Tetons have developed a greater 
number of legendary themes. 68 

He then directs the reader to Charles Eastman's (Ohiye-sa) 

autobiography Indian Boyhood for 'the traditional Santee story of 

the creation of the world. m6g 

Charles Eastman (1858-1939) vas born to Tavakanhdiota %any 

Lightnhgsm (Jacob Eastman) and Mary Na- Eastman, Wakantankawin 

"The Godde~s.~ H i s  materna1 grandfather aras Capt. S e t h  Eastman, the 

well knovn artist ,  and h i s  maternal grandmother was Lucy 

Wakama j inwin "She Stands Sacred. His great-grandfather on his  

motherf s s ide  vas the famous Mahpiya Wicasta "Cloud Manw and his 

great-granàmother Chempadutawin "Red Cherry. O n  h is  father 's 

side, h i s  grandfather was Wakaskaskanmani "He Shakes the E a r t h  When 

Ha WalksN and his grandmother , Uncheedah %randmotherm . Charles 

Eastman was given the name Hakadah @The P i t i f u l  Lastw as a baby 

because h i s  mother died shortly after his birth. He was raised 

traditionally by his paternal grandmother and it w a s  not until he 

was a young boy that he vas given the naia Ohiyesa *The Winnerw by 

a medicine man. He vas separated f r o m  h i s  father during the 

Minnesota Conflict of 1862 when he vas taken to Canada. H e  thought 

that h i s  father died during that turbulent tirne but his father came 

looking for hin after things had quieted dom-Ohiyesa vas fifteen 

years old. Bis father became a Christian while imptisoned at 

Davenport and assumed the name Jacob Eastman. Jacob gave his son 

%wiolette, Dakota Sioux, pp. 25-26. 

V b i d . ,  p. 26 .  
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the name Charles Eastman when he sought him out and brought him 

back to his farm in Minnesota. Jacob Eastman sent his  son to 

school and Chazles vant on to eventually get a degree i n  medicine 

from Boston University. Charles was physician to the W o t a  at 

Pine Ridge From 1890-1893: he treated the survivors of the Wounded 

Knee Massacre. He married Blaine -ale in 1891. They had t w o  

sons and she collaborated w i t h  him on a n-r of publications that 

Charles had supplied the material for. He was a constant champion 

for his people and through his vritings provided a strong voice for 

his nation, passing on the knowledge, morals, and values that ho 

had been taught in  h i s  formative years-his qrandmother deserves 

credit and respect for the job she did raising Charles and passing 

on traditional values, he honours her through his  writings. 

In Soul of the Indian Eastman provides an account of the 

Dakota creation story. This version ha8 the F i r s t  Born, Ishna- 

icaga (he g r e w  up alone),  appearing mysteriously in an already 

created world vith "the great Mysterious Onew remaining "sublimely 

in the background* and the Sun and the Earth,  representing the male 

and fernale principles, acting as the main elements i n  creation. 70 

F i r s t  Born became lonely and foried a cornpanion f r o m  a spl intet  

7 0 Charles Eastman, S o u l  of the Indian (Boston and New York: 
Houghton Mif f lin Company, 1911) , p. 122. 



from hi s  great toe7l vhoa he naied ' L i t t l e  Boy Manu. P i r s t  Born 

then taught Little Boy Man customs and beliefs which have been 

paseed down to the Dakota people; including the use of the 

sweatloâge. As Eastman explains: 

H i a  Eldet Brother was hi8 teacher throughout every 
stage of huian progreas from infancy to ianhood, and it 
is to the rules which he laid ~OWXI, and his counsels t o  
the Little Boy Ilan, that ve trace many of our most deep- 
rooted beliefs  and most sacred customs. 72 

First Born then sent Littie Boy Man forth to find a mate. He m e t ,  

f el1 in love, and had children w i t h  "maidans of the Bird, Beaver 

and Bear tribes." The childten who resembled Little Boy Man became 

the ancestors of the human race while those who resembled their 

mother became part of her people. 

Eastman also wrote about L i t t l e  Boy Man in W i g w a m  Evenings. He 

calls L i t t l e  Boy Man the Mam of the Sioux. In their introduction 

Hichael Dorris and Louise Erdicir write: 

Unlike rankindl s progenitor from %enesis, however. 
this first man turns out t o  have been far from an 
intentional cteation-instead, he derived from a splinter 
in the Great Spirit 9 3  big toe! And h i s  chief aâversary is 
not some core of interna1 weakness, some inherent 
temptation toward disobedience, but rather the very 
obvious danger of hostile nature and w i l d  animals, who 
resent his  intrusion into their Garden. 

The Little Boy Man is out precedent-setter, our 
direct example of both huian foible and strength. We 
identify w i t h  his confusions, sympathize w i t h  h i s  
mistakes, rejoice at  hie triumphs. H e  is a clear link 

''~avioletts writes that Little-Boy-Han was created from a 
splinter from F i r s t  Born's big bov. T h i s  must be a typing eirror, 
possibly mis-read by Iaviolettel s d i t o r s ,  because Laviolette takes 
his version from Eastman. 

72 I b i d . ,  p. 124. 



between the vholly imaginary and real life, and as such 
is a stand-in for a child struggling ta learn the niles 
that govern day-to-day existence. '' 

Dividing the sections into mBveningsw mther than chapters, Eastman 

begins the first avening by taking the reader on a cold Deceunber 

evening t o  a Dakota winter camp on a vooded island to meet Smoky 

Day nthe old story-teller, the school-master of the woods." His 

hypotypasis of the encounter succeeds i n  involting ones imaginative 

understanding of a particular historical  moment. an ahistorical 

moment which has npaated itself inuuemotially prier t o  that moment. 

In the same fashion as Eastman, the storyteller stimulates the 

readers imagination to enter into "the old ~tories.~ On the 

Fourteenth evening, S m o k e y  Day told about "He who was first 

createdw and "Little boy man", which is an elaboration of what 

Eastman m t e  about in The Sou1 of the Indian. In this version, He 

who was f i r s t  created tossed the splinter that he drew out of his 

big toe, throuqh the smoke-hole. H e  heard it ro l l  and rattle down 

the birch-bark covering and when it touched the ground it turned 

into a baby...the father of the human race. 7 4 

E.D. Neill provideci a different narrative of the origin of the 

Dakota. Neill's version echoes one of the most wide-spread 

creation stories i n  the Americas, the classic "Barth Divern m y t h .  

73~harles a. Eastman and Elaine Goodale Eastman, Wigwam 
Evenings : Sioux Folk Ta les  Re tol d (Lincoln and London : University 
of Nebraska P r e s s .  1990), p. xi. Originally published in 1909 by 
Little, Brown and Company. 

7 4 ~ b i d . ,  pp. 125-126. 



In this instance, the *god of the watersm Unktehi ( l i k e  the 

Anishnabe Mishepishu) created the earth by getting the different 

water animals to dive under the water which covered the world, to 

retrieve some di*. Stzong svimmers, sucà as the beaver, tried and 

failed. As a final -sort, the muskrat tried and succeeded in 

retrieving some dirt f r o m  which U n k t e h i  cteated the earth. A f t e r  

creating the earth, Wnktehi created the humans in the folloving 

manner: 

He took a deity, one of his own offspring, am3 
grinding him to  powder, sprinkïed it upon the eartri, and 
Mis produced many worms. The vorns were then collected 
and scattered again. They matured into infants, and these 
were then collected and scattered and became full ~ o w n  
Dakotas . 7 5  

Later versions, such as those provided by Wilson wallid6 and James 

Howard,'? have Wakan Tanka as creator. There is not much on the 

origin of the Dakota i n  Wallist account other than that they were 

made by Wakan Tankan after Wakan Tankan made the earth. The 

storyteller interviewed by Wallis declated that "the Dakota Say 

that they and the white man m u t  be closely mlated, since they 

tel l  nearly the same story about the ~reation."~' In Wallist 

account, the animals are created after the humans. Ne* in  order 

7 5 ~ . ~ .  Neill, "Dakota Land and Dakota L i f e . "  Col lec t ions  of 
the Minnesota Historical Society,  vol. I (St. Paul: Minnesota 
Historical Society, 1902), pp. 205-240, p. 216. 

7 6  Wilson Wallis, "Beliefs and Tales of the Canadian Dakota. 
Journal of American Folk-Lare. p. 36. 

77 Howard, Canadian, p. 100. 
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of creation after the humans w e r e  anisa18 w i t h  fur and that svim in 

the w a t e r ,  followed by land animals. The Wallis refarence is the 

only place that asserts that the animala vere created after humans. 

In a l 1  other accounts, written or oral, the animale were created 

before humans. 

An extremely imaginative expomition of Dakota origins is 

provided by another member of the Mdewakanton Dakota, Ehanamani 

(Walks Among)--also known as Allen (Chuck) Ross-who was =barn of 

Santee, Sicangu, Ponca, Irish and Scottfsh blo~d."'~ In his book 

Mitakuye Oyasin: wWe are al1 Relatedw Ross, as a Dakota, sets out 

to "illustrate how we are al1 relatednsO b y examining theories of 

the lost continent of Atlantis, the writfngs of Edgar Cayce and 

Car1 Jung and synchronistic, related ideas or b e l i e f s  the world 

over. Under the title Wrigins of the Red Man P a r t  1: Atlantisu, 

Ross states that the orally transmitted mythic origin narratives of 

the Dakota are four in number: they originated in North America; 

they amergcd froii the underground; they came tron an island in the 

east; and, they came from the stars. Given these stories R o s s  

wonders if the best way t o  make sense of these stories is to 

consider the literature on the lost continent of Atlantis. When 

Dakota origin stories are compared w i t h  origin stories of ather 

cultures, Ross believes that validity is no+ only given to the 

"A.c. Ross, Mitakuye Oyasin: We Are ALI Related (Pt. Yates, 
N.D.: Bear, l989), p. 1. 



Dakota origin stories but alrio to the stories of Atlantis. He 

refets to John Upton Terel1 vbo, in his book The Sioux Trail, 

traced the roots of the Biouan linguistic spaaking 
people. In hi. book, he pte8ent.d evidence of those 
peoples originating fn N o r t h  Carolina approximately 
15,000 B.C. They n.lorly iigrated nozthwestward until 
eventually they reached the Dakotau. 1s it really a 
coincidence that the appearance of the Siouan people in 
North Carolina is the .aw, date that Cayce mid they left 
~tlantis?'~ 

Ross notes that not only are the origin stories of many o f  the 

siouan Nations similar (they came from the east, f r o m  under the 

water in the east, or f r a ~  an island i n  the east) , but, non-Siouan 

Nations also have stories about c- from an island in  the east." 

On this point, Ross says: 

The Mayans have an origin story that says they came 
from an island in the east which s m k  into the ocean. 
Before it sank, iany of the people came to  the Americas. 
1s this sunken island perhaps a reference t o  the Dakota 
origin story of coming fror undet the water in the 
e a ~ t ? ' ~  

Furthelmore, Ross adds: 

Researching Atlantis more fully, 1 uncovered 
information about a petroglyph which was thought t o  be 
50,000 years old. It was found in Ica, Pezru and displayed 
a map whkh idemtified North America, South America, and 
a very large island in the Atlantic Ocean. 1s this 
evidence of an island that useci to exist in the Atlantic 
which might have s ~ n k ? ' ~  



A f t e r  extensive research on tâe theories o f  Atlantis, Ross noted 

that rany vriters on Atlantis believe that people of Atlantis 

migrated east and vest from Atlantis to c iv i l i ze  the votld, hence 

the similarities on both sides of the ~tlantic.~~ To support h i s  

belief that .ve are al1 relatedm and in an attempt to provide 

support for the theoties of Atlantis, Ross identifies a nuiber of 

cross-atlantic similarities . 
Regarding the star origin myths, Ross mites: 

The story is that ue caie ftai seven stars and that 
we w e r e  put in +bs Black H i l l s .  This origin from the 
seven stars is why ve had only lreven tribes in the 
beginning. It is also the reason vhy the number seven is 
sacred in our religion. . . .Research identified the seven stars as the 
Pleiades. In the traditional D/Lakota history, when the 
Pleiades came up in the east during the fa11 of the year, 
that vas a signal for the people to retum to their 
sacred sites. Rrrther research on the Pleiades revealed 
that these stars were originally seven sisters who were 
the daughters of Atlas and Pleione. atlas was the oldest 
twin of Poseidon, the father of ~ t l a n t i s . ' ~  

Upon discovering with the help of a zodiac dia1 that the Pleiades 

is part of a larger constellation called Taurus the Bull, and that 

"an ancient Buropean Story saYs the people believed that Taurus was 

a sacred white bullm8' Ross relates: 

I thought of the sac- white buffalo of traditional 
D/Lakota blief.  Then 1 remembered a study entitled 
%alcota Star Knowledge and the Black H i l l s ,  done by 
Sinte Gleska College in Rosebud, South Dakota in which 
they had identified the Pleiades as the head of a sacred 
white buffalo located in the stars. Rurtber 



investigation identified that the stars of this sacred 
buffalg wece rrlated to ceremonial sites located on 
earth. 

Mter d m w i n g  connections vith beliefs in a sacrad bull m g  other 

peoples (Hindu, Wesopotamîans, Ninoans, Egyptians, T u k s ,  Cro- 

Magnon) and Platogs writings on Atlantis, Ross inforicl the readet 

that he positioned hi8 zodiac dial to the longest day of the year-- 

June 21, the summer solstke, when the s u  dance and other 

important religious cereioniea are held. Upon doing so, he: 

... discovered that two things came up helically on 
the horizon, the Sun and Taurus the Bull. The sacred 
white buffalo was on the horizon at the exact t h e  that 
the traditional Sun Oances vere held. The traditional 
buffalo Sun Dance starts vith the appearance of the White 
Buffalo Calf Woman in the sast. Was the timing of the 
traditional Sun Dance and the rising of Taurus the Bull 
co inc iden~e?~~  

Ross@internalization of his Dakota "Hitakuye ûyasinu teachings 

as a fundamental religious orientation has led him to a cross- 

cultural comparison of ideas and beliefs which he uses as potential 

support for his own Dakota teachings. Associating Dakota origin 

myths vith theories of Atlantis and the psychic readings of Edgar 

Cayce certainly adds a different dimension to the answer of the 

question: *Who are +hc Dakota?" It also o f f e s  an attempt, by a 

Dakota author, to resolve the conflict between those who postulate 

that the anceetors of the Native paople of N o r t h  and South America 

migrated froin A s i a  across the Beringia land bridge and those who 

maintain, based on thek own history, that they wete placed here by 
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the Creator. The signifieance of Ross' account is that it is 

offered by an individual from the Dakota tradition vho is 

speculating upon or articuîating an aV18Wer to the question, "Who 

are the Dakota?". His perspective is uniqua in that he ansvers the 

question by comparing, as a Dakota, traditional Dakota origin 

stories w i t h  o+her narratives explorhg the origins and early 

history of humankind. 



Having pnwided an ansver to the question 'Who are the 

Dakota?" it is necessary to turn to a discussion of Dakota 

shamaniw; a dissertation on Dakota religion i s  incomplete vithout 

such a discussion because the shamans are at the centre of the 

religious tradition, they are in constant and immediate 

relationship with the eacred. To bormw a phrase from Eliade, the 

shamans are the religious specialists "par excellencem, they are 

models of what it means to Be religious. 

Befare turning to a discussion of Dakota shamanism, however, 

it is necessary to situate Dakota shamanism in relation to the 

various levels of discourse on shamanism, in oràer to be aware of 

the conceptual contexts in which the shaman and shamanism are 

understood : this will help facilitate a better understanding of 

what Dakota shamanisn is and is not. These conceptual contexts 

include the mclassical" or "EliadianW understanding of shamanism, 

the popular understanding, including the %ew-agen or *neo- 

shamanic" movement, and the  general understanding of shamanism. 

The populat understanding is particularly signif icant because this 

understanding has the greatest influence in forning the conceptual 

spectacles, the preconceived notions, of the population at large. 

Moreover, the new age or neo-shamanic movement ha8 become 

particularly notorious as a result of being accused of cultural 

appropriation. The argument against these movements can be 

characterized as follows : Native American sacred traditions are 

being " ripped-of f by enterprishg "whitesW and shamanism in North 
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America has bec- perverted into a muïti-million dollar industry. 

Often the followhg lament can be heard: "they stole our land and 

now they want our culture. 

Sh.i.ni= &ri the Wtziatir OZ wEli8dim'a 6-88 

The Dakota have no shamans, at h a s t  not in  the strict sense. 

%hamanism in the strict sense is preeminently a religious 

phenomenon of Siberia and Inner Asia. The word cornes to us, 

through the Russian, from the Tunguz saman. The word *shamann 

refers to a speciiic type of person i n  a specific cultural context 

who f u l f i l s  a certain function i n  that culture, and who is 

identified according to specific character traits. %hamanism in 

the strict sensen might also be referred to  as *shamanism in  the 

Eliadian sense", following Wcea  Eliadei$ definitive exposition on 

shamanism in  hic  seminal vork Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of 

~cstasy.' For Eliade, to be considered a sharan the individual must 

be able t o  go into an ecstatic or tmce s+ate3 during which his or 

'~ircea Eliade, %hamanism: An ûverview. * In: Mircea E l i a d e  
(Editor in Chief) The Encyclopedia of Religion, V o l .  13(New York: 
Macmillan Publf shing Company, 1987) , p. 202.  

'Blircea E l i a d e ,  Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy 
(New York: Bollingen Foundation, 1964) . 

 liade de uses trance and ecstasy hterchangeably . Hultkrantz 
also does so, maintaining that trance is medical and ecstasy is 
theological (ses quote below). For an excellent discussion on 
the need to distinguish the two see: Gilbert Rouget, Music and 
Trance: A Theory of the  Relations Between Music and Possession. 
Translation from the French revised by Brunhilde Biebuyck in 
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or travel along the axis 
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his  or her body anâ toain amund the earth 

mundi to the upper vot ld  or lower world. 

The shauui unâertakes these ecstatic joumeys (also called magical 

flighte), according to Eliade, for fout  reasons: 

first, to meat the celestial god face to face and 
bring him an offerhg froa the conunity: second, to seek 
the soul of a sick man, which ha8 mupposeûîy vandered 
away fmm his body or been carcied off by demone: third, 
t o  guide the soul of a dead man to its new abode; or 
fourth, t o  add to  h i s  knowledge by frequenting higher 
nonhuman beings.' 

Whatever the reason for entering into an ecstatic or trance state, 

for Eliade the distinquishing characteristic of a shaman is the 

fact of entering into such a state. As he maintains "a first 

definition of the complar phenornenon of shamanisn-and perhaps the 

least hazardous-is that it is a technique of ecstasy."' 

8h.irni.i  &a th. Populu Ban80 

The Dakota al80 have no shamans in the popular sense. The 

popular understanding seems to stress the antisocial nature of the 

collaboration w i t h  the author (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1985). Rouget is in  ~ ~ V O W :  "of using fecstasyg solely to 
desctibe one particular type of state-altered states, let us 
Say, attained in silence, iinobility, and solitude-and of 
restricting %ranceg solely to those that are obtained by means 
of noise, agitation, and in  the pteaence of others." (p. 7 )  
For the Dakota, however the state is achieved the result i s  the 
same--ses the section on dreams/vision in  this dissertation. 



shaman. Tâe shaman, in the popular sense, has becors bagined as 

some fantastic, bizarre, *tranced-outm , unapproachable k i n g  . The 

rock and roll sub-culture has contributed to the image of the 

shanan in popular consciousness; especially in the late 1960's 

through such perfozmers/hemes as Hick Jagger, S i n i  Henàrix, Janis 

Joplin, David Bowie, and Harrison. Jim Mortison is 

particularly notevorÉhy as an individual vho has contributed to 

planting the idea of the shaman in popular consciousness. Worrison, 

a struggling poet6 tunied rock and rol l  superstar, was very much 

aware of the shaman, especially in the context of Native herican 

cultures. Commenting on his understanding of and identification 

with the shaman Modson 8aySr 

The shaman is similar to the scapegoat. f m u  the 
sole of the u t i m t  u 8b.i.n and scapegoat. People 
project the- fantasies ont0 him and their fantasies corne 
alive. People can destroy their fantasies by destroying 
him. 1 obey the impulses everyone has but wong t admit 
to. By attacking me, punishing me, they can feel 
relieved of those impulses. 7 

Identifying the artist as shaman, as Morrison does i n  the above 

quote, reflects vhat Howells writes in The Heathens. Howells 

6 F o r  his poetry see: James Douglas Moirison, The Lords and 
The New Creatures of the New Church (New York:Simon and Schuster, 
1971). Originally published in private editions of 100 copies by 
the author. See also the posthunously edited and published 
compilations : W i l  derness : The Los t W r i  t ings  of J i m  Morrison, 
Vol urne I (New York: Villard Books, 1988) ; and, The American 
Night : The Wri t ings  of Jim Morrison, Volume II (New York: Villard 
Books, 1990) . For biographical material see: Danny Sugarman, No 
One Here Gets Out Alive. 

7 Danny Sugannan, The Doors: The Illustrated History. 
Benjamin Eclmonds (ed. ) (New York: William M o t t w  and Company, 
1983), p. 123 .  Emphasis is mine. 



asserts that it is precisely the psychologicalt8mperr~ent of  the 

artist that best fits the description of the shamanic personality.' 

Harrison regarded their concert performances as seances. He 

maintains that t 

The more civilized w e  gek on the surface, the more 
al1 the other forces m a k e  their plea. W e  ("The Doors") 
appeal to  the same human needs as classical tragedy and 
early southern blues. Think of it as a seance in an 
environnent which has becoie hostile to life; cold, 
restrictive. People fee theygre dying in a bad 
landscape. People gather togethet in a seance in order 
to invoke, palliate and drive away the dead. Through 
chanting, singing, dancing, and music, they tv to  cure 
illness, t o  bring hariony back into the world. 

During his  on stage useancesu Morrison would dance and whirl 

around to the sounâ of the music until ha would finally drop on 

stage as if dead or in a deep trace; perhaps communing w i t h  the 

spirits who leaped into hie sou1 as a child. In his performance 

poetry piece American Prayer Worrison narrates the following 

passage: 

Me and my--ah-mother and father-and a grandmother and 
a grandfatherg-were driving through the desert, at  dam, 
and a truck load of Indian workers had either h i t  another 
car, or just-1 donBt know what happened-but there were 
Indians scattered al1 mer the hiway, bleeding to death. 

So the car pulls up and stops. That was the first 
t h e  1 tasted fear. 1 mustag been about four--like a 
child is like a flower, his head is just floating in the 
breeze, man. 

The reaction 1 get now, thinking back, looking back- 
-is that the eouls of the ghosts of those dead 
Indians.. .maybe one or two of 'm.. .were just running 

Villiam H o w e l l s ,  The Heathens: Pr imi t ive  Man and H i s  
Re l ig ions  (New York: The American Museum of Natural H i s t o r y ,  
1962 ) , p. 13 6. Originally published by Doubleday and Company, 
inc., 1948. 

9 I b i d . ,  p. 45 



around freaking out, and just leaped into iy souï. And theylre 
still in there. l0 

M w i e  proâucer Oliver Stone's interptetation of this enigmatic 

character in his recent mie,  The Dours, introduced the nWorrison 

as shamanm image to a nich latgat audience than vexe praviously 

exposed; a whole new generation o f  dev~tee~s. The auta of iystery 

surrounding Korrisonms unfortunate death (he vas only 28) i n  a 

bathtub in Paris is similar to anothcr shaianic tme superstar- 

E l v i s .  The denial of death by tâe devoteels exemplifies the 

shamanic death-resurrection motif. As is the case generally with 

the popular understanding of the shaman, the Harrison myth, like 

the Elvis myth, ha8 obscured the huian person." 

H~w-.QI Or Um-8hrriaig Idv.1e11t8 

A much greater influence on the popular understanding of the 

shaman has been the new age or neo-shamanic movements. Today the 

new ager is open to a multitude of popular books on shaaanism, 

including "how to be a shaman in three easy lessons* type books." 

l0~uoted from: Jim Morrioon, "An American Prayerw (Electra 
Entertainment Group , 1978) . 

 ince ce nineteen eighty-two, 1 have been vorking on a 
manuscript which compares the rock and roll superstar t o  the 
shaman and examines religious motifs in the rock and roll sub- 
culture. 1 hope to have. this manuscript published in five yeats 
thne under the title: "Rock Around the Shaman: Rock and Roll and 
Religion. 

1 2 ~  good example is Michael Harnerg s The Way of the Shaman 
(New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1980). 
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In addition, for the person seckLng to be healed front physical or 

spiritual illnesses thay can choose ftom any nuber of weekend 

retreats or vorJcshop8 w i t h  shaman of your choice* to go t o  a 

sweatlodge, drum, mmke the pipe, or go on a vision quast, al1 for 

the incredibly lm, low price of a fev hundred dollars. Of course, 

you may need a ânm, rattle, pipe or other ritual accouterment; 

this is when it is t h e  to cal1 one of the many mail orâer shamanic 

supply houses. 

The new-age, neo-shamanic movement has been severely 

criticized as being a construction or perpetuation of  a colonial 

mentality and has been condemned as cultural-appropriation. Taken 

out of their Native American religio-cultural contexts the 

significance and perhaps the efficacy of the ceremonies is believed 

to be lost in the name of free enterprise; their usage as a way of 

making money is condemned as being disrespectful and a misuse of 

the sacred teachings. In the context of the Dakota religious 

tradition and other Native American traditions, the teachings that 

go alonq with the use of these ceremonies quite clearly denounce 

the pay as you go plan to attend; as one Elder put it, "the Creator 

doesnQt charge you, you shouldn8t charge othersP 

There is also a concern that taking individuals on a shaianic 

journey without a community to provide a context and grounding is 

dangerous and harmful t o  the patient/initiate. As one Anisbnabe 

QQshamanw explained, "these people go that shaman and then corne to 
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us (traditional Medicine-) and we have to pick up the pie ce^.^'^ 

In any event, this dissertation is not intended to encompass a 

nethodical critique of the nev aga or neo-sharanic moveiaant. 1 

mention these movements in order to situate Dakota shamanism in 

relation to them. 

Owing to the populatized and strict sense understanding of 

shamanism, 1 have found myself groving more and more averse to 

using the word shaman to refer to Dakota spiritual leaders. Wsing 

such an appellation abstracts f r o m  understanding the sharan as a 

human being and detracts from understanding the place of persons 

identified as shamans in the Dakota religious tradition. In other 

words, the diffi-y with ueing the word shaman is the vatiety of 

preconceived notions that this vord con jures up. Nonetheless , 
cornparisons can be made between Dakota @@shamansm and shamans in the 

strict and popular senses. While not calling them shamans, the 

comparative study of shamanism validates studying these persons 

under the rubric of shamanism. As Eliade puts it, similar magico- 

rel igious phenomena in North and South America should be studied 

with Siberian and Inner Asian shamanism due to  their shared 
14 characteristics. Similarly, John G r i m  points out: 

'%ledicine Grizzley Bear Laka, Native Healer: f n i  t i a  t i o n  
Into an Ancient Art (Wheaton, Ill: The Theosophical Publishing 
House, 1991) . 



In recent years the term shamanism has been used in 
such a broad sense that for soare critics it has lost its 
meaning. Y e t  it is nonethelees appropriate to use it in 
investigating the personality and the practices of 
&amans in particular cultural settings. Thus shihaaanism 
setvee as an airplanatory c o n t e  for investigation rather 
than as a definitive description of the phenornenon. 1s 

Ake Hultkrantz al80 addtaases the acadeiic usage of the vord 

shaman. In his book Shamahic Healing and Ri tua1 D r a a  he attempts 

to hold to a distinction sintilar to Eliade's, but criticizes Eliade 

for not including the sunmoning of spirits as genuinely shamanic. 

Hultkrantz states the issues and his  position regarding the word 

shaman as follows: 

Although in careless linguistic usage any medicine 
man is callad a shaman by sains anthropologists, this tenn 
should better be limited to petsons who manifest such 
powers and abi l i t ies  that are typical for Siberian 
shamans. The shananic ability par preférence is to fa11 
into a deep trance or ecstasy (the two words vil1 be used 
altenültingly, for they refer to the same state of mina, 
although the first one is medical, the other 
theological). In his trance the shaman may journey in 
s p i r i t  to fat-off places or suipwn the spirits to give 
him counsel. The former technique has been called soul 
journeys or soul excursions. It is vary typical for tnia 
shamanism, but the summoning of spirits s another 
genuine shananic experience that mus+ not be overlooked 
(as Mircea Eliade has done) . l6 
Why is there such an interest in shainanism, what need does 

this involveunent fulfil? The answer is complex, tied to specific 

historical circaunstances , tied to the sixties and hallucînogenic 

%ohn Grim,  The Shaman: Patterns of Rel ig ious  Healing Among 
the O j i b w a y  Inàians (Norman and London: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1983), p. Il. 

16 Ake Hultkrantz, Shamanic Healing and Ritual Drama: Health 
and Medicine in Native N o r t h  American R e l i g i o u s  Tradit ions (New 
York: The Crossroad Publishing Company, 1992) pp. 18-19. 
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drug usage, t ied to psychoanalysis and the reintroduction to 

Nwesteni* society of the importance of âreams, tied to  the 

inability of the Christian tradition to cultivate mystical 

experiences, tied to the stifling of the myaterious by science, 

tied to truth, tied to an openess to non-western traditions, and in 

the North American content, t ied  to the influence of Native 

Ametican vays of seeing or b e h g .  

Dakota Bhrrirri-  

In the following section my intention is to provide a clearer 

picture, a better understanding, of the persons in  the Dakota 

religious tradition who have been identified as shamans, As 1 

mentioned before, there can be no discussion of Dakota religion 

without a discussion of Dakota shamanisi. A cursory exploration of 

the written literature-beginning vith Father Louis Hennepin and 

ending w i t h  William Powers-ri11 provide the historical context in 

which Dakota shamanism bas been understood and communicated* 

Although not a comparative study of sharanism, similarities and 

differences to  persons identified as shamans in other religious 

traditions vil1 become readily apparent. 

The persons in the Dakota religious tradition who have been 

identified as shan;lns by some authors have been called other names 

by other authors. Sorne of  these other names are as follows: 

priests, magicians, sorcerers, witchs, wizards, witch-doctors, 

doctors, jugglers, conjurers, medicine-men/wonen, quacks, 

mountebanks, charlatans, mystery-men, holy man, spiritual leaders, 



supernatural leaders, -tics, prophets , c o u n t e r E e L t  physicians , 
religious specialists, cerenonial practitioners, and, religious 

practitionets. The prefernd name corresponds oomewhat to the t h e  

period in which the author is writing. nLIedicine-manm seens t o  

have been the most popular label ovet the ,  only to be usurped in 

more recent t h e s  by the generic appellation wshaman.* A nuibet of 

these nanas mentioned above were employed in a derogatory or 

derisive manner calculated to degrade and denounce the shaman and 

h i s  or her office. This is especially truc of the vri t ings  of the 

early Christian missionaries fmm Hennepin in 1680 t o  the brothers 

Pond and others in the mid-1800 gs. 

Dather Louis Hennepin was a Recollect missionary who 

accompanied the exploring expeüition under the leadership of René- 

Robert Cavelier, Sieur de la Salle i n  1679. Although the first 

recorded meeting between Dakota and European was w i t h  Radisson and 
17 Groseillier in 1660, Hemepin vas the first Rvopean to live w i t h  

171t was east of M i l l e  Lac (eastern Himesota\northern 
Wisconsin) in the spring of 1660 at an annual feast of the dead 
that the first recorded meeting between Dakota and European took 
place. The Dakota were most likely from the Mdewakantonwan band 
(the principal Dakota group residing at Mille Lac) ; the Rvopeans 
were traders-explorers Pierre Esprit, Sieur Radisson and Hedard 
Chouart, Sieur des Groseilliers. The written account of this 
meeting is pteserved i n  Radiseon's journal, tirst published in 
1853 under tàe title Voyages of Pierre Espr i t  Radisson: Being An 
Account of his Travels and Experience Among the North American 
Indfans,  From 1652 to 1684. Although Radisson is no+ 
interested in reporting. on Dakota culture, he does offer some 
information. For example, he provides a description of the 
calumet ("of a rad stone, as big as a fist and as long as a 
handii) . He also makes casual comment$ concerning purification 
techniques, feasts, tobacco offerings, the attitude of respect 
For the elders and elderly, Dakota hospitality, and othet 
customs, including the ritual  use of rad paint and bear grease. 



the Dakota and the firot person to leave a written account of hie 

stay." In Febnaary of 1680 Hennepin and tvo canoe-men (Antoine 

Auge1 and Wichel Accou) were sent by LaSalle into the Upper 

Mississippi Valley while Lasalle and the rest of the party 

proceedeâ to the Lover Wississippi. On +ha eleventh or tvelfth of 

April, *ne= Lake Pep in ,  about five hundred miles above the mouth 

of the ~ l l i n o i s ~ , ~ ~  Hennepin and his  fellow travellers met an army 

of Dakota men  ( 3 0  canoes mmed by 120 ~ndians)~' who were on a 

revenge military ewpedition against the X i a m i .  Z i t  this point, the 

Dakota cancelled their plans and escorted (Hennepin would say 

Widnappedm) the travellers to the Dakota villages in the Mille Lac 

See: Pierre Esprit Radisson, Voyages of Pierre Esprit Radisson : 
Being an Account of H i s  Travels and Expesience Among the North 
Ameri can Indians, From 1 652 -1 684. 1853. Gideon Scull, ed. (New 
York: P e t e r  S m i t h ,  1943) . 

''An account of Hennepinls adventures vas f irst published in 
1683 under the title Descript ion de la Louisianem Lt was 
translated into Ltalian, Dutch and Gennan in 1684 and 1688 and 
translated into English by John Gilmary Shea in 1880 and by 
Marion Cross in 1938. Subsequent to Louisiane, H e ~ e p i n  wrote 
two more books: the first, Nouvelle Dkouver te  d'un très grand 
pays, s i t u é  dans 1 '&&rique, published in 1697 w i t h  new editions 
in 1698, 1704, 1711, 1712, and 1737 (while translations w e r e  made 
into Dutch, Spanish, Ge- and English); and the second, 
Nouveau Voyage d ' un Pays pl us grand que 1 'Europe, published in 
1698. An English translation of Hannepin's travels was published 
in 1698 under the title A New Discovery of a Vast Country in 
America. This latter book conbined, in two volumes, the Nouvelle 
D6couverte and Nouveau Voyage, with 'added matter introducing 
Marquette's voyagem. 

19  Hennepin, V a s t ,  p. rxx. 

20 Father Louis Hennepin, A Description of Louisidna. John 
Gilmary Shea , translator and editot . ( A m  Arbor : University 
Microfilms, Inc., 1880), pp. 204-205. 



region of no-ern Minnesota. Apparently, the Dakota divined that 

providence had provided three replacements for three of the Dakota 

victims of the H i a m i  raid; Hennepin, Auge1 and Accota vere 

subsequently adopted by three wcaptainsm. 1 th* that Hennepin is 

quite correct when he says "this helped me gain credit aiong these 

peopleu .2' As a relative uha ttwalled, hunted, and lived w i t h  the 

Dakota during the summer of 1680, Hennepin vas placed in a perfect 

position to  observe and record (and participate in) Dakota 

religious life and culture. Nonetheless, for somme reason, despite 

al1 of Hannepin s credentials and oppoztunities, he did not provide 

much information on Dakota religious life and almost no specific 

teference to the W o t a  spiritual leaders. For thîs reason 1 agree 

with Johnafhan Carver's statement that Hennepin fell "very short of 

that knowledge which it was in h i s  power to have attained from h i s  

long residence among them.w22 Whatever hie reasons were for not 

doing so, Hemepin should have been able to  provide much more 

information on Dakota religious life and spiritual leaders. 

Perhaps instead of discussing the Dakota spiritual leaders 

specif ically , Hennepin was satisf ied w i t h  hi8 treatment of Native 

spiritual leaders in a general discussion. Bennepin first mentions 

the "charlatans whom fhey cal1 jugglersn i n  an appended section of 

the Description which deals w i t h  the NManners of the IndiansW. In 

%ennepin, Vast, p. 475. 

22~ohnathan Carver, Travels Through the Interior Parts of 
North America In the Years 1766, 1767, and 1768. 3rd edition. 
(London: Printed for the author, 1781) , p. 220. 
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any event , throughout the English translations of Hennepinl s 

writings, the spiritual leaders are vatiously referred to as 

j ugglers, mountebanks , counterfeit physicians, charlatans and 

quacks ; al1 of which carry a pejotative ieaning. 

In contrast to Hennepin, Johnathan Carver-the first 

Englishman to leave an account of bis adventures among the Dakota- 

provides a great deal of information about the Dakota spiritual 

leaders, based on his travels from 17674768." Furthemore, 

Carver6s evaluation of the nIndians'm religion and spiritual 

leaders is nuch more positive than Hennepinas evaluation or the 

evaluations of many of the pte-anthropological (1890) authors. Like 

Aennepin, hovever, Canrer discusses the spiritual leaders (the 

individuale w i t h  the "triple characterw of *doctorw , wpriestn, and 
"magicianH) of the "Indians" in general, under the s u b t i t l e  "Of 

Their Religion. n24 Also, like Hennepin, Carver doesnlt supply us 

with the Dakota names for their spiritual leaders and still uses 

the word juggler. He does, howaver, use the English word ndoctorn 

which would be a more accurate rendering of the French word 

medecin. It seens +ha+ the-designation "medicine manH came about 

from a mistranslation of the French word for doct~r--~médecin.~~ 

George Catlin, who was travelling around Dakota/Lakota territory 

shortly after Carver, provides an exphnation for the meaning and 

usage of the word mmedicinew. 

* = ~ b i d .  

" ~ b i d . ,  pp. 380-389. 
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Catlin, the travelling artist- 

pictoral histoty of the " N o r t h  

Ametican Indiansen Supplementing his paintings and etchings w i t h  

ethnographie notes on the N a t i v e  Nations that ha encountered, he 

publisbed, in 1841. his notes and pictoral history in the two 

volume North Anierican Indians: Being Letters and Notes on Their 

Manners, Customs, and Conditions. 25 Catlin left St. Louis on 

March 26 ,  1832 travelling on the Yellovstone-outhe first steamboat 

to make the long trip to Fort Union at the Mouth of the 

Yellowstone. . . in North Dakota. n26 When he reached Fort Pierre at 

the mouth of the Teton River, he met part of the Western Division 

Teton Lakota. In the spring of 1835 he vas at Fort Snelling 

painting and taking notes on the Eastern Division Santee Dakota; 

the following year he was rudely trespassing at Pipestone quarry 

(the first nuhiteman" to do so) . Catlin informs the reader that 

the words medicine, medicinebag, or medicine-operation are 

important words that he plans to use frequently in Manners and 

Notes and which need to be explained. Upon defining the word, 

Catlin says that the w o r d  medicine, in its couunon acceptation here, 

means mystery, and nothing el~e...~~' He explains fumer that, 

25~eorge Catlin, North American Indians : Being Let ters and 
Notes on T h e i r  Manners, Customs, and Conditions, Wri t ten  During 
Eight Yearsr Travel amongst the Wildest Tribes of Indians i n  
N o r t h  America, 28324839. 2 vols. 1841. Reprint ad. (Edinburgh: 
Hohn Grant, 1926). 



The Fur Traders in thie country are nearly al1 
French; and in their language, a doctor or physician is 
caîled wnedecin.w The Inâian country is full of doctors; 
and as they are ail smqicians, and skiïled, or profess to  
be skil led,  in many mysteries, the word mmdecinl has 
become habitually applied to clverything mysterious or 
unaccomtable. . . (medicine-men) are al1 supposed to deal 
more or les8 in rysteries and Chams.. .Xe+ it vas 
necessary t o  give the worà or phrase a still more 
comprehensive meaning-as there were many personages 
amongst them skilled in  the application of dnigs and 
meâicines; and they al1 range now, under the 
comprehensive and accommodating pbrase of "medicine- 
menm.. . 

The Indians do not use the vord medicine, however; 
but in each tr ibe they have a vord of their own 
construction, synonyious with mystery or iy~teryman.*~ 

This quote by Catlin states the case concerning the word medicine 

and the usage of the name medicine-man succinctly. The English 

usage of the appellation medicine-man originates f r o m  the French 

word for doctor. Because the Indian doctors heal w i t h  spiritual 

powers-are skilled in mysteries-the vord medicine has corne to be 

used to refer to anything mysterious, spiritually powerfuî, sacred. 

Catlin is the first to acknowledge that the *Indiansm have a word 

of their own synonymous with mystery or mysteryaian. Even though he 

acknowledges the fact, he fails t o  provide us with these words. 

The first person ta record the proper Dakota names vas the 

cartographer Joseph N. Nicollet. 

The significance of Nicollet's account is that it was, 

according to Raymond S. DeMallie, "the first substantial body of 

data recordedm (1838-1839) , however, not published unt i l  1970 and 

1976. Ab a resuït, this data stands, *as an important independent 



check on later dataen2' In the 1976 publication Joseph N. Nico l le t  

on the Plains and ~rairied' traiulated and edited by Edmund C. and 

Marfha Colemen B r a y ,  Raymond J. ~ l l i e  adds an appendix titled 

"Nicollet's Notes on the Dakota. "" In this section Mallie 

reveale that Nicollet recotded a great deal of acnitate information 

concerning the Dakota spiritual leaders. Nicollet's is the first 

record of the names which the Dakota apply to their spiritual 

leaders. DeWallie surniariees Nicollet's notes under a sub-heading 

t i t l e d  "Medicine Men, " as follows: 
Wakan-medicine, the Grand  H e d i c i n e  , the ceremonies . 

Corresponds to Mide of the Chippewa. W a k a n  vatchipi-the 
aidewin. Wakan watchipi okonda kitchie, he is a member 
of the wdicine dance. W a l w  watchipi opa, he belongs to 
the medicine dance, he is a member. Wakan watchi 
itantchan (leader of the medicine dance)--the first of 
the ceremony. Wichashta wakan-man of the medicine 
society, not a doctor but a diviner, a juggler (or 
conjurer) . Wichashta w a k a  (n) vapiya-the meàicine man 
who is a doctor, practicing medicine in his  nation. 
Wapiya-name o f  a doctot who treats a sick person, vho 
does ceremonies for him. The word means he mends, he 
restores, he treats. Pejuta witchashta-man of roots, he 
is of the medicine, doctor, surgeon (of the whites) . 32 

''~aymond J. Danallie, Womparative Materials for the Study 
of Sioux Religion. Lakota Belief and Ritual. Raymond J. 
DeMallie and Elaine A. Jahner, eds. (Lincoln and London: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1980) , p. 55. 

' O ~ d ~ u i d  C. Bray and Martba Colemen Bray, trans. and eds., 
Joseph Ne Nico l le t  on the Plains and Prairies (St. Paul: 
Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1976) . 

"~aymond J. m a l l i e  (ed. ) . "Nicollet t' s N o t e s  on the 
Dakota." Joseph Ne Nicollet  on the Plains and Prairies, Eàmund C .  
Bray and Martha Coleman Bray, translators and editors (St. Paul: 
Minnesota Historical Society Press. 1976): pp. 250-281. 
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Despite the detailed and accurate notes vhich Nicollet made 

concerning the Dakota apiritual leaders, a major flaw is the fact 

that ha failed to identify the female spiritual leaders. M a r y  

Bastauan, on the other hand, included a great deal about the 

"medicine womenn in  her book, 

Although Nicollet may have b e n  the first author to record in 

detail information about Dakota religions, the honour of having 

#'the earliest published datanu goes to  Mary Eastman, with her book 

titled Dahcotah: or Life and Legends of the Sioux Around Fort 

Snelling, published in 184ge3' Eastman weaves her narrative in a 

romantic literary style, giving it the appearance of a novel. The 

"medicine-mann is an integral character in Eastman's story-curing 

here, prophesying there. Upon introducing this character into her 

narrative, Eastman says, "Their medicine-men, priests, and jugglers 

are proverbially the greatest scamps of the ttibe ...-y belong to 

the corps of quacks; for they doubt their own powers, and are 

constantly imposing on the credulity of others. w35 Whereas earlier 

authors, such as Catlin, Carver, and Hennepin, discussed Native 

j ugglersm or mmedicine-menw in a general presentation, Eastman 

concentrates strictly on the Dakota; even more specifically, the 

Dakota who live around Fort Snelling. The reason for such a 

specialization is that Eastman is familiar with these people as 

34 Mary Eastman, Dahcotah: or L i f e  and Legends of the Sioux 
Around Fort Snelling (New York: John Wiley, 1849).  

"1bid. , pp. xii-xiii. 
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friends, neighbouts, and associates; hence, she refers to some of 

the spiritual leaders by name. As a result, Eastman provides a 

great deal of nev, prwiously unpublished information related to 

the Dakota spiritual leaders and theit  organizational structure. 

Furthenaore, while almost al1 of the authors from Hennepin on 

indicate that both men and voien are mjugglers,m wsuperstitious,n 

etc., Eastman is the tirst to reveal a personal relationship with 

a "medicine voman. As such, Eastmangs first chapter is t i t l e d  

"Mock-pe-en-dag-a-win: or Checkered Cloud, the nedicine Woman." 

Eastman makes it quite char  mat a medicine voman is a female 

dodor or juqgler. in addition, she adds that no man or voman can 

assume such an office without previous initiation by authority. 3 6 

She also mentions a medicine woman who can foretell future eventç3' 

and another medicine woman who related to her the story of Wenona 

and maiden rock. 

The abundance of information on Dakota religious life provided 

by Mary Eastman was made poesihle as a result of her prolonged 

association with the Dakota people. Earlier authors were basically 

travellers who vere just passing through: hence, they were not able 

to acquire as much information. In addition to persona1 contact 

w i t h  Dakota people, Eastman had reeoutse to other non-Native 

neighbours as sources of information; neighbouro who had close 
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personal and professional relationshipe w i t h  Dakota people. In 

particular, Eastman mentions that ehe interviewed Thomas S. 

Williamson and Gideon H o  Pond; two missionaries whose business it 

was to be inforned about Dakota religious life (especially since 

the Dakota spiritual leaders vere their rivals). These 

missionaries, and their conterporaries--Pond's brother Samuel, 

Stephen R. Riggs, Philander Prescott and James W. Lynd, among 

others--provided a great deal of information on Eastern Division 

Isantee Dakota religion. 

W i t h  the Eastern Division Santee Dakota dispersad and "under- 

contr01,~ following the Hinnesota Conflict of 1862, attention 

shifted t o  the Western Division Teton takota and their famous 

leaders Crazy Horse, Sitting Bull, Red Cloud, Spotted T a i l ,  etc. 

T h e  Teton defended their freedom and rights valiantly in nimierous 

militam campaigns against the U.S. army, their greatest victory 

being in 1876 against Colonel George Armstrong Custer and the 7th 

Cavalry a t  the infamous "Battle of Little Bighoni. However, 

although they "von the battle," as the saying goes, they eventually 

"lost the w é ~ r . ~ ~  Following the assassination of the renowneà Lakota 

spiritual leader Tatanka Yotanka (Sitting Bull) in December, 1890, 

Custerg s old regiment the 7th cavalry were to take their revenge on 

the Lakota at the tragic "Wounded Knee Massacren on December 29, 

1890. An estimated 300 of the 350 unanaed takota men, women, and 

children were indiscriminately and wrcilessly murdered. In 

addition, as William Powers informs us, *the year 1890 signalled 

another event; the federal government required al1 Oglalas who w e r e  
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currently ghost-keeping t o  release their souls on an appointed 

 da^."'^ Wounded Knee, as w e l l  as the incredible demand made by the 

government, s ignif ied the end of an epoch for the bakota/Lakota 

Nation and the beginning of a new age. With this new age came a 

greater degree o f  contact between the Dakota/Lakota and the flood 

of non-Native immigrants. Just as prolonged association between 

non-Native and Eastern Dakota around Fort Snelling resulted in 

detailed descriptions of Dakota religio-cultural life, so too 

extended contact between non-Native and Western Lakota resulted in  

the publication of a wealth of information on Lakota religio- 

cultural life. Particularly noteworthy is the information collected 

by James Walker. Walker provides a great deal of esoteric 

information o w i n g  to h i s  intimate association with Zlakota shamans. 

H e  was sent to P i n e  Ridge Reservation in 1896 to administer 

smallpox vaccinations and medical aide He quickly realized that 

such a task vas impossible for one man and so he sol ic i ted the aid 

of  the Lakota shamans . These shamans took Walker under their 

wings, so  to speak, and taught him some of their esoteric 

knowledge. In fact, i n  Walkerls manuscript collection some of 

these shamans-Sword , One-f inger, Thomas Tyon--provide the ir  own 

narratives on various Lakota religious and philosophical concepts.'' 

39 William K. Powers, Oglala Religion (Lincoln and London: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1975, 1977) , p. 122. 

' '~eca l l  the end of Chapter One in the section "Origins: The  
Mythological Record. 
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T h e  vas+ amount of material published about Dakota/Lakota 

religio-cultural l ife and spiritual leaders in the tventieth 

century is staggering. It vould be impossible in the scope of this 

dissertation to cover adequately al1 of this infonnation. In the 

context of our present con- (detailing the Dakota names of those 

persons who have been called shaians, medicine men, etc. ) it is 

necessary to mention the work of a contcmpsrary scholar, William 

Powers . 
Willian Powers is a Professor of Anthropology at Rutgers 

University. He has spent over thirty years studying Lakota culture, 

is fluent in the language, and has been adopted into a Lakota 

family. H i s  intimate relationship w i t h  the Lakota people, and what 

must be a s incere persona1 desire to learn and communicate to 

othen the rich culture and history of the W o t a  people, serves to 

strengthen his results. A s  such, the information provided by 

Powers goes way beyond that provided by earlier autàors (especially 

pre-1900). He is quite precioe in detailing the specific Lakota 

names for the various categories of male and female "ritual 

specialists . "" 
In chapter 7 ,  "Shamans and Priests," of his  tex+ Sacred 

Language : The Na t u e  of Superna tural Discourse in Lakota, Powers 

addresses the present concern of this chapter; the tenninology used 

to refer to, and the identification of, persons in the Lakota 

41@1~itual specialistn is the phrase that Powers prefers to 
use. See: William K. Powers, Sacred Language: The Nature of 
Superna t ural Discourse in Lakota (Norman and London: University 
of Oklahoma Press, 1986), p. 1 9 4 .  
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tradition who are commonly refarred to as medicine men/women or 

shamans. Upon examining "the manner in which the Lakota classify 

their own rihial speciali~ts,~'~ he eiploys two tables (Tables 2 and 

3 here, page 8 0 )  as "a heuristic device which most closely 

resembles the way the Lakota people understand relationships 

between sacred pemsons and sacrad rituals. He asserts that these 

sacred persons are classified based upon such factors as gender, 

ways in which men and women perform their sacred duties, the 

sources of their power, fields of speciali zation, public 

performances, doing harm to others, and cross-dressing. Therefore, 

he concludes that those persons who are generically called shamans 

or medicine menlwomen in English, are generically called wicasa 

wakan (sacred man) or winyan wakan (sacred woman) in Lakota. 

Furthemore, based on the criteria for classification mentioned 

above, Powers notes that, in the men's case, the wicasa wakan are 

further classified into four subclasses: (1) wapiyapi " a ~ e r s @ ~  ; (2 )  

wakan kaga mperf ormers" ; ( 3  ) Wicahmunga Nwizardsn ; and (4 ) winkte  

avtlcansvestites. " 
The wapiyapi (from wapiye "a person vho makes over, 

renews) "are further classified according to their source of power 

or s p i r i t  helper: the mato wapiye "bear curern ; the Yuwipi wicasa 

?@Yuwipi manN; hohu i yapa  *to hold a bone in M e  m~uth,'~ *%one 



suckerw : and pejuta wicasa *medicine man, who cures his patients by 

means of sacred herbsem" 

T h e  wakan kaga w e r e  those wicasa wakan who perfomed public 

demonstrations of their power or public dramatization of their 

dreams. As Powers explains: 

Some of than cured people, some of them changed 
their ovn behavior radically after having received 
visions of the thunder and lightning, others had contra1 
mer people's behaviors. W&an kaga is a confusing class 
of wicasa wakan because the term refers to both the 
periormer and the performance. U s o ,  somewhat misleadhg 
is the fact that m e n b e r s  of this class who actually cure 
are also called wapiye. Yet 1 believe it stands as a 
class separate from the wapiye because many of the wakan 
kaga simply do not ours at all. Rather they  simply act 
out their wakan visions in public. IS 

The wakan kaga are: the heyoka kaga nclown performersn ; the hehaka 

kaga "elk performers"; the mato kaga "bear perfonnersw: and other 

performers not indicated on the chart but mentioned by Powers, such 

as tatanka kaga "buffalo perfowersn and sungmanitu kaga I g w o l f  

The third subclass of wicasa wakan are the wicahmunga or 

wevil-doerstm. As Povers explains, not much is know about them but, 

although not identified, they are blamed for "otherwise 

inexplicable events such as accidents, murder, the sudâen death of 

"Ibid .  , pp. 181-182. 

451bid., p. 183. 

461bid. ,  pp. 183-187. 
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children, and catastrophe. *" They can also make a person il1 or 

depressed. 

The fourth subclass are the winkte *would-be-womanm and were 

men who, as a tesult of a vision, were compelled to dress like 

women and assume womens @ roles . 
For  women sacred peraons, winyan wakan, Powers identifies 

three subclasses which parallel three of the four subclasses of 

wicasa wakan: these are: wapiyapi; wakan kaga; and wihmunga. 

Powers does not list a female counterpart to the male winkte 

because he maintains that there is no female ~ounterpar t . '~  In 

cornparison to the types of male ritual specialists, there does not 

seem to be as much of a vatiety. In fact, Powers asserts that 

wapiye  winyan are rare, but pejuta winyela "medicine wonenw are 

common. He also notes that wapiye winyan are often the wives of 

wicasa wakan and nassist their husbands in various kinds of curing 

ceremonies such as ~uwipi.~'~ 1 vas surplrised t o  see a female 

counterpart to the male heyoka kaga, as I could not recal l  any 

ireference to women heyoka in the literature. However, Powers 

explains that, *of the wakan kaga, women participated only in the 

heyoka kaga but this was in the distant past and no known examples 

of female heyoka exist at Pine Ridge.ms0 



Tabla2  . Types of Male Ritual Specialiata 
-- -- - - 

wicasa vakan 

b 

vapiyapi vaJcan kaga vicahmunga winkte 

mato Yuvipi Hohu pe juta 
wapiye vicasa i ~ a ~ a  wicasa 

heyoka hehaka mato other 
kaga kaga kaga 

Table 3. Type6 of Pemale Ritual Specialist8 

wapiyapi 

i 

winyan vakan 

wakan kaga 

wapiye winyan pejuta vinyela heyoka kaga 

1 
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How reliable is Powers' classification? e l ,  one must 

remember that it is hi8 attempt to classify in a way which, as 

mentioned above, r o m +  alosaly reseaibles the way in which the Lakota 

people understand relationehips between sacted pensons and sacred 

ritual. It would seem that based on hi8 linguistic fluency, 

lengthy and intimate association w i t h  the Lakota people and in the 

context of other attemapts at classification, Powers is the best 

that exists, thusfar. The Lakota way of classifying their shamans 

or nedicine men/women suggests that one might expect to find 

inconsistencies, in the literature, with Powers ' classification. 
This does not necessarily make Powers' class i f icat ion wrong, it 

simply at tests  to the difficulty of trying to systematize something 

that does no+ land itself to such rigid systematization and 

categorization. He admits that, %orne confusion arises i n  the 

classification process because the same medicine men and women 

often are hown by more than one name...various terms for ritual or 

ceremony are coupled with the source of the ritual specialistgs 

power to form descriptive classificatory terms For forais of 

religious performanceem5' To provide an example of how the 

nomenclature changes, Powers contrasts three types of wakan kaga: 

the heyoka kaga mclown performance," the mato kaga "bear 

performancemm and the hehaka kaga nelk performance." As can be seen 

from his Table 2 (Table 4 here), Powers notes that these 

performances can be classifiad according to: "(1)source of power, 



(2)presence or absence of feast, (3)presence or absence of Song as 

a major medium of col~~~unication w i t h  the supernatural, (4)the 

nature of the perfommnce including t h e  and place, anà ( 5 )  whether 

curing is associated w i t h  the enactment.us2 

Powers clearly demonstrates that #ere is a great deal more t o  

classifying the various Dakota/Lakota *sacred menm and "sacred 

womenu than to simply calling them ahamans or niedicine men/women. 

No  matter wàich way one classifies these sacred nien and women, one 

thing is certain-of utmost importance is the religious calling to 

their profession through the dteam or vision experience. It is 

through dreams or visions that the wicasta wakan establisbes a 

relationship with their s p i r i t  helpers: a relationship which serves 

as an exemplary mode1 for al1 relationships. It is t o  a discussion 

of dreams/visions, the concept of  the self, the vision quest, and 

the various nsocieties of dreamers," that we must now t u m  to. 

Tabla 4. Souteam o f  Powar 

Source of Power F e a s t  Sing Performance Curing 

wakinyan 
ihanblapi 

Mato 
ihanblapi 

Hehaka 
i hanb l  api  

Keyoka ---- Heyoka 
wozepi kaga 

Mato Mato Mato 
wohanpi lowanpi kagapi 

Hehaka _--_ Hehaka 
wohanpi kaga 

Mato 
wapi ye 

Hehaka 
wapiye, or 
Hehakela 



f)zaama/Viaiona 

In the *WestN, Sigmund Freud is credited w i t h  te-introducing 

the idea that dreaiing is a significant human axpctien~e:~~ for the 

Dakota, such a re-introduction has not b e n  necessary. 

Dreams/visions have been of utmost importance ta Dakota 

epistemology since t h e  immemorial. They have been and are 

important to  the Dakota understanding of human nature and the 

wotkings of the human d n d .  One might be tempted to Say that 

without &eams/visions, there vould be no Dakota religion or 

culture, because dreams/visions are the blueprints for social and 

individual action and life: they are didactic too l s ,  used t o  teach 

an individual about themselves and the world and how to live in the 

world. The dream/vision in Dakota religious tradition and shamanism 

is of key importance. It is through the dream/vision that the 

shaman establishes a relationship w i t h  his or her spirit helper and 

gets the power to  be a shaman. As Lame Deer informs us: 

1 am a medicine man because a dseam told me to be one, 
because 1 am commanded to  be one, because the old holy 
men--Chest, Thurderhawk, Chips, Good Lance-helped m e  to  
be one. 52 

You become a pejuta Wicasa, a medicine man and healer, 
because a dream tells you to do this. No one man âreams 
of al1 the medicines. You doctor where you know you have 
the power. You don't inherit it; you work for it, fast 

51 An interesting area of research would be to s i tuate  Freud 
and Jung's dream theories in relation to Dakota dream theory (or 
theories) and thereby draw cornparisons an6 contraste. 

52 Lame Deer, Lame Deer, p. 158. 



for it, try to dream it up, but it doesn't always corne. 53 

Dreams or visions can be typified as m o n t e n t s  when the person's 

nagi ( sp ir i t )  enters the nagi world. The nagi is one of the four 

souls possessed by each living thing. In order to understand the 

role of dreams/visions, it is important to understand the Dakota 

philosophical conceptualization of the self--the concept o f  

multiple souls. T h i s  is an exceedingly ditticult and complex 

religio-philosophical concept which has received very little 

attention in the written literature. The main source of 

information on multiple souls for this dissertation cornes from 

lecture notes and class handouts from a course taught by Arthur 

Amiotte a t  Brandon University, Manitoba in 1985. Amiotte also 

outlines the concept in an article on the Lakota dream e~perience.~' 

Another good source of information can be fowid in the Walker 

material. 55 

The first reference to the concept of multiple souls that 1 

was able to detect vas by Pierre Charles fie Sueur. Le Sueur wrote, 

"al1 the Sciow in general say that they have thtee souls, and that 

' 'Arthur Aniotte, "Our Other Selves: The Lekota Dream 
Experience." Parabola, V o l .  V I X ,  No. 2, Spring, 1982: pp. 26-32. 

S5~ames RD Walker, "The Sun Dance and Other Ceremonies of 
the Oglala Division of the Teton Dakota. Anthropol ocial Papers 
of t h e  Aznerican Museum of Natural History. Vol. XVI, Part II, 
1917. 



after death, that which has done good goes to the warm countries, 

that which has done evil to the cold countries, and the ather keeps 

to the body."" In contanporary explications o f  this concept nothing 

conformo precisely to what Le  Sueur smys about the f h t  tvo  souls. 

Furthemore, according to Amiotte, Sword, and othors, Dakota 

thought conceives that al1 living #hgs (including rocks and other 

living beings perceived by Western thought as king inanimate) have 

at least four souls: the niya; the nagi; the nagila; and sicun. 

Briefly stated, the niya, according to Amiotte, is conceived of as 

the life breath; it is linkedto the body and inter-dependent w i t h  

it. One must periodically cleanse oneself through such means as 

purification in a sweatlodge, thereby cleansing one's body and 

invisible part. A r t h u r  Ainiotte declares that the niya is: 

the life breath of the organism-being; the vital linkage 
of spirit and matter which is a type of energy sustaining 
and generated by living thinqs and must be sustained by 
meeting and fostering human basic organic needs while not 
forgetting to foster 'purity' of spiritual essence of the 
combination . 57 

The nagi, on the other hand, is more akin to the ghost 

stereotype. It possesses the individual's personality and memory. 

As Amiotte explains: 

from the Native perspective this ony include w h a t  Jung 
ca l l s  the persona1 8ubconscious to whicà natives, through 
tradition are or have been able to master access. 

56Bernard de la  Harpe, Voyage Op the Mississippi in 1699- 
1700 by Mr. Le Sueur as given by Bernard de la  H a r p e ,  From Le 
Sueur's Journal. Early  Voyages ï@ and Down the Mississippi, 
edited by John Gilmary Shea (Albany: Joel Munsell, 1861), p. 103. 

"~andouts for the course "Traditional Native R e l i g i o n  of 
the Northern Plainsn (TNR) given by Professor Arthur A m i o t t e ,  a t  
Brandon University, 1985. 



Natives have other tenns for this; the spirit world; the 
dream world: the other world; the ghost world; over 
there. From the native perspective howevet, this reaîm 
is not exclusive to the individualfs head-minci--brain- 
memory. It aïs0 exists autside o f  one's self and can be 
pierced through the Nagi's ability t o  - nf the 
ka& and into the malm wâere 'the spirit-like selvesm of 
al1 things are ncagnizable and recognize the Nagi. 
mseâ on these considerations the Nagi is often referred 
to as a ghost and in a native language w i t h  the proper 
prefixes specific types of ghosts ara referred to ie. 
vica-nagirghost of a man; ti-nagi-ghost of a dwelling: 
mahto-naqirghost of a bear. 58 

The nagila or little sou1 is that portion o f  taku skan skan 

(the origin and source of al1 movement) that is in every living 

thing; "there is a portion of taku skan skan in everyoneeN In a 

sense the nagfla is the universal self and is eternal. Upon death 

the nagila is re-united w i t h  the totality. 

The sicun is also possessed by al1 things. A m i o t t e  outlines 

it as follows: 

The or fndividualized Pot- 
. is reflective of 

the individual's integrated ghosts and resultant 
potential genemted by such integration. !rhe variations 
of this concept are often thought of in the following 
terms and qualitative degrees of such: power: shamanic 
power: sacred power; curing power; holy power; wisdom: 
intelligence; supranormal powers ; talent ; ski11 ; 
charisma; "in control of mattersn: the guardian spirit: 
spirit helper and numerous sources of strength and or 
knowledge to be able to synthesize, internalize and 
express the values and life ways of one's culture, 
sometimes in the face of great odds, conflict and 
adversity. Sicun can be adâed to, expanded, transferred, 
or diminished and negated. It is the prime charnel by 
which good and evil is tecognized and controlled: 
interpreted and disseminatedi projeetad and/or protected. 
Sicun is both conscious and unconscious yet idealized as 
a mastering of both a al1 three of the other ghosts in 
whatever realm oi conscious or unconsciousness they may 
exis t  . 59 
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A l 1  aspects of the self are important for undetstanding the 

dream experience. Of special importance, however, is the napi-- 

w h i c h  is, in a sense, the dream self--and sicun or power, vhich is 

what an individuaï seeks to acquire in the vision quest or is given 

i n  a dream/vision outside of the ritual conte- of the vision 

quest. Stephen Riggs writes about getting power through fasting and 

praying and self - i n f l i  cted suf fering; through the sundance, the 

death and resurrection of the mystery dance (Wakan Wacipi) and 

through the vision quest. 60 

Vision Qumst 

A dream/vision might corne at mythe.  Black Elk narrates h i s  

calling by the spirits as happening when ha was just a young boy. 6 1 

The formal way to seek a dream/vision, however, is through the 

hanblecheyapi, the vision quest. The hanblecheyapi is one of the 

most if not the most significant religious experience in a person's 

life; an experience integral to establishing personal relationships 

with the s p i r i t  beings and forning the personal character of the 

individual. "It is the individual ' s f irst step into the spiritual 
landscape. Through prayer , f asting , supplication, "making 

oneself wrstched," p i t i f u l ,  humble, and fhrough lengthy 

6%iggs, Dakota Grammar, p. 214. 

61~ohn G. Neihardt, Black Elk Speaks: Be ing  the L i f e  Story 
of a Holy Man of the O g l a l a  Sioux (New York: Pocket Books, 1972) . 
originally published in 1932. 

"~ront the video Sacred Circle,  Part 1. 
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preparation, a person seeks a gift firon the spirits. Tha s p i r i t s  

take pity on the human individual and grant a gift, sicun (powet). 

An individual quasts for a dream/vision in order to  obtain power. 

The power is given by a particular spirit vhich then becomes the 

dreamern e spir i t  helper. such, the cireamer and the spirit 

helper are obliqated t o  fulfil certain duties which are seen a s  

correct behaviour, conduct, or action in  any relationship; serving 

as a mode1 for how to live correctly, the fundamental way of 

relating with anothar l iving behg is with respect and reciprocity. 

The vision quest has been called, by Clark Wissler, 

"routinized mysticism" because through the vision quest every 

individual had access to direct persona1 experience of the sacred. 

Typically, a young boy63 goes on his first vision quest at the onset 

of puberty. The vision quest is actually a rite oi passage that 

transforms the young boy into the status of an adult. The object 

of the vision quest is to acquire a guardian spirit or spirit 

helper and to "find out who you aren or what you should become. 

After lengthy preparation the youth is taken to a secluded place, 

some distance away from the conununity. This place has been 

prepared ahead of thne in  a ritual fashiow-ie., a sacred place has 

6 3 ~  refer speciiically to the male vision quest because it 
is the male experience which I ai aost familiar w i t h .  1 am not 
sure if the female vision West expetience is the same. It is 
the same in the sense that the young girl's self is composed of 
the same components as the young man's and the girl does seek a 
vision for the same reasons as the boy. However, the ritual  
procedure and space has most likely been developed differently by 
the women spiritual leaders. The girls definitely have their own 
rituals . 
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k e n  established. H e r e ,  the youth temains for four days, fasting, 

praying, and iaking hhsel f  wretched and p i t i f u l  with the hopes of 

receiving a ciream and thereby acquiring a àream guardim/guardian 

spirit/spirit  helpem/sicun. While the individual is on the hi11 in 

his  vision pit it is said that he no longer belongs to  the world of 

people. As one elder put8 it, wYou donv+ talk to that persan and 

he doesnvt talk to you2 The person has left the world of humans 

and has entaed the spiritworld. When the shaman goes t o  get the 

individual at the end of the four days, the individual i s  brought 

back and enters the place vhere the initial dream interpretation 

takes place, the inipi (n t - lodge ) .  The i n i ~ i  is symbolic of the 

mothers womb, a place of rebirth. As Amiotte explained, creating 

this structure is a recapitulative process; it is a recreation of 

the universe, a microcosnic replication of the macrocosm. Here, the 

individual is integrated back into the huian social world. The 

shaman blows into the questetls eyes and says *see again as a manw; 

blows into his ears and says "hear again as a manm; blows into his  

mouth and says Wspeak again as a manmm Then, the person must give 

a full account of the experience to the shaman and the shaman 

fu l f  ils h i s  function as iyeska (@@neBiinim or "interpreter*) : 

anything mysterious gets mealedm 1 am not certain of the 

interpretive process because written records are not kept by the 

iyeska. Rirthermore, one does not freely talk about onels vision 

experience because doing so would run the risk of loosing the power 

obtained from it. Nevertheless, accordhg t o  Amiotte, retrospective 

accounts given by older distinguished shamans do exist. 
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Aithough a literal rendering of the dream is not articulated 

in vords, something of the dremm content can be glimpsed at thrrouqh 

its dtaoatization in dance, music, Song, or some type of ritual or 

ceremonial manifestation. For example, an individual could be 

compelled to participate in a sundance as a means of fulfilling a 

dream-inspirad instruction, or, the dream guardian may be 

reptesented on a shield or a dwelling. In addition, as Wilson D. 

Wallis was told "al1 medicines and al1 medicine bundles are the 

result of dreams.~~~ POT example, Amiotte related the account of 

an individual who brought back knowledge about the use of certain 

medicinal herbs and roots vhose usage had been forgotten. Later, 

it was discovered mat, in that ritual space of the vision quest 

and buried whee the quester had resteâ his head, t à e c  was a human 

skull or jawbone. The jawbone had belonged t o  the individual who 

knew the use of those herbs and medicines and that information was 

passed on to  the vision quester. The quester then carried atound 

the jawbone as a hierophany. H e  used it in  ceremonies to receive 

the sicun of the " j a w  man." The j a w  actually functioned as a 

container of the sicun, as well as a visual representation of power 

and a mnemonic reminder of the dream experience, the role of 

medicine bundles . 

6 4 ~ i l s o n  Wallis, "The Canadian Dakota. American Museum of 
Na t ural Hi s t ory, An thropol ogi  cal Papers , vol. 4 1, lg 19 : p. 8 2 .  



D s o u  Culta or 8aeSatiam of  D S a ~ u 8  

A most obvious indication of the type  of dream experience that 

an individual ha8 had is the particulat cultm he/she is 

compelled to join. Mividuals who share similar &eam experiences 

forin associations. Using the univanity as a metaphor, these 

associations can be perceived as department. or tesearch groups. 

The dreamers are intellectuals; the functional equivalent of 

philosophers, religionists , historians , psychologists, medical 

specialists , etc. Inter-coipiunication w i t h  fellow dreamers 

functions as ongoing therapy and interpretation of the dream 

experience, as well as a way of learning f r o m  older and other 

intellectuals in the same field. The public dances and dramas 

serve as a platform for wlecturingu (teaching) as well as a means 

of validating one @ s experience and presenting the "dreamer ' on 

credentials. Public recognition is important because members of 

these cults serve the society as psycho-spiritual and physical 

healers as well as educators. 

The phrase %âream cultn vas coined by Clark Wissler in 

Socie t ies  and Ceremonial Associations in the ûglala Division of 

Teton ~ a k o t a .  65 In this article Wissler identifies 'Dream Cultsn of 

the ûglalas. He defines mdream cultsw as Ming "groups of shamans, 

having similat wakan dreams. "66 The dream cults that he discusses 

6s~lark Wissler, wSocieties and Cereionial Associations in 
the Oglala Division of the Teton-Dakota. Anthropol ogical  Papers 
of the American Museum of Natural History, Vol. XI. New York: 
Published by Order of the T r u s t e e s ,  1916 : pp. 1-100. 
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are: Heyoka; Elk; Bear; Black-Tai1 Deer; Wolf t Buffalo; Berdache; 

- l e - W o p w  ; Dreamhg-Pair; Hountain Sheep; Rabbit; Horae; Womant s 

Medicine; Wescal: and, the Dop cuit. He al80 notes that for the 

E a s t e r n  Dakota, "the older literatutem often refers to th- as 

clans, but that @@clansm should not be taken ta mean what is 

commonly m e a n t  by nclansm but rather refers to vhat he means by 

wcult.n" Looking at the older literature, then, we find that the 

Dream cults identified by Wissler have been written about, to 

various extent, and at different points in history, by 

missionaries , traders, travellers, and explorers. 

It is uncertain what Wissler considers to be the molder 

litetaturean Can we take "olderm to include the R i g g s  and Pond 

material? 1 think that we must because, as ve have already seen, 

the pre-eighteen hundred l iteaturs is vague and does not identify 

the &eam societies to any great extent, if at all. It is w i t h  the 

Pond and Riggs material that more detailed information is provided. 

However, the dream societies are generally discussed in the context 

of dances and when Pond uses the word *clanm he does not seem ta be 

talking about what Wissler means by "cuit." A perfect example of 

the Dakota patallel to the Lakota dream cults mentioned by Wissler 

is found in the "Tree-dweller Cultw , a memôer group of the Wakan 

Wacipi society (iystery dance, holy dance society). 

67 I b i d . ,  footnote 1, p. 81. 



W w  W 8 a b S  ( m # t y  Du8a, moly Duo.) 

In teris of the vritten Ifterature, the Wakan Wacipi was f irs t  

described by Jobnathan Carver in his section on the =Pawwaw or 

Black Dancew; a dance about which the npeople of the colonies tell 

a thousand ridiculous stories of the devfl being rai~ed."'~ 

Regarding this dance, Carvar says, *though f did not actually see 

the devil raised by it, 1 vas witness to some scenes that could 

only be performed by such as dealt with him, or vere very expert 

and dextrous jugqlers. dg Following this statement, Catver goes on 

to telate one such dance among the NNaudowessiesm. This dance was 

held after someone was initiated into the mWakon-Kitchewa,m or as 

Carver translates it, *the Priendly Society of the Spiritw .70 C a r v e r  

is the first to link Dakota spiritual leaders to a society; a 

society composed of men and women of munexceptionable characterwm 71 

In addition, Carverts i s  the f irst account of the initiation of a 

candidate to the Wakan Wacipi. 72 

Regardhg the initiation, carver says that the ini t iat ion was 

*attendcd w i t h  some very singular circumstance, which, as 1 have 

before obsenteà, nist be either the ef fect of magic, or of amazing 

7 2 ~  have quoted Carver's account of the initiation in full 
in Appendix A. 



dexteritym . 73 Carver I s  description of the initiation depicts the 

shamanic ecstasy of the spiritual leader and the shamanic 

ecstasy/death-resuztection of the ini t iate .  As L s e r  infoms us, 

one of the spiritual leaders (he nfers to th- collectively as 

chiefs) said to the initiate that, 

ho (the chief) was n w  agitated by the same sp ir i t  which 
he should in a few moments communicate to him (the 
initiate) , that it vould strike him (the latter) dead, 
but that he vould instantly be remtored again to life; to 
this he (the chief)  added, that the coimunication, 
however terrifying, was a necessary introduction to the 
advantages enjoyed by the community into vhich he (the 
initiate) was on the point of k i n g  adatittedDT4 

The spirihial leader then t h r e w  what Carver thought was a "banm at 

the init iate ,  striking the initiate "to al1 appearance bereft of 

life. w75 A f t e r  steps vere taken, by the four %hiefsm conducting 

the initiation, to bring the i n i t i a t e  back to  l i f e ,  the in i t iate  

began to recover and vomited the *beanm that had been thrown at 

him. (As later authors vil1 reveal, the nbean* vas actually a 

shell; these authors, such as Gideon Pond and Alanson ~kinner, 

point out that the members of the Wakan Wacipi believe that each 

xnember has one of these shells i n  his/her body. ) The init iation 

ended, the new m e m b e r  irae given a nev set of clothes and the dance 

began. Concerning the Wakan Wacipi, Carver says, 

1 could not help laughing at a singular childish custom 
1 obsented they introdced into this dance, and which was 
the only one that had the least appearance of 

-- -- -- 

7 3 ~ b i d . ,  p. 272. 

" ~ b i d . ,  p. 274. Brackets are mine. 

" ~ b i d .  , p. 274.  



conjuration. Most of the members cartied i n  their hands 
an otter or rar+inns skin, which being taken whole front 
the body, and f i l led  vith wind, on being compressed made 
a squeaking noise through a mal1 piece of wood 
organically forrad and fiYad in its aouth. When this 
instrument vas presented to the face o f  any of the 
company, and the sound aiitted, the person receiving it 
instantly fe11 duwn to appemrance dead. Sametbas two or 
three, both men and vomen, were on the ground together; 
but w i a t e l y  recwering, they rose up and joined again 
in the dance. This seemed to afford, even the chiefs 
themselves , inf inf te divetsion. 1 afterwards leamed 
mat these were their Dii Penates or Household Gods. 76 

The Wakan Wacipi initiation s aîmost identical to  the 

Anishnabe lidewiwin or Medicine Society. D i f  ferent  authors have 

noted the connection between the W a k a n  Wacipi and the Anishnabe 

M i d e w i w i n  . The relationship betveen these tvo religious 

organizations has been examinecl i n  more detail by Joseph Nicollet, 

G .  Pond, J. Lynd, and others, James Howard also links the Wakan 

Wacipi w i t h  the Widewiwin lodge of the O j i b w a ,  Cree. and 

CentrabAlgonkin tribes and the similar medicine lodges of the 

southern-s iouan groups . n77 

Nicollet preferred the Anishnabe religio-cultural l ife to the 

Dakota. 7a In h i s  Joumals he relates that he attended several 

76 1b id .  , p. 277-778. Aïanson Skinner provides photographs 
of the medicine dance paraphernalia including the *martins 
skinsmn Sec, Alanson B. Skinner, "Medicine Ceremony of the 
Menomini, Iowa and Wahpeton Dakota, W i t h  Notes on the Ceremony 
Among the Ponca, Bung O j i b w a  and Potawatomimm Museum of the 
Arnerican Indian, Heye Foundation, Indian No tes and Monographs, 
vola 4,  1920: pp. 2629357, 

77 Howard, Canadian, p. 608. 

" ~ i s  notes about the Anishnabe have been edited by Martha 
Coleman Bray and appear in: Martha Coleman Bray ed., The Journals 
of Joseph N. Nicollet. Translated by Mdrd Oerty .  (St. Paul: 
Minnesota Historical Society, 1970) . 
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celebrations of the %idewiwinW (the Anishnabe word which Wicollet 

uses when referiring t o  the W a k o n  Wacipi) held by the 

mmende~akantous", one of which vas attended by "more than three 

hundred iide men and ~ornen.~'~ It se- to me that this is the 

fkst historical indication of the nuber of members participating 

i n  the Wakan Wacipi. G. Pond latet indicates the number of 

"medicine-menN and waedicfne-woien~ present at each village. 

Although, he doesngt identify how many of the medicine-men/woman 

are members of the Wakan Wacipi. 

James Lynd, one of the first authors to compare Dakota and 

Lakota religious expressions, notes that "those Dakota who belong 

to the Medicine Dance, esteem U n k t e h i  as the greatest divinity. 

The w e s t e r n  tribes neglect that deity, and pay their main devotion 

to Tunlw (Inyan), the Stone God, or Lingan.maO Lynd says that the 

Medicine Dance is no part of the western Lakotams hereditary 

creedO8l Furthenoore, he claims that even among the eastern Dakota 

the Medicine Dance is an intrusive religious forn; he addo that the 

Dakota learned it from the Anishnabe. A s  such, Lynd declares that 

an analysis of the medicine dance "belongs properly t o  a history of 

the nation and race to which those dances are clearly traceablen-- 

8 0 James Lynd, *The Religion of the Dakota." Minnesota 
Histor ical  Society Collections, vol. 2 ,  part 2 ,  1864 .  2nd ed. , 
1881: p. 159. 
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the Ani~hnabe.~~ He further asserts that the medicine dance is not 

as important as some have asctibeà it to be; that what is important 

is "Wiwang Wacipi, or Sun Wotahip (Sudance) and Hanmdepi or Cod 

SeeWng, * (vision quest) vhich incorporate purification and 

sacrifice as undetlying elements. 83 

Alanson Skinnsr, in h i s  article Wedicine Cetaony of the 

Menomini, Iowa, and Wahpeton Dakota, W i t h  N o t e s  on the Ceremony 

Among the Ponca, Bungi O j  ibwa, and Potawatomi, * provides the most 

detailed account of the Wakan Wacipi. In this article,  he includes 

information on: membership ; ritual paraphernalia, such as medicine 

bags, rattles, w a t e r  drum, paints, medicimes; birch bark song 

records ; feast bowls ; lodge structure; initiation cerenony ; the 

nTen Rules of L i f e m  (similar t o  the ten commandments); funeral 

ceremony; and, the societies origin mythe Skinner vas told about 

the Wahpeton Dakota Wakan Wacipi by Jingling Cloud, who, although 

not a member, had %een the ceremony on one or two occasions and 

has frequently heard it discuased. Skinner wrote that Jingling 

Cloud told him in 1914 that the Wahpeton Dakota Wakan Wacipi or 

9nedicine-ladge* was composed of four *bandsm and that *m.ib.rship 

"klanson Skinner, Wedicine Cerenony of the  len no mi ni, Iowa 
and Wahpeton Dakota, w i t h  Notes on the Ceremony Among the Ponca. 
Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation, Indian Notes and 
Monographs, vol. 4,  1920: p. 262.  



article,  Skinner writes : 

When the lodge is erected and al1 is in readiness, 
the dancers approach in gmups, each group, accotding to 
Jingling-cloud, being of a malt whoma m u b u 8  had the 
8-0 iaiul d t w  guuaiu  in  ooron, except one, the 
Becâeka, or Sauk ~ult.'~ 

Ilovever, Skinner al80 points out that Jingling-Cloud's grandmother 

Taisnahotewin (Grey-shavl) who vas a rember of the society said 

that wmembership in any band vas optional with the candidate who 

applied to the leader of the band preferredOw8' Despite the 

conflicting statements by Jingling-cloud and Grey-shawl it would 

seem that at least one group of the Wakan Wacipi did consist of 

individuals who had the same dream guardian in common: nomely, the 

The preceding discourse has provided the written historical 

context in which Dakota shamanism has been understood and 

communicated. It has established the inadequacy of using foreign 

words and concepts when attempting to understand the Dakota 

wicasta/Winyan W a k a n  and the benetit of attempts such as William 

Powers @ to comnunicate an understanding of Dakota shamanism which 

is based upon how the Lakota categorize the different types  of 

shamans in tbeir tradition, Povers reveals that the Lakota 

classify their shamans based upon such factors as gender, ways in 
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which men and vomen perfona their sacred duties, the sources of 

theit power, fields of specialization, public p e r f o ~ n c e n ,  doing 

harm to others, and cross-dressbg. Identifying the shamans' 

sources of power is particularly significant to this dissertation 

because the sources of power are the shamans' spir i t  helpezs. As 

the subtitle of th is  dissertation indicates, pawr i s  the mediator, 

structurally, between the shamans and their spir i t  helpers. The 

preceedfng chapter has revealed that power is the gift given t o  the 

shamans by their spirit helpers through a dream/vision; 

necessitating a discussion of the vision quest and the Dakota 

concept of multiple-SOUS. It was furthet revealed that shamans who 

shared similar visions joined together to form dream societies and 

that a particular society known as the Tree-dweller Dreamers were 

a member group of the most significant association of shamans, 

historically, in Dakota society-the Walcan Wacipi. The next chapter 

is an elaboration on the Tree-dweller Dreamers and their s p i r i t  

helpers-the L i t t l e  People. The relationship that is established 

between the Wee-dweller Dreamers and the L i t t l e  People w i l l  serve 

as an exemplary mode1 for correct relationship. The next chapter 

will provide the data from which conclusions will be drawn in the 

last chapter . 



As has already been stated, if one wants to understand Dakota 

religiousness, one m a t  look t o  the Dakota Wicasta Wakan, the 

religious specialists "par e%cellencew, they exemplify what it 

means ta be religioua thraugh their relationship w i t h  their spirit 

helpers . This  dissertation could have examined the relationship 

between the Bear Dreamers and the Bear, the Elk Dreamers and the 

Elk, the Heyoka and the Thunder-beings or any other relationship 

betveen a particular dreamer and their spirit helper, as a mode1 of 

correct relationship. The reht ionship  between the Tree-dweller 

Dreamers and the Little People was chosen as an exemplaty mode1 of 

relationship as a result of personal interest ,  the neglect of any 

in-depth exploration of the Little People in the written literature 

and the wide-spread and prominent place of the Little People in 

Dakota and other Native American re l ig ious  traditions. T h i s  

chapter will identify who the Little People are in the context of 

the written literature; it vil1 provide the data f r o m  which 

conclusions will be &am in the f inal  chapter. 

The f ittla Paopla r Worldvide 

It is an interesting fact that stories about fairies, 

leprechauns or little people w i t h  magical, supernatural powers are 

found in the oral traditions and/or written literature of cultures 

the world mer. Invariably they are identified as king mischievous 

yet at the saw t h e  they can bring good luck. What is the meaning 

of these stories, of what significance do they have in the lives of 



the people who have heard, read, to ld stories or dreamed of them? 

Car1 Jung was interested in the Little People as can be seen 

fron selections of his book Maories,  Dreams, ~e f l ec t ions . '  They 

appeared to him in hi s  âreatns and he had one vho was one of h i s  

utspirit teacherisW. Jung inforv us that in one of hi8 descensus ad 

inferos àrear experiences he encountered a ndwarf w i t h  a leathery 

skin, as if he were mummif ied. * The dwarf stood at the entrance to 

a dark cave, as if it w e e  some guardian o f  the passage to death- 

hence its mrmnified forn. Of another âream sequence Jung says that 

on a grapevine formed out of black iron on the wall of a castle 

intervals of six feet on the horizontal branches vere tiny houses- 

I saw distinctly a tiny, iron hooded gnome, a cucullatus, scurrying 

from one l i t t le  hut to the ne*. Jung identifies one of his 

s p i r i t  teachers called Ka as "a spirit of nature like the 

Anthroparion of Greek alchemy."' In a descriptive footnote to this 

quote, the editor Aniela Jaffe adds: 

The Anthroparion is a tiny man, a ldnd of homuncuïus. 
He is found, for example, in the visions of Zosbos of 
Panopolis, an important alchemist of the third century. 
To the group which includes the Anthzoparion belong the 
gnomes, the Dactyls of classical antiquity, and the 
homunculi of the alchemists. As the s p i r i t  of 
quicksilver, the alchemical Mercurius vas also an 
Antbroparion. 4 

'c. G. Jung. Memories, Dreams, R e f l  ections.  Aniela Jaf fé 
(ed.) (New York: Random House Inc., 1963) p. 179. 



Later, when chisellinq a large stone for hi8 wtowerw, he chiselled 

out a "tiny homunculuseN According to Jung: 

Soon something else enrerged. 1 began to  see on the 
front face, in  the natutal structure of the stone, a 
small circle, a sort of eye, which looked at me. 1 
chiselled it into the stone, and in the center made a 
tiny hop~unculus~ This corresponds to the "little dolln 
(pupilla)--youself-rhich you see in the pupil of 
anothers eyer a kind of Kabir, or the Telesphoros of 
Asklepios. Ancient statues show him wearing a hooded 
cloak and carrying a lanterne A t  the same t h e  he is a 
pointer of the vay. 

At one point in his writings he identifies the mcabirilm, 

lmhobgoblinsw, nh~mun~uïi*, or npygmiesn as representing 

w'infantilew or unconscious fotcesmn6 1 mention Jung's association 

with the Little People not  to suggest that one needs to apply a 

psychological interpretation to  understand the Little People, but 

rather, it is intriguing t o  note the significance that the Little 

People had to such a cultural icon or intellactual "giant" as Jung. 

The Little People, fairies, elves, goblins, dwarfs, hobbits, 

and other diminutive beings are part and parce1 of European folk 

and fairy tales. The Irish leprechauns are perhaps the most well- 

bown of these beings, as are the Liliputians who are immortalized 

in G u l l i v e r v s  Travels .  7 

'c. G. Jung, Dreams. R. P. Ce Hull (Trans . ) (Princeton, New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1974) , p. 273. O t h e r  
references i n  this compilation are found on pp. 126, 132, 140, 
210, 231, and 252. 

7 ~ h e r e  has been so much vritten that one hardly knows where 
to begin referencing. As a point of entry see: Johnathan Swift, 
G u l l i v e r  's Travels (New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc, 1957) ; 
W. B.  Yeats (ed. ) . Faiairy and Folk Tales of Ireland (New York: 



Despite the extensive publication of vorks on Irish fairies 

and leprechauns and of Uttle people in cultures throughout the 

world, no comprehensive study exists for North and South Amierica. 

There are a f e w  interesting studïes, nonetheless. R.G. Haliburton 

saw etories about the Little People as being possible evidence for 

the existence of D w a r t  or Pym races in the Americas.' 

A significant exception t o  the absence of scholatly attention 

to the stories about the Little People i s  the interpretation 

provided by Lbvi-Strauss in The Jealous potter.' Dwarfs are 

integral to  Lévi-Straussg demonstration of what he calls mzoemeslg; 

animals serving a semantic fwiction. He begins with South Aaerican 

myths related to the s loth,  representing anal retention, which is 

associated with a bird-the goatsucker--tepresenting oral 

greediness. The sloth is rarely seen to  excrete, but when it does, 

it cornes dom from its tree and excretes on the ground. If it fails 

Macmillan Publishing Company, 1983)--contains material first 
published in 1888 and 1882; J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the 
Rings (London: George Allen and Unwin, Ltdr 1968) . 

'R.G. Haliburton, Wwarl Survivals and Traditions as t o  
-y Races. The Proceedings of the American Associat ion for  the 
Advancement of Science. Vol. X L N ,  1895: pp. 1-12. Haliburton, 
RA. %urvivals of Dwarf Races in the New World." The Proceedings 
of the American Associat ion f o r  the Advancement of Science. Vol. 
XLIII, Salem, 1895. 

'claude Lévi-Strauss, The Jealous Pot ter. Translated by 
Bénhdicte Chorier (Chicago and London: University of Chicago 
Press, 1988). 
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to corne dom and jus+ drops its excrement f r o m  the tree the vorld 

w i l l  turn upside down and the dwarfs w i l l  coiae to the surface. 

Theze are no sloths in North mica, but maythic tbought, according 

to Uvi-Strauss, operates in such a way that a replacement can be 

found. Eie notes that stories about dwarfs occur in both 

hemispheres. Further investigation reveals that in the N o r t h e r n  

Hdsphere these stoties associate the dwarfs vith birds related to 

the goatsucker which are also associated w i t h  oral gtaediness. 

Neverthelcss, The Jealous Potter is by no means an in-depth study 

of the Little People. 

Not only is a general. cross-cultural synthesis of the 

material on the Little People in the Apericas unavailable, but- 

although the odd paragraph or the occasional introductory article 

appears-a comprehensive work for a single Native North or South 

American culture remains unwritten (or, at least, unpublished). 

This might lead the uninformed or careless observer t o  conclude 

that stories about the Little People are more typical of Europe and 

A s i a  than of the Americas. This is precisely the conclusion 

reached by the author of the article Vairiesn in The New 

Encycl opedia of Rel ig ion.  

"Fairiee are found under various names in many 
coutries, but they are more typical of Europe and Asia 
than of the Americas and Africa . 

It would seem that the Little People are exhfbiting their famed 

'Venetia Newall . "Pairiesw, The 
Editor i n  Chief, Mircea Eliade, Vol. 
Publishing Company, 1987), p. 246. 

Encycl opedia of Rel ig ion.  
5 (New York: Macmillan 



elusiveness even in the vritten literature. Y e t ,  if one looks 

closely, one can see that the written l i t e r a tu r e  on the Native 

cultures of the Americas abounds in scattered referrences to the 

L i t t l e  People, who axe variously referred to as little tree 

dwellers , l i t t le  sp i r i t s ,  fairies, dwarfs, elves , pygmies , 
mermaide, sea men, etc. Il 

The Iroquois call the L i t t l e  People djonh-geh-onh and, 

according to their instructions, perfori the darrk dance i n  their 

honour. * The Aniehnabe and Cree call them msmagwasewug, "the hidden 

"~hese n a e s  are the English translations of specific names 
that the L i t t l e  People are called in the various languages in the 
A m e r i c a s  . 

*Barbeau, C. M. "Huron and Wyandot Mythology . " Canadian 
Department of Mines Memoir BO, Anthropological series number 
eleven, Ottawa, 1915: pp. 111-113. Joseph Bruchac, Vhe G i f t s  of 
the Little People. Iroquois Stor ies  : m u e s  and Heroines 
Monsters and Magic (Freedon, C.A. : The Crossing Press, 1985) , pp. 
41-46 (see Appendix A for the story) . Converse, H. "f roquois 
K y t h s  and LegendseR A.C. Parker, ed. New York State Museum 
B u l l e t i n  125, 1908 : pp. 101-107. Cornplanter, Jesse J. Legends 
of the Longhouse (Port Washington, New York: Ira J. Friedman, 
Inc, 1963). Originally published by Jesse J. Cornplanter and 
Namee Pt ice  Henricks, 1938 (set Appendix A for information on 
Jesse Cornplanter). W.R. Harrinqton, "The Dark Dance of Ji-Ge- 
Onh: A Seneca Adventure. The Msterkey, vol. VII, no. 3, May, 
1933. M. R. Harrington, nSome Unusual 1 roquois Specimens . 
(American Anthropologist, N.S. 11, 1909) 9. Morgan, Lewis Hm 
The League of the Ho-de-no-sau-nee, or iroquois (Rochester, 1851: 
p. 166) . Parker, A. C. "The Code of Handsome Inke. New York 
State  Museum B u l l e t i n  163, 1913: p. 119. Parker, Arthur C. The 
History of the Seneca Indians (Port Washington, Long 1 sland, N, 
Y. : 1 &a J. Friedman, Inc. , 1967) . Originally published i n  1926 : 
pp. 79-80 (sec Appendix A) . Eninne A. S m i t h ,  " H y t h s  of the 
1 roquois. * 2nd Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnol ogy 
1880-81 (Washington: Gevemment Printing Office, 1916), pp.65-67. 
Before his mysterious disappearance, Canadian anthropologist 
Prederick Waugh collected three s tor ies  about the Little People 
(one in 1915 and two i n  1918). From his  unpublished manuscript 
i n  the Canadian Ethnological Service Archives the titles and 
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or covercd being~~,'~ mimikwisiwak," or m~mgwisiwak'~ and they are 

"called ina by the shamans at the shaking tant ~eremony.'~ The 

Seminoles in thait Bhmkogee language cal1 t h e m  'fsti l~pucki~'~ and 

references are as follovs: SNAKE BRIDEH BY DAVID JACK Grand 
River Reserve, August 6, 1915 Handnotes--201 F 10 (pp. 22-23) 
Notebook 2 ; PIGMYmS CAVEn, BY JOE SHORE (CAYüGA) Grand River 
Reserve, July, 1918 Handnotes 202 FI6 (pp. 29-30) Notebook 3 ; 
and, "THE PI- WIFEo BY 2WRAM CBaRLES (CAYU-) Grand River 
Reserve, August, 1918 Handnotes--202 PZ1 (pp. 47-49) Notebook 8. 
Weitlaner, Ra 3. "Seneca T a l e s  and Beliefs . Journal o f  American 
Folklore, 16, 1915. John W i t U i o f t  and Wendel1 S. Hadlock, 
gm~herokee-I roquois Little People. Journal o f  Ameri can Folk1 ore, 
vol. 5 9 ,  no. 233,  July-Sept, 1946: pp. 413-422 (see Appendix A ) .  

13 David G. Mandelbaimi, The P l a i n s  Cree: An Ethnographie, 
H i s  tor ical  and Comparative St udy (Regina: Canadian Plains 
Research Centre, 1979) , pp. 178-180, 315, 344: cal led 
Mamagwasewug "the hidden or covered beings. " P a r t  1 of this text 
was originally published in 1940 by the American Museum of 
Natural H i s t o r y  under the title "The Plains C r e e m n  

1 4  Brown, Sennifer S . H .  and Robert Brightman. The O I d e r s  of 
the Dreamed: George Nelson on Cree and Northern O j i b w a  R e l i g i o n  
and Myth, 1823 (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press/St. Paul: 
Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1988). flnermaid and "Ses 
mann a class of miniature befngs called by the Crees 
n i i m i k v i s i w a k ,  p. 124. 

' ' ~ lex  F. Chamberlain, %orne Items of Algonkian Folk-lore. " 
Journal of  American Folklore, 1900:68 (13/50: 271-277) . The 
author takes information from Abbe Cuogms dictionary of the 
Nipissing dialect Lexique de la  langue algonquine (Montreal, 
1886) . (See Appendix A) . 

16 Brown, Orders, p. 105. When discussing "Souls or Spirits" 
that enter the shaking tent, Nelson ident i f ies  "Children almost 
at  the instant of birth, Dwarfs, Giantsw. 

17 James Hw Howard, Oklahoma Seminoles: Medicine, Magic, and 
R e l i g i o n  (Norman: University of Okîahoma Press, 1984) pp . 2 10-211 
(see Appendix A) . 
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19 the Micmac cal1 them ~iguladumooch~~ or Wicuaress. A cursory glance 

at the literature reveals that references to the Little People can 

also be found for the Hascoutens or Potawatomi, Sa*, Fox, 

Kickapoo , W a a P D i n i ,  Winnebago , Lemape, Delavares, shawnee , Ponka , 
Tewa, Chickasaw, Creek, Salishan (Coeur  d Albne, Okanagon , 
Flathead) , Hohegan-Pequot, Californian groupa, and Inuit. It i s  

certain that a systematic seatch incorporating oral traditions 

would uncover stories about the Little People for every cultural 

group in the Americas. 

The Aboda o f  th. Little P.opla 

The abode of the Little People varies from hollow tree or the 

woods, to clif fs along Lake Superior, to under the water or a 

wateriall, to earth mound. As w e  shall see for the Dakota/Lakota, 

the Little People (canotindan) of the Eastern division Isantee 

"~ev.  Silas T e r t i u s  Rand. Legends of the Micmacs (New 
York: Johnson Reprint Corporation, 1971) . Reprinted from 1894 
edition (New York and London: Longmano, Green, and CO.), pp. 367- 
368, 431-433 (see Appendix A) . HcMillan, Native Peoples, p. 49 
(see Appendix A) . Hacfarlan, Aîlan A. Pires ide  Book of North 
American Indian Folktal es (Harrisburg, Pa: Stackpole Books, 
1974) , pp. 150-152 (see Appendix A) . Clark, E l l a  E. Indian 
Legends of Canada (Toronto: McClellend and Stewart Limited,  
1960) , pp. 115-119 (see Appendix A) . 

lgLeland, Charles G. The Algonquin Legends of New England 
or  Myths and Folk Lore of the Micmac, Passamaquoddy, and 
Penobscot Tribes (Boston: Hughton, Mifilin and Company, 1885), 
see Appendix A. 

'O~or the preceding references see: Alanson B. Skinner, 
"Tree-Dweller Bundle Of The Wahpeton DakotaY Museum of the 
Americn Indian, Heye Foundation, Indian Notes and Monographs, 
v o l ,  2 ,  1925.  



Dakota (a predominantly wooâlands people) live in the woods or a 

hollov tree, whereas the Little People of the Western division 

Teton Lakata (a prQdomhant1y plains people who completed their 

move from the ~0odlanâ8 to the plains in the 1700'8 and who 

apparently wdropped as excess cultural baggage the bclief in tree 

spiritsm upon this m~ve)~' have ken reporteci to teside in "a large 

mound in the midst of the plainn or, as Gordon MacGregor puts it, 

" l i v e  about the country~ide.~ What is the significance of such 

diffesences in abode? Is there s o n  sort of symbolic signif icance 

or do the Little People choose t o  live i n  the woods in  the fsantee 

area and i n  the Teton area choose to live i n  the mouds on the 

plains as a result of geographic practicality: or, if the Little 

People do choose Meir abode, why do they and wbat are the symbolic 

repercussions of such choice? 

It is almost certain that the widespread belief in the Little 

People in the Americas is indigenous; that is, stories about or 

beliefs i n  the Little People were not obtained from Europeans. 

Even as early as 1636, the Jesuit  Relations included stories about 

the L i t t l e  People. 22 

2 1 A r t h ~  Amiotte, personal coimiunication. 

2 2 ~ e l a t i o n s  des Jésuites contenant ce quis s'est passe de 
plus remarquable dans les missions des Peres de la compagnie de 
Jésus dans la Nouvelle-France, MontrBal, Editions du Jour 1972 
[l858 3 .  Tome 1 1611-1636, tome VI -- 1672 (see Appendix A) . 
Relat ions  inéd i t e s  de la Nouvelle-France (3672-1679) pour Faire 
suite aux anciennes relations (1615-1672), tome 1, Montréal, 
Editions Elysiée, 1974 (see Appendix A ) .  



Th@ L i t t l a  P.opla Today 

The L i t t l e  People have made recent appearances in the local 

newspapers. On Nov. 5 ,  1990 an article by L a u t i e  Sardadi appeared 

in the Gazette and the O t t a w a  Citizen t i t l ed  m T a l l  Tales o i  Tiny 

T r i b e  Abound in Northw and "'Bi Little GuyB N.W.T legislator says 

that's how to talk to thooe legendary, tiny folk who roam the 

Arcticna Apparently the BILA for the H i g h  Wctic,  Ludy Pudluk, 

Hgave the Northwest Territories legislative assembly a lesson on 

how to greet a tiny tribe of L i t t l e  People said to  roam the High 

Arcti~."~~ ~ h i s  article coulà have corne irom any region in NO- 

or South America. The elements in the report are standard: metre- 

high people, clothed in traditional skins and carrying bows and 

arrows, vho are unusually strong and fast-footed and have a 

particular disdain for civilization: people leave food out for 

them, and, the proper relationship behaviour is to treat then w i t h  

respect. 

The Little People have even ma& an appearancs on the popular 

television show mUnsolveà Mysteries . One episode traceci the path 

of what was belfeved to be a muamy of one of the Little People. 

The mummy was submitted for scientific analysis in 1976 and its 

whereabouts at present is unknown. The scientific community would 

like to find it to submit it to analysis using modem medical 

technology and Native groups in the area want to find it to return 

it to its proper resting place. Removing the mwmy from its burial 

2 3 ~ e e  Appendix A. 



site vas a violation of pro- relationship behaviour; it was dis- 

respectful. Kysterious accidents and preiaturs deaths follaved the 

paths of those who were in possession of the -y. 

BelieF in the Little People is very much alive today in the 

Cree, Anishnabe, Assiniboine and Dakota traditions in Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan (and, 1 assume, in traditions acroes the mericas). 1 

have talked to several people ovet the past f e w  years who have 

related stories about the Little People, sane have even told of 

their own personal experiences and pointed out locations where the 

L i t t l e  People inhabit. 

Th. Dakota tiittle P.ople-Th.  Canotid. 

The Dakota name for the L i t t l e  People is canotidan (little 

dweller i n  the woods) .24 It is w i t h  the aid of the canotindan that 

the  shaman who has dreamed of them uses their gift  of power to 

perform such duties as curing psycho-spiritual and physical 

illnesses, seeing into the future, findinq lost articles, and 

achieving success in hunting. These shamans or wDreamers* had, at 

one t i m e ,  forned a member group of the Wakan Wacipi Society and 

"cal1 inN their spirit  helpers at the Yuvipi, a major contemporary 

Lakota ritual. 

For the Dakota, the written history of the L i t t l e  People 

begins with the wtitinqs of the Recollect nissionary Father  Louis 

Hennepin. One of the things that he vas told by the Dakota vas: 

That Spirits, and Pygmies, or men of little Stature, did 
inhabit there [North], as they [the Dakota] had been 

2 4 1 will return to a discussion of definitions later. 



infonn'd by5 the people that livmd farther up than 
themselves . 

It  wasnmt until over a century after this i n i t i a l  reference to 

pygmies and men of little stature that the little spirits or Little 

People would again be heard from in the literature. In 1805 Lewis 

and Clark described a large iound on the prairies vhich, as they 

were inforred, "is called the mountain of Little People, or Little 

Spiritsw and which, according to  their informant, "is believed to 

be the abode of little devils in huuui form. * On August 2 5 ,  1805, 

Lewf s and Clarkm s party: 

went t o  see an object deemed very extraotdinary among al1 
the neighboring f ndians. . . a large m o u d  in the midst of 
the plain about N. 20 O W. from the mouth of Whitestone 
river, from which it is nine miles distant. . .the Indians 
have made it a great article of  their superstition: it is 
callad the mountain of Little People, or L i t t l e  Spirits, 
and they believe that it is the abode of little devils, 
in the himan form, of about eighteen inches high and with 
remarkably large heads; they are armed w i t h  sharp arrows, 
w i t h  which they are very sk i l fu l ,  and are always on the 
watch to k i l l  those who should have the hardihood to 
approach their residence. Tbe tradition is, that many 
have suffered from these l i t t le  evi 1 spir i ts ,  and among 
otherrs, three Maha Indians fell a sacrif ice to  them a f e w  
years since. This has inspired al1 the neighboring 
nations, Siow, Ilahas, and Ottoes, w i t h  such terror, +bat 
no consideration could tempt +hem to visit the bill? 

In 1824 W i l l i a m  H. Keating met a spiritual leader who 

consulted "a little stone idel:@@ the spiritual leader reierred t o  

t h i s  id01 as his "little man." Then, i n  1849, the earliest 

published data in any detail on Dakota religion appeared i n  Mary 

 lias, Nation. 

'6neriwether Lewis, L e w i s  6 Clark Journals.  Vol. 1, (New 
York: New Amsterdam Book Co. ) . 
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Eastman's book titled Dahcotah: or L i f e  and Legends of the Sioux 

Around Fort Snell ing.  In her chapter "Gode of the Dahcotas," 

Eastman identifies the Wan-O-tfndann or wlittle dweller in the 

voodsN who is said to live in a forest in a hollow tree. This is 

the fhst t i m e  that the little tree dweller is mentionad by its 

Dakota name. Since that time, scattered notes and articles have 

appeared contributing to the information concerning the tree 

dweller complex, hovever, a complete synthesis of the available 

material remains unpublished. James Howardns "The Tree-Dweller 

Cults of the Dakota* is the best and most recent attempt to 

synthesize the historical documents, w i t h  added original material 

provided by Howard. Nonetheless, h i s  summation is incomplete and 

inaccurate. For example, whereas Hovard credits S.R. Riggs as the 

first authot to mention the tree dweller by its Dakota name-- 

canot indan-this recognition goes t o  Mary Eastman (1849) . In 

Howardn s defence, hovever, 1 doubt very much that he was attempting 

to be exhaustive; his  intention was most likely to contextualize 

his original materials. 

While Eastman may have published the Dakota name for the tree 

dweller before S .R. Riggs ,  Eastman admits that she is indebted to 

Riggs for much of the infonnation on Dakota religion. In the years 

folloving the publication of  Eastmanw s Dachota, Stephan Riggs 

published a nunber of important works on Dakota Religion and 

language . These books provide useful definitions of the 

canotindan. Wilson Wallis began his  unpublished manuscript on the 

Little People w i t h  del init ions from Riggs. 



lilioa Irllim t m @ D r . r f m ,  rrnikini ,  .ad Tt.. Culta@ 

One of the most important archiva1 holdings on the Canadian 

Dakota is the W a l l i s  Collection in the Canadian Ethnology Service 

Archives at the Canadian Museum of Civilization, Hull, Quebec. The 

collection contains field notes and other material from the f i e l d  

research o f  Wilson Dallam Wallis w i t h  the Canadian Dakota in  1914 

and 1954. In 1954 he was accompanied by hi8 vife and fellow 

anthropologist -th Sawtell Wallis; who contributed a great deal of 

material to the Collection. The significance of Ruth Sawtell 

Wallisn contribution to "The Wallis Collectionn makes one wonder if 

it would be more appropriate t o  cal1 these archiva1 holdings "The 

Irlli8a ~ o l l e c t i o n .  tt2' In *Box 293, Folders 1034~ Ruth Sawtell 

27 There are some telling correspondences between Ruth 
Sawtell Wallis and the bead Archivist at the Canadian 
Ethnological Service Archives, in 1974, Ms. Helena Montminy. A t  
some t h e  during the two months preceding November 4, 1974, Ms. 
Montminy sent a letter to Wilson D. Wallis requesting, as she 
wrote, "bis assistance in properly fitting materials he had 
depositedm in the archives. On November 4, Ruth Sawtell Wallis 
typed a letter to Ms. Montminy inforrihg her that Wilson D a l l a m  
Wallis died March 15, 1970. However, she added that as Wilson 
Wallise w i f e ,  and an anthropologist and "his cornpanion in  h i s  
last four field summezs among the Indians of Canada," she vould 
be competent to comply with the request made by the museum. 
Wallis further added that she would be willing to let the museun 
have her manuscripts and photographs, as well as: 

A delightful picture of Barbeau, Jenness, and Wallis 
standing behind their three seated teachers of anthropology 
at Oxford, Arthur Thomson, R.R. M a r e t t ,  and Henry 
Balfour. . . talten in the spring of 1910 just  after the boys 
had a l1  passed the examination for the diploma i n  
anthropology . 

Hs. Montminy and Ruth Wallis corresponded over the next couple of 
years, exchanging information, item, and chi+ chat-with Wallis 
attempting to get copies of photographs of Manitoba Dakota 
medicine bags and their contents and Montminy replying that "as a 
result of M e  increased interest and heightened emotions of many 



Wallis even has an unpublished manuscript for a book she was 

preparing called Dakota Women. 

The bulk of the material in "The Wallis CollectionH remains 

unpublished: including sais 200 pages of Dakota tales collected by 

W.D. Wallis in 1914, 1952 and 1953. The information found in the 

section of Wilson D a l l a m  Wallisn manuscript titled Wwarfs, 

Manikins, and Tree Cul+,* is important to the written information 

on the L i t t l e  People in Canadian Dakota religious history. OC major 

interest is the original narratives Wallis recorded. 1 w i l l  include 

natives in such objectsm they @@are not permitted to give out 
information or photographs on medicine bundlesem Wallis 
convinced the museum that she wanted them for comparative 
purposes only and would under no conditions reproduce them in any 
publications-the museuni conceded and sent the photographs to a 
very satisfied Wrs. Wallis. Wallis responded by informing the 
museum that she has bequeathed to the Museum her manuscripts and 
photographs and expresscd het wish t o  thank the chief 
ethnologie+, D r .  Reynolds, for--as Mrs. Wallis1 puts it--nmaking 
an exception to a rule you certainly need i n  these uncertain and 
sometimes violent timesen 

28 Begiming in Folder 1 w i t h  an outl ine for her proposed 
book, the Folders in Box 293 : deal with various cultural themes; 
include interviews with Dakota women, and: contain information 
dealing w i t h  the following religio-spiritual topics: 

Polder 15. Virgin Ceremonies; 
20. Missionaries; 
26. Wakan Women; 

lf 27. Vwo-Woiaenm; 
28.  Wakan Children--Twins; 
29. Women i n  Folk Tales. 

R u t h  Wallis also contributed an extensive photographic collection 
to  these holdings; including a compilation of photo's for her 
book, snapshots of Dakota Women and pictutes of the "book 
inf~rmants.~ This photopraphic co l l ec t ion  is found i n  Box 291, 
Folders 1-3. 

A further bestowal to the archives are the "notes and graphs 
for a Comparative Education studyu undertaken by Ruth Sawtell 
Wallis with the Manitoba Dakota in Canada in the early 1950's. 
The results of this study are found in Box 294, Folders 1-31. 
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these narratives in ful l  here because they are important references 

to the Little People that will be referred to later in this 

dissertation (as WW1-WW7) and vhich do not appear anywhere else, 

other than the Wallis archives. These narratives are as follovs: 

In 1952 ve were told at Oak River reserve that a 
medicineman saietiies makes samethhg resembling a 
person, keeps it in hi8 medicine bag, and has great 
respect for it. Sometimes this calls him. It vas canred 
out of birch, which is wakan. (Black poplar also is 
wakan, but vas not used for this purpose.) A man made a 
hole in the ground, placed the image in the hole, shook 
hie rattle, and danceâ. The image came up f r o m  the holr 
and danced. if a woman is near, it wi11 not come out. 
Mter it has danced, it goes back into the hole. this is 
done only for some def inite reason, for example, to cure 
the sick. -ter a medicineman has the image do this, the 
patient improves. 

2 In 1954 Hrs. Lawrence, at  Prairie Island, stated 
that her mother told her about a wooden figure of a man 
put inside a section of a txee tnink by a group of wakan 
men. They would place a bag of red feathers on top of 
the tree-trunk box and sit around it, singing. the 
little man would then come out and dance. This figure 
was cal led &a n ti'h. 

3 At Oak River reseve w e  recorded the designation as 
fco'wa (a, tree, va unda, stays in). 

4 As recounted at  the last mentionad reserve, these 
dwarfs live at certain places, and the thundes never goes 
there. Sometimes you hear th- shooting at the thundet. 
They live in a hole in a tree. When you hear something 
that sounds like the discharge of a gun, they are 
shooting a t  the thunder. This is sometbes heard on a 
clear morning. Xf in the morning you go to that place, 
you will certainly get game--a bear or other game. 

5 A dwarf lived in a valley near Virden (southwestern 
Manitoba). A f t e r  the Whites settled there, he left. 
Water drips out of one side of a h i l l .  On this hi11 the 



dwarf lived. H e  lived in  the hollow of a tree. Some 
French- (French Canadians) saw a very large tree a 
consideable  disfance away and could haar samethhg there 
like flying buîlets, as tbough some one was shooting. It 
was alvays like that. 

They w e n t  to the trree, clhbed it, and found a 
hollow i n  it. There was no tain at that place. Rain 
clouds vould appaar, them go away, and no rain fell. 
They decided to cut the ttee dom. They wanted a certain 
sui  of money for doing this, and they got permission to 
cut dom the tree. 

Several men went to eut it down. One man stniick it 
(vith h i s  axe). When he vas about to do so a second 
time, he turned -und as though he vas dizzy, blood came 
from his  mouth, and he died. A second man made the 
attempt, and the 8-e thing happened to  him. Others 
tried w i t h  swift strokes of the axe t o  cut it dom, but 
ten men died in this attempt before the tree fell.  This 
was the dwarf's power, which decreased with each 
succeeding man. Under the trunk of the tree they found 
a hole which extended under the ground tovard a large 
mountain. They thought it went to the mountain. They 
dug into it some distance, and still it went in that 
direction. It led to the mountain. They found the d w a r f  
inside the mountain. 

The hole i n  the tree which he had occupied was 
filled w i t h  the ta i l  and w i n g  feathers o f  waadpeckers. 
These were the artows which he had b e n  shooting. At the 
place where a dwarf lives no rain i a l l s .  It shoots at 
the thunder and keeps the rain away. 

6 This is true. 1 saw it before 1905. 
Thunder does not corne to a place vhere a dwarf 

dwells. he lives i n  an e l m  or in an oak tree. 1 found 
one of these trees. The wind had blown it dom. There 
was a large hole in it, and in  the liiabs, too, were holes 
f illed with feathers. The feathezs are the amows of the 
dwarfs. They had moved fram that tree. When a storm i s 
brewing, the dwarf shoots his arrows into the air  to 
protect him. Thunder does not cana over him if he does 
that. If it shouïd do so, the arrows would kill Thunder. 

A man invited a friend to a feast and said  he would 
cause one of these d w a r f s  t o  dance. He fashioned a piece 
of wood into the shape of a dwarf, with head, eyes, ears ,  
legs-al1 complets. The man who was going to do this 
knew al1 about d w a r f s ;  hence he could do this. Not 
everybody could do it. Usually the man collects much 
food, cooks i t ,  and has four prizes. When al1 is ready, 



those vho have been invita brhq in a large wooden bovl. 
He sings, and the people eat tàe ho- bmught in this 
bowl . 

The man who first finidaes eating hi8 portion of the 
food receives the fhst prise; and so on to the fourth 
pri ze. This vas done here, near O a k  River nserve, in 
the winter, in a howa. The people rat on one side, and 
in the middle of the roam was earth. The rn made a hole 
in it, and the ckarf vas mpposed to coie f r ~ a  that hole. 

1 could see something; it was pigment, sticking out 
of the hole. 

The man sang; then the t hhg  came up as high as the 
manns neck, and looked about. Tha man cheved sometàing, 
put it on the dwarf, the dvarf came out, beat a dnm, and 
danced. When the nan stopped singing, the dvarf wouïd go 
dom; and would corne up again when the man resumed his 
singing. The dvarf did this about ten times. 1 saw 
this. 1 was looking into the rooi through a windou. 
Many persons now do no+ believe these things; they think 
the man worked this device w i t h  a st ick.  But that was 
not the case. That is vhat the Dakota used to  do long 
ago. That is all. 

Wallis began the section "Dwarfs, Manikins, and Tree Cultw of 

h i s  unpubl ished manuscript with two def initions of wchanotidanw 

from R i g g s .  The first is iound in Stephan Return Riggsg A Dakota- 

English Dictionary 29 and the second in Tah-Koo  ah- an.'' Wallis 

writes : 

Riggs defines a' ti m, as *the Dakota god of 
the woods--an unknown animal said t o  resemble a man, 
which the Dakota worship. The monkey ; and in O 

O he refers to nhousehold godsw rade in the image 
of *a little man, and...enclosed in a cylindrical wooden 
case...enveloped in sacred swanms dom. JI 

29~tephan R. Riggs. A Dakota-English Di ctionary (James Owen 
Dorsey, ed. Minneapolis: Ross & Haines, fnc., 1968), p. 91. 

'O~iggs, Tah-Koo, p. 71. 

"BOX 291. Folder 8. p. 211-1. 



Later on in his manuscript Wallis al80 adds a definition from 

Riggs ' Theogeny of me Sioux. '' As Wallis records: 

R i g g s  def ines chan-O-tedan as: wDueller in the voods, 
S o m e t h s  they are harileos howehold gods. The chan-o- 
tena is represented as a little child, only it has a 
tail. Wany Indians af firi that they hava seen them not 
only in night ârea38 but in day 

The otâer names associateâ vith the canotindan, as defined by 

R i g g s ,  but net found in the Wallis manuscript, are very revealing 

and integral to a more complete understanàing of the illustration 

of the canotindan in the literature. These names and their 

definit ions are as follows: 

O-hno-gi-ca-dan, n. a bird l i k e  a small owl: '' 
O-hno-gi-ca-dan, n. an imaginary being worshipped by the 
Dakotas. Same as Canotidan. See Hohnogicadan. T . ,  
Ungnagicala ; '' 
Ho-hno-gi-ca, n.p. a Dakota god, a fabulous being; h 
household god, related ta Canotindan, by which mothers 
scare their children: 36 

Ho-hno-gi-ca-dan, n . p. dim. of Hohnogica ; " and, 

un-gna-gi-ca-la, n. T. a bird like a small owl. See 
Hohnogicadan and Ohnogicadan. 38 

32~tephan R. R i g g s .  Theogeny of the Sioux, p. 270.  

 rom Box 291, Polder 8, p. (211-3). 

"~iggs ,  Dictionary, p. 355. 

3 5 ~ b i d .  

3 6 ~ b i d . ,  p. 152. 

3 7 ~ b i d .  

3 8 ~ b i d ,  p. 484. 
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The saw vord useà for "a bitd like a small owl*, O-hno-gi-ca-dan, 

is used to refer to the canotindan. Lévi-Strauss could have a 

structural heyday vith such information. Sn tact, the association 

between the Little People and ovls, the battle betveen the Little 

People and the thunders (quoted in üW4 and WW6 above), the 

association w i t h  the color red in üW2, and the transformation of 

Little People fsom mcoons mentioned bel-, can al1 be used to lend 

support to Lévi-Straussg analysis in The Jealous Potter; he has 

found such associations in other stories about the Little People in 

the Americas. It will be interesting to enlarge upon Lévi-Strauss' 

analysis with the Dakota material. Hovever, the signifieance of the 

Little People to this dissertation is the relationship that the 

Tree-dweller Dreamers have w i t h  them. The dreamers seem to have a 

positive relationship w i t h  the Little People, probably due to the 

proper respect that the dreamers have for taem. Those who are 

disrespectful tovards them, however, may m e e t  w i t h  the Little 

People's malevolent side. 

~iI-~d/Yllrtralant-8an~ol~t 

'mDi~initia8 of L P & l i g  

Most authors tend to highlight the malevolent aspects of the 

canotindan, classifyhg them among the "Divinities of milw or the 
"Malevolent Godo." One of the eariiest descriptions is from James 

Lynd, who mat an unthely death in the Minnesota Conflict of 1862. 

According to Lynâ, 



The D i v i n i t i e s  of Evil among the Dakota8 may be called 
legion. The ir  special delight is to make man miserable 
or to  destroy him.. . (They have) one great gwetninq 
object in viev, the misery and destnaetion of the human 
race. . .Tha stray lodge becomes the delight of the w i l d  
Ohnogica...Canotidan âravs the hungry hunters to the 
depths of the wood by Mtating the voices of admals, or 
by the nefarious @@cicol cicom (the form of invitation to 
a feast) when ha scares then out of their senses by 
showing hiisalf to +her.3g 

A passage from Charles Eastman's W i g w a m  Evenings, p. 167-174 and 

Mary Eastman's American Aboriginal Por t fo l i o ,  p. 54, quoted by 

Wallis, also accentuates the malevolent character of the 

canotindan: 

U n c l e  told m e  today when 1 was hunting to  bevare of 
the Little Man of the Woods, for if 1 should m e e t  him 1 
might lose my way and never smell the camp fire again! 
This Chanotedah is..,a mischievous fellow. He is no 
larget than a three-yeat-old child, and is covered w i t h  
hair . 

His home iar in a hollov tree, and h i s  weapons are the 
brilliantly colored feathers of gay birds. He delights 
in conhioing the lone hunter who is so unlucky as to came 
upon him in the depths of the Forest.. .This little man 
has a grudge against our race. 40 

The Dacota women have fanciful storfes of Cha-O-tee- 
da, a woods god who dvells in a hollow tree, and of his 
attendants, the birds of the forests, and of Canotidan, 
a god who dvells i n  a hollow tree in  the depths of the 
woods.. .Birds in the highest branches are sentinels to 
warn these 'goda ' of an approaching enemy so that the 
'godao can prepare to do battle. 4 1  

Wallis also provides a tale found in "the Word-Carrier, a paper 

printed at the Santee Mission school 1883-1887 (Reprinted in 

39~ynd, nReligion, pp. 153-154- 

'OBOX 291. Foldet 8, p. 211-5. 

4 1 ~ o x  291. Polder 0 ,  p. 211-10. 



Nebraska Folklore Pamphlets, 21, Santee-Sioux Legends, 1939) ."" 
The tale, t i t l e d  Canktewin, the Ill-Pated Woman (p. 12), runs as 

follows : 

She heard a soft voice calling het name. She spies a 
dvatf sitting in the branches of  a tree. H e  tr ies  in  
every way to make het speak. She resists, but f i n a l l y  
hi8 insolence -es ber tell him to be still. H e  then 
cornes dom from the tree and tells her she cannot pass 
until she has shot arrows v i a  hh. She shoots and loses 
the arrows. He leaàs her into an enclosure and tells her 
she is hi8 slave. He prepares to sacrifice to 
Tahkushkanskan (the motion goâ) for giving hfni another 
slave. Be c a l l s  the girl to coma to h h  in his round hut 
and bring him his heateâ stone. H e  pulls off  her scalp, 
binds ber, and seats her in his round house. A f t e r  a 
vhile she sees a large blaclc round stone descending on 
her from the top of the roof. She throws up her hand in 
which she holds a sharp stick and pierces the soft centre 
which i s  the dwarfvs heart, immediately killing hi~n.'~ 

The violence in  this reference is completely uncharacteristic. 

Alanson B. Skinner also describes the canotindan's malevolent 

aspects. According to his  infonnants, 

at tiws the being suddenïy confronts sone lonely hunter 
in the forest and fires at him a volley of questions in 
a confusing vay. 1 f the hunter forgets himself for an 
instant, and answers any question in the affirmative, the 
firstperson of h i s  immediate family wham he meets on the 
way back t o  hi8 loùge must shortly die, because, no 
matter how innocent the question of the Tree-dweller 
sounded, it i s  a distorted request for the l ife of the 
first relative met in  the manner mentioned." 

Howard, Walker, and Landes al1 echo the malevolent aspects 

outlined by Lynd and Skinner, as well as add ta this information. 

Howard maintains that in addition to causing hunters to lose their 

"BOX 291. Polder 8, p. 211-10. 

" f b i d .  

44 Skinner, nTree-Dweller Bundle,. pp. 70-71. 



way, the canotindan spoilo their luck in h ~ n t h g ; ' ~  W a l k e r  says that 

the *elves can assume the forrs of h a s t s  or birds for the purpose 

of enticing aankind into t h d t  pa~er;~'~ and tandes outlines the 

%ystical dangersn o f  mdizziness, weakness, and aphasia* vhich the 

*wood elfm causes in huntersm4' Landes al80 relates a particulat 

story of a hunter who fell under the s p e l l  of the canotindan and 

was cured by a shaman, explaining thus: 

Once a man failed to return and John (the shaman) vent 
out after him, tracing the lost one's tracks round and 
round, the trail returning upon itself in citcles; and 
John followed this al1 night. He found his  man west of 
the circling trail, before a great hollcrw tree oheltering 
a hairy Dwarf called tca (tree) otida (dweller) . The 
D w a r f  had nstolen the manfs mind* so that he could only 
circle; this sometimes afflicted hunters. The Owarf 
would have caused death if not for John. But John took 
his gun and shot the ttack o f  the bewildered frozen man, 
so releasing the hunterBs a d .  The Dvarf dizzied by 
causing a hunter to see a man's f irst tracks, then two 
sets of these, then three, and so on in endless rings. 
John treated his man in a sweat lodge outside the camp to 
restore h i s  sanity. N e x t  day the men did not hunt but 
cared for theit canrade. ühen they resumeà hunting, John 
had them avoid the Ikrarf's locality. Hunting al1 day, 
they brought back much deer at night, deer-feasted that 
night , and invitcd one another back and fortb. 

The solitary hunter seems to be the one most af flicted by the 

Little Peoplesf malevolence. Why? 1s it because the hunter was 

trespassing on the Little Peoples* hunting area, without respect, 

'boward, Canadian, p. 108. 

46~alkef ,  *Sun Dance," p. 89. 

" ~ u t h  Landes, The Mystic Lake Sioux: Sociology of the 
Mdewakantonwan San tee (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 
l968), pp. 53 & 181. 
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without establishing a proper relationship with them? D i b  the 

hunter fa i l  to leave food or tobacco out for th-? Were they told 

to do so in a dream and neglect to do sol Wilson Wallis pointed out 

nmerous occasions when individuale vere punished by the munders 

for failing to follow their aeam instructions. The fact is, the 

narratives that have been collected do no+ provide us vith enough 

information. It i s  true that the L i t t l e  People have a reputation 

for being mischievous, even harmful, but it is my understanding 

that their actions are not ptecatious but are predicated on 

hapropriate, disrespectfui behaviour; this reasoning is consistent 

with Dakota religious philosophy and the fact that the L i t t l e  

People-fat from having great governing object in view, the 

misery and destruction of the human racem-ocan qive shamans the 

power to cure, to  find lost art ic les ,  prophesize and achieve 

success in hunting. 

Tha Bmaovolont N a t o r .  of th. Littlo P.ople 

While most autaors tend to stress the malevolent aspects of 

the canotindan, classifying t h e m  a ~ n p  the "Divinities of Eviln or 

%alevolent Godsm, a classification systani which polarizes "goodll 

and "evilW does not validly reflect the worldview of the Dakota. 

For example, the Wakinyan (Thunderbirds) may cause flooding, 

destroy crops, or s t r i k e  individuals dead w i t h  lightning during a 

violent storm, but peace, f er t i l i ty ,  and growth also follow their 

presence. The Unktehe (Wnciervater pantharsn) may cause flooding, 

and death through drowning, but they are also the patrons of the 
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Wakan Wacipi and have instructed huian beings in the use of 

curative roots and herbs. Likewise, the canotindan iay cause a 

hunter to get lost, lose h i s  or her sanity, and die, but they can 

also, t o  borrw the words of James Hovarâ, "confer great power for 

good if approached in the correct m e r .  w4g Hovard mentions that 

the way for the huntet to approach the canotindan, i n  order to 

obtain "hunting prowessn, is to ncome up behind the elf.. .and 

capture itPso The canotidan vil1 trade the power of hunting 

prowess i n  retuni for its freedom, One of Howards informants, 

Charles Padani, also says that, neorne men. . . could overcome the elf 

and get power from him. These people could cure the sick using a 

medicine sweat bath (Inipi) . !Che extent of this association of 

"medicine peoplen with tree dweller power was made clearer by 

Alanson Bo Skinner. The association with medicine people completely 

refutes a classification system which categorizes the Little People 

as "div in i t i e s  of evileW Medicine people use their powet to heal. 

The Traa-dvellrr Draurrm rnb th. W a k a n  Waeipi 

In 1920, Skimer n o t e  an article which dealt with the 

Wahpeton Dakota Wakan Wacipi Society (the Dakota parallel to the 

Anishnabe Midewivin) . s2 f n this art ic le ,  Skinner' s informant 

"~oward, Canadian, p. 101. 

52 Alanson B. Skinner, "Medicine Ceremony of the Menomini, 
Iowa and Wahpeton Dakota, With Notes on the Ceremony Among the 



ident i f ia  the "hee  Dweller Bandw as one of the most important of 

the four bands which coiposed the medicine lodge. Rirthermore, 

Skinner provided a photograph of a "medicine packet containing (a) 

wooden image of the tree-dveller and various charma and 

medicines. wu In another article, titled wTree-DweUer Bundle of the 

Wahpeton Dakota, Skinner says that, @these Tree-dweller bundles 

(medicine packets) are the visible credentials of power given to 

their owners in visionsm" by the canotindan. In this same article, 

Skinner declares that, 

The Tree-dweller...is able to gtant mysterious power to 
mortals, and he is, or rather was, the patron of a 
certain group of the Medicine Dance Society, al1 of whom 
use& his image and mode1 of his Forest home, instead of, 
or perhaps in addition to, the animal-skin medicine-bags 
of other m e n b e r s .  The mers of these images are able to 
make them dance magically during the rites of the 
society, and are renowned as hunters, for the 
Ttee-dweller is a notable âispenser of luck to followers 
of the chase. Owners of these bundles vere able to 
prophesy, and, as the owner of the first example 
described it lime. the owner of the first meâicine bundle 
discussed in Skinner's article], once foretold a 
successful foray against the Chippewa, sayinq that the 
warrior who bore this bundle should count the first 
coup . 55 

Notice that while some narratives assert that the hunter is the one 

most afflicted by the Little People's malevolence, this quote 

indicates that the canotindan can grant gooâ luck in hunting, in 

Ponca, Bung O j  ibwa and Potawatomi. " Museum of the American 
Indian,  Heye Foundation, Indian Notes and Monographs, vol. 4, 
1920. 



addition to the power ta cure, the potential to prophesy, and the 

abi l i ty  to count coup if a soldier took a Tree-dweller D r e a m e r s  

medicina bundle into battle w i t h  him. This laet a b i l i t y  mentioned 

does no+ mean that the soldiez had permanent possession of 

tree-dweller pover. Ratber, a tree-dveller shaman can lend the 

soldier hi. bundle, thus lending the soldier the flsicunm or power 

which is inherent in the bundle. Concerning medicine bundles 

( f etishes) 56 and sicun (potency) , James Walker says, 
... a F e t i s h  may have the potency (sicun) of any God, 
except that of wSkan,u the Great Spir i t ,  and of the Sun, 
the Chief of the Gods. A Fetish whose msicunm is a 
%agila, or spirit-like, is potent only to remedy wounds 
or diseases, or to impose disorders on mankind. Such a 
Petish is called "piyaha," or a medicine bag. The 
contents of a medicine bag may be either the material, 
the spirit-like of which is the potency, or material to  
which potency has been hapartad. 7 

Following this statenent, Walkei identifies the Wan O t i m  in a 

discussion of "sicun (which) are the dissociated spirits that 

wander over the wot ld ;  but (which) are classed w i t h  the Malevolent 

GodsmW " Dissociated means that they are a separate class on one 

level but in the same class on another. 

Skinner ie the only author t o  indicate that the tree dweller 

shamans w e r e  a band of the WaJcan Wacipi society. Howard, however, 

reveals that an individual by the name of Judge Zahn %entioned 

seeing, as a boy, a gtoup of masked dance---probably both Upper 

5 6 ~ h e  term "fetishW is no longer considered appropriate in 
reference to medicine bundles. 

''walkeer, "Sun Dance, p. 88. 
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Yanktonai and Teton-who iiitated the tree dweller. He (Judge 

Zahn) stated that these dancers vere wited by cemmn àreams of the 

1 In this same article, Havard refers to another account of 

an individual iasked tree dveller dreame~,~' as well as a fairly 

detailed account of a tree dweller sharan's c u i n g  ceremony ( w i t h  

accompanying diaqram of elements of the ceremmial setting) . 61 

Tho G i t t l m  P.ople in Conegonie myth 

As one would expect, the canotindan has a place in the myths 

of the Dakota/Lakota people. An indication of t ha t  place can be 

found in the book Lakota MW. 62 As was ientioned eatlier, Lakota 

Myth is a collection of the previously unpublished narratives 

recotded and compiled by James Walker . Walker apparently tapped 

the more esoteric, philosophical base of Lakota religious thought 

through his relationship with Lakota intellectuals/philosophers/ 

storytellers/shamans. One myth, told by the Lakota shaman Little 

Wound, is titled "Rie Feast by T a t e . "  This story is about "a feast 

of the gods that leads to the creation of the world and various 

conditions within it.m63 Little W o u n d  mentions "the Can O t i  who 

59 James Ha Howard, Vhe T r e e  Dweller Cults of the DakotaOn 
Journal of American Folklore, vol. 68,  1955: p 173. 

61m~bid . ,n  pp. 172-173. 

62~alker,  Lakota Myth . 
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are w a l w s  of the Forest* and *the Hognogica who are vakan of the 

t ipi ,n64 as two categories of guests imrited to the feast. The next 

three occurrences are found in the section labelled mWalkergs 

Literary Cycle. This section i s  categorized into three segments: 

the first is Walker's formulation o f  the creation story; the second 

segment, the 'Ptew cycle, "tells of life among the 'Ptew, or 

buffalo, people before the Lakotas emerged frai the lower level to 

t h i s  earth and began their current way of life;"6s and the thitd 

segment is "an expanded story of how the four winds founded the 

four directions. w66 The myth in the P t e  cycle that mentions the 

Van Otim is actually a $tory which tells of the origin of the Can 

Oti. While other sources conneet the canotindan w i t h  the owl, this 
m story connects the canotindan to the raccoon. Apparently, I k t o m i ,  

the trickster, had no friands because of h i s  tricks, so he held a 

feast and persuaded the raccoons to give up tvo of their young-a 

male and female-if Iktoni promised never to t r i ck  any of the 

offspring of these two babies and not to trick any raccaons. 

Iktomi agreed, and ai te t  obtaining the two Young, he transformed 

them into "the form of smll babee of the Pte people. However, 

because fktomi did not know how to care for infants, he took them 

" l ' i d .  , p. 158. 

6 5 ~ b i d . ,  p. 193. 

6 6 ~ b i d . ,  p. 194. 

"compare with Lévi-Strauss. 

6e~alker,  Lakota Myth, p. 288. 



to Anog fte. Sbe refuaed to care for them because ehe vas angry 

w i t h  Iktomi for al1 the tricke vhich ha had played on her. Then 

Iktomi took the babes to Wakanka (the vitch) and she said: 

1 will care for your babes but because thay are offspring 
of raccoons they will grov but as long as raccoons grow 
and when full grown w i l l  be of the stature of little 
childran. Becausa you made th=, they vill be cunning as 
you are and because 'Skan' ha$ bparted no spirit to 
them, they vill live in the woods as did their ancestors 
and will be called Can O t i '  (Wood Dwellers) and theit 
delight will be to lute others into the depths of gloomy 
forests and bewilder them there, 69 

The tale concludes by stating: "These t w o  begot offspring of their 

kind, and to Mis day, they dwell in the woods and try to bewilder 

any who will follow tham."" The next two mentions of the can o t i  

are in the third segment of Walker's Literary Cycle. In one 

mention, the four brothers (personifications of the four winds and 

four directions) are wamed to bevare of the "tricks and vilesn of 

the Can ûti," and in the other, the w i t c h  (Wakanka) declares-when 

the four brothers do not return from their travels-that the Can 

Oti are "alluring and may have enticed the br~thers.*'~ 

The tittla People and the Vuripi 

Interest in the Yuwipi predominates the present scholarship 

concerning the religious life of the ûglala Lakota. The  Yuwipi is 

6 9 Ib id . ,  p. 289. 

7 0 ~ b i d . ,  Pm 289. 

" ~ b i d . ,  p. 340. 

7 2 ~ b i d . ,  p. 355. 



reported to  be one of the most important Iakota religious rituals 

at  present, and is related to  the wshaking tent ceremony of the 

northern Aigonquin tribes as described by Ray, Cooper, Flannery and 

others.~'~ According to Wesley R. H u r t  Jr. and James 8. Howard, 

"at one t b e  or another al1 seven divisions of the Dakota tribe 

have possessed some fonn of the Yuwipi rite, although at present 

shamans are apparently found only among members of the Teton 

division, l iv ing on the Pine Ridge and Rosebud reservations i n  

South Dakota. "" I suspect that m e r  research w i l l  reveal that 

Yuwipi shamans are not found only among the Teton but also among 

the descendants of the ninnesota Santee Dakota living i n  Canada, 

and that the little spirits at their Yuwipi are identified, i n  some 

instances, as the canotindan. 75 

The f irst time that the specif ic term mYuwipi' is mentioned 

in the litetature is in 1946 by Gordon Macgregor. 76 Macgregor 

73~rom Wesley R. H u r t  Jr. and James Howard, .A Dakota 
Con juring Ceremony . " Southwes tern Journal of Anthropol ogy, vol. 
8, no. 3, 1952: p. 294. See V e r n e  P. Ray, "Historie Backgrounds 
of the Conjuring Complex in the Plateau and the Plains. In L. 
Spier, ad. , Language C u l t u r e  and Personality: Essays in Memory of 
Edward S a p i r  (Menasha, Wisconsin, 1941) pp. 204-216. John M. 
Cooper, .The Shaking Tent Rite Among the Plains and Forest 
Algonq~ ians .~  Primitive Man, vol. 17, 1944: pp. 60-84. Regina 
Flamery, "The Gros Ventre Shaking Tent. Primitive Man, vol.  
17, 1944: pp. 54-59. 

75 1 have talked to people vho have been to Dakota Yuwipis in 
Canada, but 1 can not say if the Little People were present. 

7 6 Gordon ~acgregor, Warriors Without Weapons: A Study of the 
Society and Personality Development of the Pine Ridge Sioux 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1946) . 



identifies the Yuvipi as, =the only continuing cult of the old 

Dakota religion, whose ceremonial and functions in the old culture 

have scarcely been touched upon in the ethnological litetaturemnn 

Macgregor oummarizes the Yuwipi as follows: 

The ceremony is held in a cabin completely darkened vhile 
the medicine ian petforms iagical feats and calls in 
theit spirits. Sound8 of Icnocking, stones, strange 
noises, and flashing l ights appear in al1 parts of the 
room as the spirits respond. The medicine man talks to 
them, vhile four men druPi and sing. Suddenly al1 the 
sounds stop and the medicine man recounts to  the group, 
before the lamps are relit, the cures and information 
leamed from the spirits. 

Before the ceremony begins, the medicine man is 
bound very tightly by others and placed under a blanket 
(the most salient feature of the Yuwipi) . Those vho have 
requested his services place offerings around the altar 
or platform where the medicine man is bound. When the 
lights go on, he i s  instantly free from his bindings, and 
the of ferings have disappeared. 

Regarding the spirits who are called in, Macgregor says, 

The objective of the Yuwipi ritual is the calling of the 
spiri ts ,  or "little pe ~ p l e , ~  who live about the 
countryside, to advise the medicine man in curing or 
finding l o s t  articles. 7 9 

In a note to th is  stateaent, Macgreqot informs the reader that "the 

'little peoplet were reporteà by Lewis and Clark i n  the nineteenth 

century. No ethnological accounts known to the author describe 

them or the whole Yuwipi p r a c t i c e ~ . ~ ~ ~  Stephan Feraca also 

77 Ibid., p. 98. See Wesley R. Hurt Jr. and James Howard, "A 
Dakota Conjuring Ceremony, * Ibid. , for eome examples of authors 
prior to Macgregor vho have mentioned, although not under the 
name Yuwipi, features of the Yuwipi. 

801bid. ,  see note number 19, p. 99. 



recognizes the connection between Lewis and Clark's mention of the 

Little People w i t h  the Yuwipi and connects the cuit with a 

NwoodlandN past. As Feraca says, 

Lewis and Clark mention the "little people' among the 
Sioux: and it is the niter's beliet that the original 
Yuwipi men apacialized in being untieà by small, hairy, 
man-like ionsters. A voodland past.. . .eci.r, to be evident 
when various practices and artifacts connectd w i t h  the 
cuit are taken into acco~nt.'~ 

The most comprehensive discussion of the Yuwipi is found in 

W i l l i a m  K. Powersf book Yuwipi: Vision and Experience in Oglala 

R i t u a l .  Concerning the spirits who are "called inm, Povers says, 

They (the ûglala) knew they (the spirits) were the little 
people, perhaps three feet tall, who wore breech cloths 
and carried miniature bows and arrows. They went 
barefoot and their bodies were daubed with mud. They 
were Indi? people who lived generations ago before the 
whiteman . 
The above data establishes that despite their elusiveness i n  

the written literatuxe, a close and careful examination reveals 

that their ptesence perineates written narratives, revealing their 

special  significance in Dakota religious history. The Little People 

are integxal to the Dakota worldview and have a prominent place  i n  

major contemporary Dakota healing ceremonies. They can be 

malevolent but can also be benevolent. Authors who classify them as 

d iv in i t i e s  of evil are in error. If the Little People are g*evilmm 

then it is inconsistent to Say that they grant healing powers: 

'%tephan Feraca, "-The Yuwipi  Cul+ of the ûglala and Sicangu 
Teton Sioux." Plains Anthropologist, vol .  6 ,  no. 13, August, 
1961: pp. 155-163. 

B 2 ~ i l l i a m  K. Powers, Yuwipi: Vision and Experience in Oglala  
R i t u a l  (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982) .  
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dangerous, yes; harmful, yesr but, evil, no. It is more plausible 

to suggest that the authors who provide narratives of malevolence 

fa i l  to set these narratives in the context of the Dakota 

worldview. The ne* chapter will provide the context within vhich 

these narratives should be understood. 



[nitakuye oyasin] is a single prayer by itself, if there 
is a group having a cetemonial gathethg. whetâer it is 
a sweat lodge. or a night ceraiony; but it also cornes at 
the end of most prayers. Mitakuye oyasin: "Al1 my 
relatives--1 am relata to alL* It's a closure, a 
recognition of relationship. 

Arthur W o t t e l  

The phrase %itakuye oyasin* is the most profound expression 

of Dakota nligiouoness; *a single prayer by itselfm, but one that 

is also uttered at the end of most prayers. The meaning of this 

expression points dirsctly to what it means to be religious, to be 

human. It ref lects a fundamental cosmological orientation that 

forms the basis of how human beings should think, act, and inter- 

act w i t h  the cosmos. Al1 aspects of religious l ife reflect the 

relational perspective: ceremonies are directed towards actualizing 

the principles inherent in a relational orientation. The basic 

social unit in Dakota society--the Tiyospaye-is grounded in this 

orientation and economic relations are guided by it. The following 

chapter will support the validity of this partioular understanding 

of Dakota religiousness by detailing the specifics of how this 

cosmological orientation is expressed in the Dakota religious 

tradition . 
Refore proceeding to the Dakota tradition it is significant to 

note the conteaporary interest in exploring or expounding the 

signifieance of a relational approach to under8tanding the world in 

which we live. Turning to  the Dakota tradition, 

'Arthur Amiotte, *Giveaway for the Goàs." 
no. 4 ,  Nov., 1990: p.49. 

the importance of 

Parabola, vol XV, 



relationship will be outlined in the conte* of the kinship systam 

(the Tiyospaye) and the econoiic and political spherecr. N e x t ,  in 

the following sections, the relational perspective vil1 be 

establishad as a fundamental religious principle, grounded in the 

cosmology, wnnected linguistically t o  the word for "to ptaym, and 

expressed in other aspects of the cumulative tradition: through the 

use of the pipe and tobacco; feasting; the giveaway; and, dancing 

and singing. 

While exploring relationship as the quintessential religious 

orientation in Dakota religious philosophy, 1 unsuspectingly came 

across something in the writings o f  Sigmund Freud that expressed 

the importance of relationship for understanding religiousness and 

humanity. In The Future of  an Illusion, Freud wrote: 

... the humanization of nature is derived from the need ta 
put an end to man's perplexity and helplessness in the 
face of its âreaded forces, to qat i a t o  r ralation with 
tham and Linally to influence them.. .when aan personifies 
the forces of nature he is again following an infantile 
model. He has learnt from the persons in his earliest 
environment that the way to influence them is to 
amtablimh relation rith t h u e 2  

Post-Freudian W b  j ect Relationsw theorists , a more contemporary 

psychoanalytic faahion, al80 interpret mrelationshipw as being the 

operative principle for understanding the human being . James W. 

2 Sigmund Freud, The Standard Edition of the Complete 
Psycho1 ogical  Works of Sigmund Freud, vol. XXf  . James Strachey 
trans. (London: The Hogarth Press, 1961) , p.22 . 



Jones outlines some post-Faeudian/Jungian relational perspectives 

in Con temporary Psychoanal ysis and Religion : Transference and 

Transcendence. Be uses W.R. D. Fairbairn as a representative of the 

British school of ob ject relations theorists . Quoting Fairbairn, 
Jones writes: 

Libidinal aims are of secondary importance in 
conparison with ob jeet-relations. . .a relationship vith an 
object and not the gratification of an impulse is the 
ultimate air of libidinal striving.  

As Jones explains: 

In Freud's biologically driven theory, the primary 
motivation is simply the release of pent-up tension. The 
object of that impulse 5s of lasser importance. For 
Fairbairn it is precisely the object and entering into 
relationship vith that object that is the ptimary human 
motivation. In classical Freudian terms, there is no 
transition fron n a r c i s s i s t i c  to object libido; we are 
ob j ect seeking, relationally oriented irom the 
beginning . 4 

Jones details other %odels of relationshipw by object relations 

t h e o r i s t s ,  al1 of vhich support a relational approach to 

understanding the human being. 

Philosophy, as well, has its proponents of the relational 

perspective. Moral philosopher John Wmnurray, in his book Persons 

in Relat ion,  points out how philosophy has maved from the Cartesian 

"1 think Mereiore 1 amn to "1 am a person in relationship with 

other persons therefore 1 am." Regarding the result Macmurray hopes 

'~ames W. Jones, Contemporary Psychoanalysis and Rel ig ion : 
Transference and Transcendence (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1991) , p. 13. 

' ~ b i d . ,  pp. 13-14. 



to achieve in  his book, he writes: 

. . .mat it ends the solitatiness of the 'thinking 
selfm, sets man finnïy in the world which he knows, and 
restores him to bis  proper existence as a coirunity of 
persons in relation. It is the purpose of this book to 
ehw hav the persona1 relation of parsons is constitutive 
o f  persona1 existence. 

24îthough Dakota religiousness would perhaps best be characterized 

by the axioi "1 am a person in relationehip vith other living 

beings, therefore 1 am," it is significant to note the contemporary 

interest in relationship across a variety of disciplines. Even the 

Gaia theory, propounded by James Lovelock, vhich views the entire 

world as  an inter-connected living entity, has become a fashionable 

way from a natural science perspective to perceive the world i n  

which w e  live. Certainly , Environmentalists , Eco-Feminists and 
proponents of the New Age movement are concerned with articulating 

the importance of relationship; an articulation which is informed 

by Native American thought. In Weaving The Visions: New Patterns in 

F e m i n i s t  Spirituality, the editors note that the notion of the self 

as relational is prominent in feminist th in king.^^ P a r t  3 "Self in 

RelationN consists of articles by authore who al1 "agree that the 

self is essentially relational .' 
'~ohn Macmurray , Peîsons in R e 1  ation (New Jersey and London: 

Humanities Press 1 nternationai, Inc. , 1991) , p. 12. First 
published in 1961 from John Macmuray9s 1953-54 Gifford Lectures, 
delivered a+ the University of Glasgow. 

budith Plaskow and Carol P. Christ (eds. ) , Weaving the 
V i s i o n s :  New Patterns i n  Feminist Spirituali ty (San Francisco: 
Harper and Row Publishers, 1989) , p. 173. 
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The cross-dieciplinary interest in relational 

conceptualizations are noted here, no+ to  compare or contrast them 

to one another or to the Dakota perspective, but, merely to inform 

the -der about the contemporary intellectual interest in mapping 

the relational moment. This plethora of intellectual activity 

focusing on the dynamic of nlationship reinforces the need t o  

explore the relational moment in human existence as an expression 

of religiousness. Moreover, in the case of the Dakota, the 

historical and living record demands such a hermeneutic. As this 

chapter will demonstrate, for the Dakota, relationship is at the 

centre of what it means to be religious, to be hunan. 

Dakota Xiamhip Symtrr: Tiyo8p.y. 

The priPary social unit in the Dakota ûyate (Dakota Nation) is 

the Tiyospaye, the extended family. As Lakota anthropologist Ella 

Deloria explains, the word tiyospaye 'is essential in describing 

tribal life. ft denotes a group of families, bound together by 

blood and narriage ties, that lived s ide  by s ide  in the camp- 

circle.~' In the section on Tiospaye in the iimeographed material 

f rom the James Walker collection, the editor, T.E. Symms, begins 

'~lla Deloria, Speaking of Indians (New York: Friendship 
Press, MU), p. 40. 

'1x1 Lakota Myth, Elaine Jahner notes that mimeographed 
copies of material from the James Walker collection were prepared 
by staff membets a t  the ôglala Sioux Culture Center of the Red 
Cloud Indian School for use as curriculum materials to teach 
Lakota literature and mythology (p .x ) .  Jahner notes that the wide 
circulation of these materials among various colleges and 



by quoting Deloria. Deloria provides an emic understanding of the 

importance of khship:  

Kinship was the all-important matter. Its demands 
and dictates for al1 phases of social l i g e  were 
relentlese and exact. . .%y kinship al1 Dakota people vere 
held together in a great smlrtioamlip that was 
theoretically ~l-ii8lwiv0...I can safely Say that the 
o l t h a t o  .ii of -ta lit., strippd of accessorias, was 
quite simple: One wt obey kinship niles; oam riut k a 
good talativa. No Dakota who ha8 participatad in that 
life vil1 dispute that. fn thm lut ri.lymim ma- othlc 
ee~iduatioa ru 8meonâuy--proguEI, pumenal ab i t ioa ,  
g10q8 g00d l i f8  it88lf. mithout th&* m d  th. 
ooastaat mtnagglm to a t W a  At, thm poplm rould no 
longu b. Dakota8 in t n a t h .  Thoy rould no 10- won k 
humaa. To be a go& Dakota, then, vas to  be hhuanized, 
civilfzed. And to be c fv i l i zed  vas to keep the rules 
imposed by kinship for achieving civility, good manners, 
and a sense of responsibility toward each individual 
deait w i t b .  l0 

A better statement of the importance of kinship cannot be found. 

Deloria states the natter succinctly and i n  no uncertain terms. 

To be human is t o  live in accord w i t h  the kinship rule~--~one must 

be a good relativeu; "the ultimaee a h  of Dakota life," the very 

nature of what it means to be human, to be religious. 

The formal niles of correct kinship behaviour requires that 

specific forns of address be used when speaking to  different 

univers i t i e s  have *had a profound influence on the way people 
view Lakota literatute, and many of Walker's stories have become 
part of contemporary W o t a  oral tradition* (p. xi )  . This 
mimeographed matet ia l  supplies an extremely insightful 
articulation of Lalcota religious thought. Throughout this 
chapter, this material vil1 be refeemd to as the Syimis material, 
from its editor T. E. Symms. 

'O~aken from nimeographed material edited by T. E. Symms who 
has quoted from: Deloria, Speaking o f  Indians, pp. 24-25 
(emphasis added) , 



members in the kinship system." For example, the men who are 

addreased as nfathern are those who are adâressed as brother or 

cousin by a person's father. These foria of address are aaoarpanied 

by appropriate attitudes and behaviouts tawarde each kin. According 

to Deloria: 

The core of the natter was +bat a propet mental 
attitude and a proper comrentiondt behavior pxescribed by 
kinship mut accempany the speaking of each teri. As you 
said O n c l e t  --or @ Fatherg or Brother8 --in either address 
or refera-, you nist ioediately control your thinking 
of hh: you must assume the correct mental attitude due 
the  particulat relative addressed, and you wst express 
that attitude in its fit+- outward behaviour and mien, 
according to  the accepted convention. l2 

There  is more to being a good relative than respectfully using 

appropriate forms of address, one must even control ones thoughts 

or mental attitude. Using the correct Lorm of address and 

conttolling ones thoughts and mental attitude are ways of showing 

respect. As Luther Standing Bear says, "The niles of polite 

behavior that formed Lakota etiquette were called woyuonihan, 

meaning ' fu l l  of respectf: those failing to practice these rules 

were vaohola s n i ,  that i s .  @vithout respect, therefore rude and 

ill-bred. Hutual respect (ohokicilapi) and reciprocity are the 

underlying ptinciples to be adhcred to in order ta be a good 

relative, to be human, ta be religious. Zn Dakota or takota 

 or an elabotation, see: Landes, Mystic Lake, pp. 95-160. 

12 Deloria, Speaking of Indians, pp. 29-30. 

13 Luther Standing Bear, The Land of the Spotted Eaqle 
(Lincoln and London: University of Ncbraska Press, 1978). p. 148. 
Originally published in 193 3 .  
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society, the individual who fails to follow the mlee of polite 

behaviour, io disrespectfui, neglects proper kinship behaviour, is 

less than Dakota, less than human. 

Itiaahipr laoaoiia aad PolitiarL mmlrtïomm 

The foundational influence of a relational perspective even 

extended to  economic and political relations with individuals who 

were not born into a Dakota family. The historieal record reveals 

that in al1 interactions (relationships) with Europeans, the Dakota 

would conduct a ritual that would constitute a kinship bond; 

commonly referred to as "fictive* or nsocial* kinship. The 

missionaries , traders, goverment reptesentatives , etc. , had to be 
situated through ritual adoption into the Dakota kinship system. 

When Hennipin, Duluth, Radisson & Groseilier , Carver, American 
Govemment representatives such a Pike , and the missionaries such 
as Pond, Riggs and Williamson met the Dakota, they were fitted into 

the Dakota kinship system; a relationship vas established. Recall 

from Chapter 1 that when Hennepin and his  two canoe man Michel 

Accou and Picard du Gay met up w i t h  a group of Dakota men in 1680, 

they w e r e  subsequently adopted by the Dakota. 

In Kinsmen of Another Khd: Dakota-White Relat ions in the 

Upper Mississippi Val l ey  1650-1 882, Gary Clayton Anderson examined 

the Dakota's relationship with the missionaries, traders, etc. from 

the relational perspective of the Dakota kinship system. Anderson 

concluded that the Minnesota Conflict of 1862 was a response to the 

culmination of years of kinship transgressions. As Anderson points 



out : 

Friendly relations vere based upon a system of 
reciprocity and kinrhip that traders and goverment 
agents like Ta1iaf-o continued well into the nineteenth 
century. Their treaties of 1830, 1837, and even 1851 
expanded these well establishd teciprocal patterns, and 
the eastern S i o u  came to balieve that the goverment 
w o u l d  take cara of al1 the* neeâs. But once the Indians 
were on the reaervations, the promises of assistance 
initially tell short of e%pectations and evantually 
proved l i i i t e d  to those vho nomînally became whites. 
Thus the traaties bec- instruments of cultural change 
rather than reinforcers o f  teciprocal friendship. l4 

in the Final analyois, a substauitial number of Siow 
men concluded that the white ian had abandoned, seemingly 
forevet, the obligations and promises of assistance that 
formed the basis for the Dakota communal existence and 
al1 relations w i t h  people. Revenge through war, even 
though a futile gesture, vas the only response to  such a 
bettayal . l5 

In most cases, those saved from the tomahawk had 
demonstrated friendship with certain Siow pfople and 
attained sone degree of fictive kinship ties. 

The breakdom in relations between Europeans and Dakotas came as a 

result of two very different world views. The Dakota who went to 

war went out of theit traditional obligation to their kin. Such 

blatant kinship violations and disregard for fundamental principles 

of decency could not be tolerated. The Europeans and American 

govemment repreeentatives revealeù by their actions that they were 

less than human--they were waohola oni (without respect).  

14 Gary Clayton Anderson, lCinsmen of Another Und: Dakota- 
W h i  te Relations in the Wper Mississippi V a l l e y ,  1650-1 862 
(Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1984) , p. 257.  
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Retaliation for kinship transgressions was the logical response. 

The precedent was set in the cosmology and maintained throughout 

t h e  in relations vith the spirit  worlld, the natural world, and the 

human world. The follwing section will expurd upon the relational 

perspective as a fundamental religious principle. 

Ella Deloria clearly articulates the ultimate importance of 

relationship in its human, social  manifestation in the kinship 

system, in the tiyospaye. Gary Clayton Anderson analyzed the socio- 

economic manifestation of relationship by outlining how meconomic 

partneri" are fitted into the kinship system. The position 

articulated in this dissertation is that relationship manifestad in  

the kinship systam and economic relations is grounded i n  a larger 

cosmolagical framework, a fundamental religious orientation that 

extends beyond the limits of  the tiyospaye and which is 

encapsulateû by the phrase/prayer @Witakuye oyasin." mile adhering 

to the relational perspective one is l iv ing  in harmony with the 

cosmic order, fa i l ing  t o  live by the principles of respect and 

reciprocity is tantamount to a violation of cosmic order. On the 

concept of ohokicilapi, umutual respectw and its cosmic 

signif icance, Syios explains : 

This concept, ohokicilapi, refezs to an innate power 
in the universe by- which al1 things are bond together. 
Respect is the intrinsic pover which causes atoms and 
p h n e t s  to move in a circle around the source of  light - 
a s  devotees perambulate a sacred place or person. The 
orderly procession of the stars and the constancy of the 
seasons are expressions of fidelity, a faithfulness which 



is founded on tespect,  on mutual respect, ohokicilapi. 

When using CO- foris of address and having a proper mental 

attitude toward the relative being addressed, the individual is 

l iving in accord w i t h  the cosmic order. As the Symms aaterial so 

eloquently illustrates: 

When the child says 'grandtathet' and the 
grandfathet replies 'grandsonl, it is as if two strings 
on a musical instrument are plucked. The tesonance of 
respect issues as an overtone. f f the conduct which 
ensues between grandfather and grandson is true to the 
resonance w i t h h  those tvo nlational names, then one of 
the attributes of Tob Tob Kin is litetally incorporated 
by the Tiospaye as a pover floving on the m e n t  of 
respect. 

Incorporating attributes of the Tob Tob Kin (the four times four, 

the sixteen attributes of Wakan Tanka, the Great Mystery) is the 
17 task of the Tiyospaye. According to the Synis material: 

During the first thtee months o f  each year beginning 
at Spring Equinox, there is a vertical duunpouring of the 
16 m e r s  to the people and into al1 creation. Then for 
the rest of the year there is a horizontal circulation of 
this inhised m e r  w i t h i n  the precfae energy patterns of 
the Tiospaye. 

The Spring Equinox is the thne of the Sun Dance, a world-renewal 

ceremony, and the beginning of the new year. By embodying the 

sixteen attributes in  the Tiyospaye the Tiyospaye becomes 

sanct i f ied ,  it nparticipates in  realityn, is "saturated w i t h  

being. *18 

"~ymms material. 

"~ircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature  of 
Religion. Translated From the French by Willard R. Trask (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, 1959). pp. 12-13. 



The sixteen attributes are the sixteen attributes of Wakan 

Tanka, the Great Mystery, tàe totality, the sixteen, while 

seperate, are al80 one. Tâe sixteen me called the Tob Tob Kin, 

the four times four, they are introduced in the cosmogony as 

gendered and non-genàered bedngs (the four intimate pairers are non- 

gendered) . The four groups w i t h  four mers in each wup, from the 

Symms material, are as follows: 

W A K A N  ANKANTü (superior powers) 
1. The Sun - Anpetu W i k a n  
2. The Sky - Hahpiyatokan (Skan) 
3 .  The Earth - Makakan 
4. The Rock - Inyankan 

W A K A N  KOLAYA (associate powers) 
1. The Hoon - Hanwikan 
2 .  The Wind - Tatekan 
3. The Beauty - Wohpekan 
4. The Winged Thunder - Wakinyan Tanka 

WAlUW KüYA (subordinate powers) 
1. The Buf fa10 - Tatankakan 
2. The Beat - Hunwipakan 
3. The Four W h d s  - Tateyotopakan 
4. The Whirlwind - Yumkan 

WA-f (intimate powers) 
1. The Soul - Nagikan 
2. Breath of L f f e  - Niyakan 
3. L i t t l e  Soul - like - Nagilakan 
4. Intelligence - Sicunkan (ton) 

As mentioned in Chapter One, the central importance of 

relationship s expressed by the Tob Tob Kin in the Lakota 

cosmogony. In describing the creation story in the Waîker material 

Walker begins the mythic action by dramatizing the 
b e l i e f  that 8piritu.l pmmr trinotion. through a aetwosk 
of  ralatioaahipa , Inyan, or Rock, is the personif ied 



image of prima1 power. He longs to exercise h i s  power 
but cannot do 80, for there is 'no other that he might 
exercise his  power upon." Bo ha in i t ia tes  the creation 
process and reweals the first dimension of  bis essent ia l  
nature. As blood f l o w s  from -an, Sky (Skan) and Earth 
(MZtka) are createâ. E a r t h  represents nteriality and Sky 
Spirituality , qual i t i e s  that are then identif  ied with 
femininity and masculinity, respectively: each needs the 
othet and both tecogniee the -10 of zoiprodty in 
aooial l i fo.  W i t h  the becqianing of relationship cornes 
the need for kiovledge, or light. Earth c m  then see 
what she lacks and she begins to dentand further 
creation . 19 

Through Makag s (Earth) complaining to Skan (Sky) , Wi (Sun) is 

created; these three along with fnyan (Rock) becone known as the 

Wakan Ankatu (superior povers). Associate povers (Wakan Kolaya) are 

created as cornpanions to the superior powers. Some (Tateyotopakan 

and Yumkan) of the subordinate powers (Wakan Kuya) result from the 

union of Tate (wind) and Ite (the daughter of Wazi and Wakanka who 

are the leaders of the Pte ûyate--Buffalo People-the ancestors of 

humankind) . The other two subotdinate powers are Tatankakan 

(Buffalo) and Eununpakan (Bear) . The fout intimate powers 

(Wakanlapi) were  discussed earliet under the concept of "multiple- 

souls . " Lakota iythology is characterized by the interactions 

(relationships) o f  the Tob Tob Kin and other created beings. 

W8amkif.t "%O AMdrm.8 8 RaI&ti~m'', "To PO8Ym 

Deloria notes that the *necd of first establishing proper 

relationship prevailed even when one came t o  pray. It gave a man 

lgwalker, Myth, p. 194 .  
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status with the Supernatural as vel l  as with man. w20 In fact, as 

Deloria points out, the same word, Hacekiya, i s  uaed "to adâress a 

relat ivew and "to praya. When one prays, one is addressing a 

re la t ive .  When the tree-dwellss ûreamer calla-in his spirit 

helpers, as the Y w i p i  W i c a s t a  do in the Y w i p i  ceremony, to ask 

information from the Little People, or invokes their presence t o  

cura, the tree-dweller dreamer is ptaying and addressing a 

relative. The dreamer is someone who ha8 established a relationship 

with the Little People through âreams. As is consistent w i t h  proper 

relationship behaviour gifts are exchanged (reciprocity) . Food and 
tobacco are set out for the Little People and the dreamers are 

given the power to heal by curing psycho-spiritual and physical 

illnesses, to see into the future, to f ind lost  articles, and 

achieve success i n  hunting. Both are l iv ing  according to correct 

relationship behaviour through mutual respect, ohokicilapi , and 

reciprocity. If the dreamer or anyone is disrespectful towards the 

Little People, they face the r i s k  of some sor t  of punishment or 

negative reperaission. !ï!hey may bring bad luck upon themselves. The 

same is true of any relationship with the supernatuals, the 

spirits, the taku-wakan. A person i s  guided by behaviours and 

attitudes fundamental to vhat it means to be religious, t o  be 

human. The data covered in chapter three raveals the malevolent 

nature of the Little People. They can be quite dangerous, but only 

to those who are disrespectful. They also have the power to 

- - - - - - - - 

"Deloria, Speaking of Indians, pp. 28. 



confer great power for good to those vho are worthy. 

By ncunulatfve traditiong 1 man the entire mass of 
ove* objective data t&at constitute the historical 
deposit, as it w e r e ,  of the pas+ religious l ife o f  the 
coininity in question: temples, scriptures , theologi cal 
systems, dance patterns, legal and other social 
institutions, comrcuitions, moral codes, myths, and eo on; 
anything that cm ba and is t r a n s m i t t e d  t m m  one person, 
one generation, to another, and that an historian can 
observe. 

Wilfted Cantwell s m i t h 2 '  

It is often said that in Native languages no w o r d  exists t o  

translate the w o r d  nreligionm. ühat this actually mens is that no 

word exists t o  refer to what has, in the West, been called 

wreligionm : a separate system of institutionalized belief s and 

doctrines. Instead, N a t i v e  languages speak of "the wayu, a way of 

life, a way of being that encompasses al1 aspects of a persons 

life. Prayer and worship are not things reserved for Sunday, they 

permeate al1 aspects of l i f e ,  are lived day to  day. T h i s  

understanding spsaka directly to what Wilfred Cantwell S m i t h  calls 

for in  his understanding or definit ion of religion. For Smith, 

"nothing in heaven or on earthm ansvers to the name of "religion" 

as it has corne t o  be defined in the West. tike Native American 

understandingo of "the wayn, Smith recognites that rel ig ion is a 

way of life which is lived day to day. The Lakota refer to t h i s  as 

''wilf red Cantwell Smith, 
New Approach to the Rel ig ious  
Mentor Books, 1964) ,  p. 141. 

The Meaning and End of Rel ig ion:  A 
Tradit ions of Mankind (Toronto: 



Lakolya or -01 Wicoha: 

. . .practfcing the cultural ideals as a matter of habit or 
automatic response w i t h  full commitment vith the 
knovledge that by doing so one is m, u, and 
&,ing in both a human and sacred manner as ptesctibad by 
Lakota tradition. 22 

If an individual can gmsp the pmfundity of the expression 

Witakuye oyasinn and actualite the principles of respect and 

reciprocity inherent in such an orientation, then an individual is 

living the Lakol Wicoha, the Lakota Way. W e  have already seen how 

l iving this w a y  i s  expressed in some aspects of the cumulative 

tradition; in the tiyospaye, in economic and political relations, 

in mythology, i n  the shaiansl relat ionship with their s p i r i t  

helpers . The following sections continue to elaborate the 

expressions of relationship in the cumulative tradition. 

The Pipa and Tobaoco 

ühen a Lakota does anything in a forma1 manner ha 
should first smoke the pipe. This is because the spirit 
in the pipe smoke is pleasing to Wakan Tanka and to al1 
spirits. In any cetemony this should be the first thing 
that is done. 

-orge sw0tdz3  

The prima- ceremonial act of establishing a relationship is 

to smoke the pipe. A special bond is created amongst those who 

smoke togethet. Smoking the pipe is equivalent to saying nMitakuye 

oyasinm. When the pipe is lit it is offered to the four directions, 

the powers below, and the mers above. A l 1  orders of creation are 

22Arth~r Amiotte , class notes. 

*%alker, Bel ie f ,  p. 7 5 .  
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represented in the pipe's conatmction and when the human being 

gmokes it he/she is binding his/her self to the totality, to Wakan 

Tanka. As Sword points out in the epigram above, smoking the pipe 

should be the first thing that is dons in any ceremony. It is an 

act of affirming that "you are iielated to allu. It is also a form 

of respect towards Wakrui Tanka and the sp ir i t s  because, as Svord 

points out, "the spirit in the pipe smoke is pleasing to Wakan 

Tanka and to al1 spirits ." Tobacco itself can be considered the 

primary offering or gift  to the spirits. Tobacco is given, out of 

respect, to shamans when they are consulted or when they are 

conducting a sweatlodge. Tobacco is offered to the rocks and the 

willows when they are taken to be used in a sweatlodge. Tobacco is 

placed in the centre pit where the rocks will be placed and in the 

holes which are dug around the centre where the willows w i l l  be 

placed. A tobacco rosary along with a filled pipe is taken with the 

vision questet to the vision qyest site. Tobacco is left for the 

Thunder-beings at the approach of a thunderstorm. Tobacco is left 

a t  Wakan places such as a watetfall or special, wakan, natutal 

formation. Tobacco is always offered t o  the spirit of the animal 

which is killed. On al1 of these occasions, tobacco is offered out 

of respect. It is a reciprocal act of gift giving, as thanlts for 

answered prayers, or to pet i t ion for blessings, or out of 

admiration and respect. 



.,.the distribution of food is a means of 
connectedness between aacred principles and what we are 
as human beings. It is a recipmcal kind of activity in 
which we are reminded of sacrad principles. Indeed the 
very ceremonies which have corne down to us a l l  include 
the distribution of food either before or after or during 
the rite itself. 

Arthur ~ m i o t t e ~ ~  

Tobacco is not the only offerhg given; food is also offered, 

shared, given. Feasting, the sharing of food, accompanies al1 

ceremonies or gatherings. Sometimes people leave out food for the 

Little People. Throughout the written literature, authors 

continually refer to the offering of 'first fruitsM. me sp ir i t  of 

the foodstuffs (plant or animai) is offered a portion of the food. 

The "sacred feastsn are al1 held as an obligation to the particular 

spirit helper, a reciprocal act out or respect. Hemorial feasts are 

held whereby families and friends share a meal vith the spirits of 

their dead ancestors. In fact, as Amiotte stresses, the sharing of 

food is part of al1 ceremonies, The giving of fooà, the sharing of 

food is a reciprocal act, a sacred act fundamental t o  being 

religious, to  living i n  correct telationship. 

The aivaavay 

Another sacred, reciprocal activity is what has been called 

"the giveawayn. At the giveaway, goods are distributed to friends 

and relatives in the coniunity or whoavet is i n  attendance on the 

particular occasion. 1 have been to several giveaways and most of 

2 4 ~ m f  otte , "Giveaway , If p. 3 9 .  



them were held at pow-vovs. The giveaways vere held by a particular 

family in memory of a family m e m b e r  who died. Spec i f i c  goods were 

given to people who vere particularly close to the deceased or who 

supported the family i n  their time of grief. After the particular 

people are acknowledged and given iomething, the other people 

present are invited to corne foruard, pick out something and shake 

the hands o f  the f d l y  whose relative died. Accepting the gift, t o  

my understanding, is also a sacred act done out of respect for the 

family and their loved one. Memorial giveaways are not the only 

occasion for a giveaway. As Aniotte mites, 

There are numerous occasions connected with the 
giveaway. The feast and the giveaway actually accompany 
al1 major ceremonies. They are an integral part of t h e m .  
They bec- like one of the offarings that is made ta the 
gods and to the people on al1 these occasions. 25 

1 saw so many of their different varieties of dances 
amongst the Sioux that 1 should almost be disposed to 
denaminate them the "dancing Indians! * It would actually 
seen as if they had dances for everything. 

George catlid6 

George Catlin recognized the importance to the Dakota of 

dancing and einging. Along with feasts and giveaways, dances and 

songs are meam of honouring, of shwing respect, of reciprocating, 

of giving. Regarding dancing, Catlin correctly observed that: 

. . .it enters into their forms of worship, and is often 
their  mode of appealing to the Great Spirit-of paying 

'kat l in ,  Manners and Notes, p. 244. 



their usual devotions to their medicine-and of honouring 
and entertaining etrangers of distinction in their 
country* 27 

Dancing and singing are sacred acts, toms of ptayer and devotion. 

Wilson Wallis outlined many of the different dances held by the 

Canadian Dakotae2' A i l  of the dances vere held as a result of a 

dream instruction. As was demonstrated in Cbapter Tw of this 

disse-ion, dreams are of utmost importance to the Dakota. It is 

through âreams that individuals establish relationships with the 

s p i r i t s .  It vas pointed out that individuals vho shared sieilat 

dreams foraed societies and that these societies held public 

performances dramatizing their dream experience. One of the major 

societies mentioned was the W a k a n  Wacipi Society. Dancing, singing, 

and feasting are al1 part of the Wakan Wacipi; held in honour of 

Unktehi, "the god of the watersm, the patron o f  the society. 

Wallis provides numerous accounts of individuals who were 

instructed in a dream by the Thunderers, Buffalo, or some other 

wakan being, to hold a certain dance in their honour. If the 

individual neglected to do so, serious negative repercussions 

resulted. An individual who neglected their dreams might be: struck 

by 1ightningr2' made sick or be killed?' be gored by a buffaaly 

*'~bid. 

2 e ~ a l l i s ,  Canadian Dakota. 

Z g ~ b i d . ,  p. 5 2 *  

'O~bid., p. 58. 

i d  , p. 6 0 .  
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or, have some other misfortune befall them. If the individual 

fulfilled a i r  dream instructions, then blessings folloved; more 

often than not the individual would become a medicine man and be 

able to heal others, find the buf falo, or perform other shamanic 

functions . 
O f t e n  a person Sundances as a result of a àream inspired 

instniction. The Sundance i s  one of the most important cerenmnies, 

it is held partly to honour: the sun as one of the most wakan 

hierophanies, partly to aclcnowledge or re-establish the inter 

relatedness of al1 things, and partly to request blessings. At the 

sundance is one of the greatest forms of giving--self-sacrifice, 

giving of oneself so that others may live. The ultimate reason for 

holding a Sundance is so that others may l ive ,  so that the world 

w i l l  continue. 

The Wakan Wacipi, the Sundance and other dances, feasts, and 

giveaways al1 exemplify the relational perspective. Hunans, the 

wakan beings, the animals, and Wakan Tankan are acknovledged and 

respected through feasting, praying, singing , dancing, and gif t 

giving . 



CO1PCLUBIONBS 8-8, -R N D  SPXRZT mLPSIIB 

The Canadian Dakota are iembets of an aboriginal North 

American nation belonging to the Siouan linguistic family. They 

have been and are commonly referred to  as the WSiowcm, due to 

historical circtmstances related to the early encounter between 

Europeans and Native Amexicans. The Dakota in Canada ara part of a 

larger alliance ( Dakota/Nakota/Lakota) vhose divisions ref lect 

geographical , linguistic, cultural and political dif ferences. 

Archeological and historical evidence supports the position that 

the Canadian Dakota have ties to a voodlands and plains cultural 

heritage despite the fact that, due to the notoriety of their 

Lakota kin, they are often mistakenly classified exclusively as a 

plains culture. T h e i r  pteeence in Canada is directly traceable to 

The Minnesota Conflict of 1862 andto a lesser extent the Battle of 

Little Big Horn. 

The Canadian Dakota have a rich religious heritage expressing 

an understanding of the cosmos and our place in it. The phrase 

%itakuye Oyasinm has been used in this dissertation as a profound 

expression encapsulating vhat it means to be religious, to be 

human. It reflects a fundamental cosmological orientation that 

forms the basis of how human beings should think, act, and inter- 

act with the cosmos. Al1 aspects of religious l i fe  reflect the 

relational perspective; ceremonies are directed towards actualizing 

the principles inherent in a relational orientation. The basic 

social unit in Dakota society-the Tiyospaye-is grounded in this 

orientation and economic relations are guided by it. 
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A t  the centre of Dakota religious teachings are individuals 

who are often referred to in English as shamans or medicine 

men/women, butvho in their ovn laquage are classified according 

to such factors as gender, ways in vhich men and vomen perform 

their sacred duties, the sources of their power, fields of 

specialization, public perforaances, doing harm to others and 

cross-drassing. Chapter three establishes the inadequacy of using 

foreign vords and concepts vhen attempting to understand the Dakota 

Wicasta/Winyan Wakan and the benefit of attempts to communicate an 

understanding of Dakota shamanism based on how the Dakota 

categorize the different types of s h a ~ n s  in their tradition.  

Chapter three has also provided the written historical context in 

which Dakota shamanism has been understood and coaununicated. The 

discussion of Dakota shamanism has situated Dakota shamanism in 

relation to the various levels of discoursa on shamanism, providing 

an awareness of the conceptual c o n t e s  in which the shaman and 

shamanism are understood and faci l i tating a better understanding of 

what Dakota shamanism is and is not. 

The shamans have a mystical awareness of what 1 have termed 

"the Mitakuye ûyasin perspectivem and exemplify this in everything 

they do. They exemplify the Kitakuye Oyasin perspective 

particularly in their relations w i t h  the spirit world, but also in 

relation to al1 living things. It is a sacred way of life that is 

l ived day t o  day and noticeably evident in religious ceremonies. 

A l 1  of the ceremonies are directed toward establishing or 

maintaining harmony, balance. If there has been a v io lat ion  or 
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d i s ~ p t i o n  in tàe cosmic order, ceremonies are held to re-establish 

order. 

Individuals who are shamans are said to be gifted. They are 

gifted to heal, prophecize, f inà lost abjects, and caari and divine 

the whereabouts of the game. The gifts that are given, are given by 

their spirit helpers through a tireampision. In English, it is said 

that  they are given power. Power is an inadequate English 

translation of the Dakota word sicun. Sicun is the gif t  that is 

given to the shamans, a special relationship is fonaed betveen the 

shaman and his or her spirit helper (the source of power). Shanans 

who have similar dreams (share the saie source of power) form 

societies of dreamers. These dreamers are categorized according to 

their source of power: for example, Bear Dreamers, Elk Dreamers, 

Thunder Dreamars, Tree-dweller Dreaners, etc. The societies of 

dreamers know, according to cultural teachings, that proper 

relationship behaviour requires that tâey be respectful and 

reciprocate by: holding sacred dances: singing sacred songs; and, 

offerhg food, tobacco, coloured cloth, or the pipe. 

This dissertation has focusseci on a particular source of power 

--the canotidan, the Little People-and has used the relationship 

between the Tree-dweller Dreamer and the Little People as an 

exemplary mode1 of relationship. The narratives which have been 

provided in this di8sertation are used to exemplify the relational 

perspective, 1 have not attempted to supply possible symbolic 

interpretations. Nonethelese, the documentation provided in this 

dissertation reveals source naterial for endless interpretive 



explorations to be carriad out at a latet point by myself or other 

theorists. !Phe data reveals that the Little People have a central 

part to play in Dakota and other Native Ametican religious 

traditions and is a cal1 for more extensive analysis of the role 

and meaning of these ever-elusive beings. 

It bas been established that the written literature se- t o  

offer a contradictory picture of these Little People. Most authors 

tend to  identify t h e m  as evil or a t  the very least malevolent, yet 

some authors have noted that the L i t t l e  People can be a source of 

power. Certain human beings are gifted by the L i t t l e  People. 

Shamans who have dreamt of the Little Feople are given the power to 

cure psycho-spiritual and physical illnesses, see into the future, 

f ind l o s t  articles, and charm and divine the animals for the 

purposes of hunthg.  It was also pointed out that the Little People 

are called in a t  the Yuwipi, an important contemporary Dakota 

ceremony. The L i t t l e  People untie the ropes that bind the Yuwipi 

man and help the Yuwipi to  diagnose disease and find lost articles. 

Why is there such an inconsi stency in  the literature? 1s it simply 

because some of the narratives tha t  were collected are not 

developed, the whole story is not pursued? Often the narratives 

tell us  that the L i t t l e  P e o p l e  cause a hunter to  get lost,  why do 

the L i t t l e  People do this? W h a t  happened to the hunter days, weeks ,  

or months later? Did the Little People give  him a message? D i d  he 

become a Tree-dweller Dreamer? Wilson Wallis provided quite a f e w  

narratives of people who were led astray i n  order to be 

conmunicated to  by the wakan beings. *I have caused you to lose 
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your way i n  order that  1 may speak to you,~" is a common refra in  

echoad i n  the narratives provided by W a l l i s  under the section 

%edicine Powers Acquired By A Person Who Was Lost.~" If this is 

such a common occurrence, one wonders if the Little People lead 

human beings astray not to be malicious or because they are 

inherently evil, but to grant pouers. Furtnerrore, aven if leading 

humans astray is done to grant powers, it iay also be the case that 

they are led astray out of punishient for soma relat ional  

violation. This does not nalre the Little People evil, as 1 pointed 

out i n  Chapter Three, they can be dangerous. From the Dakota 

perspective, people are responsible for their actions.  If there is 

disharmony, if there is a break in the cosmic order, something must 

be done to  set things right. If someone has committed an offence, 

violated proper re lat ional  behaviour, then they are held 

accountable for  their actions.  Consistent with the cultural 

injunction to "forgive and forget after proper res t i tut ion  has been 

madew" the obligation to restore proper relat ions rests with the 

violator not  the victim. Ail the ceremonies are directed towards 

establishing or re-establishing harmony or balance. If someone 

becomes sick or has a string of bad luck it may be because they or 

a relat ive have upset the cosmic order, creating an bubalance or 

disharmony . 

3 2 ~ b i d . ,  p. 89. 

" ~ b i d .  , p. 84 f f. 

34 Arthur Amiotte, class notes. 
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The sources have revealed that the early writers were 

judge~nental, narrow-minded, cursed with ethnocentric Christian 

biases, and their knwledge or undemstanâing of Dakota religion was 

affected by the limita t i m e  that tàey spent with the Dakota. Later 

authors, it vas discovered, were able to become progressively more 

open-minded or open-hearted, learning the Dakota language , 
participating in Dakota ceremonies and marrying into a Dakota 

family; this allowed for a better understanding of the Dakota 

religious tradition. ühen Dakota people thanselves started to mite 

about their own traditions, the written literature became much more 

detailed, revealing subtleties and complexities overlooked by 

outsiders who were not privy to the deeper philosophical insights 

of the Dakota intellectuals. It is through the vrit ings of Dakota 

and Lakota intellectuals that the Mitakuye Oyasin perspective 

becomes obvious. The literature reveals that no other conclusion is 

possible. To be religious means to  recognize the inter-relatedness 

of al1  living things. To be religious means to  treat al1 l iving 

things w i t h  respect and to reciprocate, to give. The literature 

reveals that the Mitakuye ûyasin perspective is lived out in 

economic and political relations, in  social relations in  the 

Tiyospaye, and in al1 aspects of ceremonial life. The shamans as 

religious and ceremonial leaders are the primary exemplifiers of 

the Hitakuye Oyasin perspective. A s ignif icant  extention of th i s  

dissertation would c o n s i s t  of extensive f ie ld research to map out 

how relationship nani fes ts  itself i n  contemporary Canadian Dakota 

religious l i f  e. 
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The ctoss-disciplinary interest in the relationaï perspective, 

outlined at the beginning of Chapter Four, reveals that people are 

b e g i ~ i n g  to understand, either directly of indirectly, the 

peremial visdoi inharent in the %itakuye ûyasinm perspective. 

T h i s  dissertation adds to the emerging intellectual and popuîar 

discourse related to the theme of relationship . The relational 
perspective has televance and value to our North Anerican society, 

international relations, out emerging global village with its 

religious plutalism, and environmental issues. In relation to the 

environment, sustainable developient is perhaps a step in the right 

direction towards a corollary of the Wftakuye Oyasin perspective 

which expresses the ideal that we should no+ live just for today, 

with only ourselves in mind. We shoula live for the seventh 

generation, so that they niay live. Ho hecetu yelo. Mitakuye Oyasin. 



Joseph Bmchac, "The G i f t s  o f  the L i t t l e  People." 
0 . Preedm, 

E 6 .  

There once was a boy whose paremts had died. Be 
l i v e  with his uncle who did not treat h h  w e l l .  The 
uncle dreiseà the boy in tags and because of t h i s  the 
boy vas called Ditey C l o t h e s .  

This boy, Dirty C l o t h e s ,  was a good hunter. He 
would spend many hous i n  the forest hunting food f o r  
h i s  lazy uncle who would not  hunt for himself. 

One day D i r t y  Clothes walked near the river, t w o  
squirrels that he had shot hanging inri his belt.  H e  
walked neat the cliffs which rose from the water. T h i s  
is where the Little People, the JO-Ge-Oh, often beat 
their ànms. Most of the hunters irom the village were 
afraid to go neat this place, but D i r t y  Clothes 
remembered the words h i s  mother had spoken years ago, 
"Whenever you wallr with good i n  your hear t ,  you should 
never be afraid.N 

A hickory tree g r e w  there near the river. He saw 
something moving i n  its branches. A black squirrel was 
hopping about high up i n  the top of the tree. Then 
Dirty C l o t h e s  heard a small voice. "Shoot again, 
Brother," the small voice said. *You still have not 
b i t  him. (Quite different than the canotindan who has 
special hunting pover . 

Cornplanter, Jesse J. of Port 
Washington, New York: Ira J o  Friedman, fnc, 1963. Otiginally 
published by Jesse J. Cornplanter and Namee  Price Henricks, 1938. 

Two of the letters contained in the collection deal 
w i t h  legends of the  Djonh-geh-onh, the 'Great L i t t l e  
People. The f i r s t  letter, written on November 13, 1936, 
concenis the origin of the *Dark Dancen o r  the *Dance of the  
L i t t l e  People.* 

Jesse J e  Cornplanter is a Seneca meaber of the Snipe 
Clan and lived on the Tonawanda Seneca Reservation. This 
book is a compilation of lettercl written-between October 
13, 1936 and June 1, 1937-by Cornplanter to someone vhom he 
greets as "dear Seneca sister," Hrs. W a l t e r  Ao fienricks. 
The authot of the introduction, Car1 Canne r ,  describes 
Cornplanter as a soldier,  craftsman, musician, actor,  and 
ta le- te l ler .  Canner adds that Cornplanter is "an 
imaginative and sensit ive manm (p. 8) and "a Senecan poet i n  
the t radi t ion of hie fathers, a lover of h i s  people's 



memories, reared in their reverence and appreciative of the 
Senecan creative geni~s.~ (p.9) Carmer infonus the reader 
that Cornplanter hoped to coinuiicate in  the English 
language, the nfeelingm of what hi8 stories are l i k e  when 
they are told in the Seneca language. 

Parker, Arthur C. Zhe of 0. port  
Washington, Long Island, N, Y.: Ira Jo Frieâman, Inc., 1967. 
Originally published i n  1926. pp. 19-80. 

The Seneca believed in  fairies and pygmies, and 
many are the tales of these tiny people who were 
friendly t o  man. Some of the pygmies lived in rocky 
glens as at the uppet falls of the Genesee* (The 
Senecas believed that a tribe of fairies lived beneath 
each fa11 at Letchvorth Park), and others under the 
water. Another tribe lived in the woods and had as its 
task the turning of the face of fruit so that it would 
ripen in the Sun. These " l i t t l e  folkm were unable to 
do many things for themselves and gave favor in  
exchange for services rendered thai by their human 
friends. They asked that small baqs of tobacco be 
thrown over the cliffs for than and that boys and girls 
often t r i m  their finger nails, so that they could use 
the parings to frighten away bad ani ia ls ,  for the n a i l s  
smelled 1ike human beings and thus the animals becane 
airaid. Often when they needed human help, they would 
be heard dnnming in the glens, and this was always a 
signal that iankind should hold a dance for them and 
sing pygny songs. 

John Witthoft and Wendel1 S. Hadlock, *Cherokee-Iroquois Little 
People." Journal af-, vol. 59, no. 233, ~ u l y -  
Sept, 1946: pp. 413-422. 

The Seneca' call dwarfs dju-ngago (Sherman Redeye, 
Aîlegany Raservation) and the Hohavk, yagodinya 
yu. yocks (they throw stones) (Mrs. Susan Bill, Six 
Nations Reserve). The Onondaga name for them is 
tcigahe.ya (favi Batiste, Six Nations) and among the 
Cayuga they are called djugat, while the male i s  called 
degala (my story?) and the female tcega. ha. The 
Tuscarora know than as ogwes.ha.i ( L i t t l e  People) 
Cornelius mens, Six Nations). The Wyandot, according 
to Barbeau, ca l l  the Little People tika4nVa ( twins) .  

Brown, Jennifer S.H. and Robert Brightman. m ~ r d a r a  af the 
No- 0 3 3  mm u. Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press/St. Paul: 



Minnesota Histotical Society Press, 1988. "Meriaid and *Ses manm 
a class of miniature beings called by the Crees m i m i l n i s i w a k ,  p. 
124. 

[Nelson, George (1786-1859) , diaries J An 
interdisciplinary co l l ec t ion  of essays otganited around 
George Nelson's narratives. Information on shaking tent rite 
describeà in detail. An essay by Enan LaRocque concerning 
the ethical issues raised by hietorical ethnagraphic 
documents is included. The title is derived from the dream 
quest, the central experience of Algonquin Subarctic 
religion. Aïso mentions the O-may-me-thay-day-ace-cae-wuck 
[Cree omemihoeteshesiwak ' hairy-heart beings ' ] %ncientsm , 
p. 110. 

Alex Fm Chamberlain, %orne Items of Algonkian Folk-loremm 
Falklnre, 1900: 68 (13/50: 271-277) . The 

author takes information from Abbe Cuogms dictionary of the 
Nipiss ing dialect Lexique de la langue algonquine (Montreal, 
1886). 

Memegwesiwak (plural of nemegwesi) , "a sort of 
sirens of water-nymphs, which, the Indians believe, 
live in the water and in hollow rocksm (p. 43 ) . They 
are said to steal very much and to  speak vith a nasal 
twang. There are many sayings about them.  Cuog tells 
us that "when, by mischance, when travelling by w a t e r ,  
one has let fa11 anything into the river or lake, it is 
the custom to  say memegwesi O kat aian = "The memegwesi 
will have that, * or "that is for the memegwesi. 
Certain rocks or staones haveing some resemblances to 
parts of the himan body are called memegwesi-vabik = 
@@memegwesi-rock; * and, in passing by these, the 
canoe-men, even nov, "either in jest or in 
superstition, toss at them a piece of tobacc~,~ etc. 
Of these %ymphsU the saying goes: H e m e g w e s i  t a  
kimotasapi, nitakhotiwak, memegwesiwak, the 
memegwesi vil1 rob the net; they are thieves, the 
memegwesi. The "nasal tvangn of these creatures has 
furnished an expression of a figurative sort to the 
language in memegwesiko, "to speak w i t h  a nasal twang," 
literally "to imitate the memegwesi. * 

Pakwatcininins, "the little man of the woodsm (p. 
325) . A sort  of Indian elt  or fairy. The word is 
derived tron pakuatc, "belonging t o  t h  woodsm and 
ininins (diminutive of in in i ) ,  "little mann These 
creatures figure much in myth and legend. 

James H. Howard, S m :  M W .  m c .  0 .  

. . m. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1984: pp. 210- 
211. 



The L i t t l e  People. 'Like the Creeks, Choctaws, 
and Chickasaus, the Sedaoles frequently speak of a 
race of diminutive human beings. These Little People 
are invisible most of the the, but occaisionally let 
thenuselves be seen by young ch i l een  and by sedicine 
men. 'Iliey are deictibea by Seminoles as looking like 
Indians and speaking Huskogee. Somethes they are. 
described as wearing 'old tbeW Indian garb, =de o f  
buckskin. Thay frequently take in small chilâren vho 
have wandered away frai home. They feeâ and care for 
these children and often teach th- the use of herb 
remedies. Seminole parents, thetef ore, are no+ unduly 
concerned vhen a small child turns up missing, since 
the child is thought to  be vith the Little People, and 
vil1 reappear unharmed in a day of  two. The Muskogee 
name for these Little People is fsti lvpu~ki.~ 

Howard gives account of an interview w i t h  people 
whose young son piays with the Little People; son says 
theyere ugly. Story of some who lived in a grove of  
trees, clump of trees. Ugly, but just like o ld- the  
Indians. They have women and ch i lâren  and live in 
trees. Willie had nevet heard that the bones of Little 
People were a medicine. 

Rev. Silas Tertius Rand. of -. New York: 
Johnson Reprint Corporation, 1971. Reprinted f rom 1894 edition 
(New York and London: Longmans, Green, and CO. ) : pp. 367-368, 
431-433. 

F m  T a b .  (Newel Jeddore, J i i  Paul, and 
Prosper Newell were some years ago passing along up the 
Musquedobit River, neac its embouchure, w h e n  they came 
to a place where the bluff vas high. Jim Paul infomned 
h i s  coipanions that it was reported to be a h a u t  of  
Wiguladunooch, or Fairies.) H a n  insulted Fairy. Went 
to sleep. Woke up w i t h  hands and feet tied. pleaded 
with Pairy to untie. Pairy did. 

n. Four broes. little m a n  with big 
appetite cornes asking to  be fed. 1st feeds, next day 
2nd feeds, 3rd feeds, 4 t h  refuses. They battle.  little 
man is stronger. 4 t h  Bro lets go. Fairy -8, man 
throws k n i f e  into him faim asks h h  to temove it in  
exchange for 4 wives. a deal is struck. Fairy has 
heal ing power . 

McMillan, Alan D. w v e  P e o m  of C- 
-iew. Vancouver : Douglas and McIntyre , 19 8 8 : 
p. 49. 



Under Micmac and Halecite religious belief ncI!rillan 
states: Lesser deitites included some that were human in 
form but were mortal  and had supernatural pwers. . . A t  the 
lowest level of the pantheon were supemtatural races, 
ranging from giants t o  the forest-dwelling "little people." 

Macfarlan, Allan A. 
E ~ l k U k a .  Harrisburg, Pa: Stackpole Books, 1974: pp. 150-152. 

"Little-People Magie* (Micmac) "These tiny beings 
w e r e  said to have magie powers. Because of a i s ,  they 
w e r e  to be treated kindly, or bad luck would follow. 
Midget Indians, they possesse& al1 the fndian liking 
for merrymaking and jokes. This is vhy they were 
considered mischievo~s.~ Saoc story as in Wild D n m  
and? 

Clark, Ella E. Indian of C w .  Toronto: McClellend 
and Stewart Limited,  1960: pp. 115-119. 

"The Little Peoplem (Micmac) (pp. 115-116) T h i s  
story is almost identical to the one told in Wild Drums 
by Alex Grisdale. A summary is offered at  the 
beginning of the tale: A belief in dvarfs, "the Little 
People,* was held by most North American tribes. There 
are scattered references to  th= in  many myths and 
legends; the Little People are often said t o  have done 
the picture-vriting and painting on the rocks, and to 
keep the paint fresh; they vere thought, by some 
tribes, to have strong spirit-power and so were greatly 
desired as guardian spirits. One of these dwarfs seems 
to be very similar to Robin Goodiellow of British 
folklore. They live in  caves of butrow in the groud. 
Roam around the forest. Are invisible. 

"The Little People and the greedy hunters. (pp. 115-116) "The 
Little People who lived in the early world left theic carvings to 
beautify rocks and cliffs and caves. And they helped the early 
Indiana. Small though they wete, the! Little People were so 
strong that they k i l l e d  many of the monster anbals that were 
dangerous t o  man. "Our mission is to help you," a pigmy once 
t o l d  an Indian hunter. The bones of extinct animals found in 
their tsavels, the Indians believed, were the bones of the 
monsters that had been destroyed by the Little People. 



The follow%ng legend of the Senecas, called a tnis 
story &y the man who told it, reveals a little about 
the pigmies and also an attitude tovard greediness and 
waste expressed in the stories of severs1 North 
~merican tribesOm 

"The Watet Pairiesw (Micmac) (pp. 118-119) *This 
story froi the Micmac Indians of Nova Scotia has soie 
intemsting parallels w i t h  the old Danish folkfale that 
Matthev Miold iued in hie poam *A F o r s a k e n  mzman* and 
also with "The H o r t a 1  Who Marrieà a W e m a n , w  frai the 
Coos Indians of the Oregon coa~t.~ Wressed in the 
costumes of the old days." They live under the water, 
presumably in  the sea in this case. 

Leland, Charles Cm 

Boston: Hughton, Mif Flin and Company, 1885. 

The frontpiece is a dravfng of *Mit Um Wessm "The 
Indian Puck, or R o b i n  Good-fel10w.~ It is described as 
"From a scraping on bitch bark by Thomah Joeephs, Indian 
Governor at Peter Dana's P o i n t ,  Haine. The Mik um wess 
always vears a red cap like the N o m e  Goblinem H e  makes a 
connection vith N o r s e  mythology--the Edda--throughout 

"How Glooskep made the Elves and F a i r i e s ,  and then 
Man of an Ash Tree, and last of all, Beasts, and of his 
C o h g  at the Iast Dayen 

First born vere the Mikumwess, the Oonahgemessuk, 
the mal1 Elves, little men, dwellers in rocks. 

And in this vay he made Han: He took his bow and 
arrows and shot at trees, the basket-trees, the Ash. 
Then Indfans carnie out o f  the bark of the Ash-tree. And 
then the M i k w e s s  said...called trea-man...(The 
relater, an old voman, was quite unintelligible a t  this 
point). 

OOf the Surprising and Singular Adventures of two 
Watet Fairies who vere also Weasels, and how they each 
becana the Bride of a Star. Including the Mystetious 
and Wonderful Works of Low, the Great Indian Devil, who 
rose f r o m  the Dead. (Micmac and Passamaquoddy) (pp. 
140 fa) 

n...he saw many maids merrily bathing in the lake: 
and these were of the fairy race, who dwell i n  deep 
waters and dark caves, and keep away from mankind...For 
being tinctured with maqic and learned i n  the lore of 
al1 kind of golblins, elves, and witches, Master Marten 



knew t h a t  when Naiads are naked and a man has their 
g m e n t s  he holds them at his  Bercy. For in the 
apparel lies their iairy power. . . (p. 142) 

contenant ce quis s'est pasil  de plus 
remarquable dans les missions des Pêres de la compagnie de Sdsus 
dans la Nouvelle-France, HonMal, Editions du Jour 1972 [1858]. 
Tome 1 1611-1636, tome V I  -- 1672. T h e  to D r .  Roger Lapoint, 
University of Ottawa, for  gathering these teferences. 

... ils [les Hurons] reconnaimuent comme une espbce de 
Dieu en guerre; ils le figurent comme un petit Nain. A 
les entendre, il parait & plusieus,  lotoquwon est sur 
le point d 'a l le r  i n  guerre; il caresse les uns, et 
c'est un signe, disent-ils,  qu'ils retournent 
victorieux: l e s  autres, il les frappe au front, et 
cew-la peuvent bien dire qu' ils n9 iront point la 
guerre sans y laisser l a  vie. (1636, p. 112) 

L'origine de toute  cette f o l i e  vient d'un nom4 Oatarra, 
ou d'un pe t i te  idole en forme d'une poupée, qu ' i l  
demanda pour sa gu6rison a une douzaine d'Enchanteurs 
qu i  l W 4 t a i e n t  venu voir, et laquelle ayant m i s  en son 
sac de Petun, elle se remua lh dedans, ordonna les 
banquets et autres cdrémonies de la  danse, & ce qu'ils 
content. (1636, p. 117) 

... auquel [l'enfant abandonne par l'ours et le liévre] elle 
donna le nom de Tchadabech. Cet enfant ne crut point en 
grnadeur, demeurant tujours comme un enfant au 
maillot ... lequel [arbre] sgbleva et grandit au souffle de ce 
p e t i t  Nain.. . (1637, p. 54) 

Ces f e s t ins  qug i l s [ l e s  Hurons d'Oenrio] appellent 
Aoutaerohi, qu'ils font, disent-ils, pour apaiser un 
cer ta in  petit démon a u w l  il d o ~ e  ce nom. (1637, p. 
137) 

. . .Ascouandic ou diable familier. . . (1639, p. 97) f 1 
est dans le sac de mbdecine, donc pe t i t  

Un Onontagué revenant de la  nation du Chat raconte: il 
f i t  rencontre d'une Tortue d'une grosseur incroyable; 
et quelque te ips  apres, il vit un M o n  en tonne d'un 
p e t i t  Nain, qu'ils disent etre d4jh apparu h quelque 
autre; ils l 'appellent Taronhiaonagui, qui signifie 
celui q u i  t i en t  le' ciel. (1656, p. 34) 

Outre cette cause gdn4rale des maladies [manque faire 
fes t in] ,  il y en a de particulieres,  qui sont cer ta ins  
petits gdnies malfaisants de leur nature, qui se 
fourrent d'eux-memes, ou sont jetés par quelque ennemi 



dans la parties du corps qui sont les plus wlades.  
(1667, p. 13) 

8 Au nord du lac Champlain. il y a une ardoishte et des 
pierres f u s i l  en sont charrides sut  le rivage. U n e  
légende iroquoise attribue cela %ne nation d'hommes 
invisibles fappel4s "petits hommesm un peu plus loin], 
qui habitent la, dans le fond de l'eau, et sfoccupent 
prdparer des pierres f u s i l ,  presque toutes taillaes 
a u  pamsants, pounna qu'ils leur rendent leurs devoirs 
en leut prdsentant du petu. . . (1668, p. 5 )  

9 Songe dfun vieillard onontaguê ennemi des jdsuites: "un 
homme de la  hauteur deune coudee et qu'il lu i  avait 
montrd preniare-ment des gouttes de sang lesquelles 
tombaient du C i e l .  . 11 a joutait de plus, qu il en &tait 
meme tom4 des hommes, mais dans un pitoyable C t a t :  car 
on leur avait coup6 les doigts et le nez, en un mot on 
les avait trait& en captifs. Enfin ce vieellare 
assurait qufun de ces petits hommes lui avait dit qufon 
le traiterait ainsi dans le Cie1...(1669, p. 8.) 

de la Nouvelle-France (1672-1679) pour faire 
suite aux anciennes relation8 (1615-1672), tome 1, Montréal, 
Editions Elysée, 1974. 

1) . . . les jongleurs feignaient de faire sortir du corps de 
l'enfant des dents dfours et de chien, de porc et de 
cerf, des cheveux d'homme et choses d'semblables qufils 
appellent de m, c'est-h-dire des sor t  ou p e t i t s  
démons...(p . 264) 

Article by Laurie Sardadi appeared i n  the Gazette and the Ottawa 
Citizen t i t l e d  'Ta11 Tales of Tiny T r i b e  Abound i n  Northm and 
"'Hi Little Guy1 N.W.T. legislator says thatfs bow to talk to 
those legendary, tiny folk who roam the Arcticem November 5, 
1990. 

Ludy Pudluk wasnft bel i t t l ing  the situation when 
he gave the Northwest Territories legislative assembly 
a lesson on how to greet a tiny ttibe of l i t t l e  people 
said t o  rom the High Arctic. H e  jus+ vanted t o  make 
sure the shy, but ferocious, mini-nomads are treated 
w i t h  respect if  they decide to wander through the 
corridors of power. 

"When theytre ready to appear in front of you, 
just say, 'Hi little guy,' and be nice to them and in 
the future they w i l l  be no more shy," the Snuktitut- 
speaking Pudluk, BILA for the High Arctic, said last 



week. 
wIwm asking the federal gavement, do not m a k e  

any study on th- for a while yet," a smiling Pudluk 
added. 

The Ietgend of the little people-a tribe of about 
70 ,  metre-high warriom clothed in traditional ca~ibour 
skins vho tote bovs and azrows above the Arctic Cfrcle- 
-has rasurfacetâ w i t h  tecent sightings at the Cambridge 
M Y  -P. 

Some people of the Amztic Ocean coaatal community 
are 80 convinced the little people exist, they have 
even tried to cosx them into tom.  

"People are leaving food out there, hoping if they 
were out thete thry'd take it and coia into town and 
try to be friendl~,~ said Sean Peterson, recreational 
director for the Inuit settlement of 1,000 people. 

Paterson, 30, said he believe itms possible a 
nomadic tribe of 60-70 l i t t l e  people could have evaded 
detection al1 these years. 

H i s  own search for them proved futile, but an old 
rock dwelling near the dump that is so mal1 you have 
to crawl to  get into i t ,  fuels speculation the tribe is 
alive and well. 

"Al1 the elderly people Say they're real. Theyuve 
corne across their camp sites and some people see them 
on the tundra hunting. 

The little people are said to be unusually strong 
and fast-footed with a particular disdain for 
civilization. 

"We even see them occasionally in Yello~knife,~ 
government leader Demis Patterson told the assembly 
when another m e m b e r  asked him where the l i t t l e  people 
live. 

know that i n  Scotland and Ireland these little 
people are lniown to live i n  the h i l l s .  I u m  not sure 
exactly where they live in the Kitikmeot area but I am 
glad to  hear that theyuve been sighted." 



Unâer the subtitle "Remedies Against Diseasesw Hennepîn says, 
There are charlatans w h o i  they cal1 jugglesa. These are certain 
old men vho l ive a+ other people's expense, by counterfeiting 
physicians in a supemstitious manner. They do no+ use remedies, 
but when one of tham is caîled to a sick man, he iiakes them entreat 
h h ,  as if it vere for some affair of great fiportance and very 
di f f ioult. Mter many solicitations he cornes, he approaches the 
patient ,  touches him all over the body, and after he has well 
considered and handled him, ha tells him tàat he has a spell in 
such or such a part, for example, in the head, leg or stomach, 
which mus+ be removed, but that this can be done only w i t h  great 
difficurty, and many thinqs must be done previously. This spell is 
very malicious, he says; but it muet be made to corne out at any 
cost. Aï1 the sick man's friends who fa11 into the trap, eay "Te 
Chagon, T. Chagon, courage, c~urage;~ "do what you can, spare 
nothingn The juggler site dom, delibetates f o r  a thne on the 
remedies vhich he wishes to employ, then tises as i f  coming out of 
a deep sleep, and cries out. "Sec the thing is done! Listen, such 
a one, your wife or  childvs lia i s  at stake, so spare nothing, you 
must give a ieast, to day, * "give such or such a thing, or do 
something else of the kuid. A t  the same t h e  that these orders of 
this juggler are carried out, the m e n  enter the vapor bath and sing 
at the top of their voice, rattling tortoise shells or gourds f u l l  
of Indian corn, to the sound of which the men and women dance. 
S o m e t b e s  even they al1 get intoxicated, so that they make 
frightful orgies. While al1 are thus engaged, t h i s  superstitious 
old man is near the patient, whom he torments, holding his  feet  o r  
legs, or pressing his chest, according to the spot where he has 
said the spel l  is, i n  such a way that he makes him undergo pain 
suf f i c i en t  t o  kill him. He often makes the blood issue from the 
t i p s  of his fingers or toes A t  last amer  making a hundred 
grimaces, he displays a piece of sk in  or a lock or hair or  
something of the kind, making them believe it to be the spell which 
he has drawn froi the patient's body, which is however, only a pure 
trick. (284-287) 

Although Hennepin makes use of a Mohawk word, "T. Chagonm, he is 

speaking of the ianners of the Indians and Native *jugglersl@ i n  

general . Hennepin also speaks generally about the Native 

"jugglersw at another point i n  the Nouveau Voyage; he says, 

Therems no Nation but what have t he i r  Jugglers, which some 
count sorcerets but 'tis not likely that they are under any 



Cwenant, or hold communication vith the Devil. A t  the same the ,  
one may venture to say, that the .vil Spir i t  has a hand in the 
Tricks of these Jugglers, and makes use of fhm t o  aiaise these poor 
People, and render them more incapable of receiving the knwledge 
of the true God. They are very fond of these Jugg1ers, tho they 
cozen them perpetually. 

These Iiposters would be cuunted Prophets, who foretel things 
to cane: they boast tâat they make R a i n  or fa ir  Weather, Calms and 
Storms, Fruitfuine88 or Barennesu of the Ground, Hunting luclty or 
unlucky. They serve for Physicians too and trequemtly apply such 
Remedies, as have no mamer of virtue t o  cura the D i s t e m p e t .  

Nothing can be i.magingd more horrible than the C r i e s  and 
Yellings, and strange Contortions o f  these Rascals, when they fa11 
to juggling or conjuring; at the same t h e  they do it very 
cleverly. They never cure any one, nor predict any thing that 
Falls out, but purely by chance mean t h e  they have a thousand 
Fetches to bubble (i. e. , cheat) the poor people, when the accident 
does not answer their Predictions and Remedies; for, as 1 said, 
they are both Prophets and Quacks. They do nothing without 
Presents or Revard. T i s  tme, if these impostora are not very 
dexterous at recQmmending themselves , and btinging themselves off , 
when any person dies under theit hands, or Enterprizes do not 
succeed as they promisfd, they are sometimes murdered upon the 
place, without any more Formality. (464-465 V a s t )  

The young candidate was p l a d  in  the centre, and tour of the 
chiefs took their stations close t o  hb; after exhorting him, by 
turns, not to faint under the operation he was about to go through, 
but to behave lilte an fndian and a two of thei took hold of 
his arns, and caused him to kneel; another placed himself behind 
h i m  so as to receive him when he fell, and the last of the four 
retired t o  the distance of about twelve feet from him exactly in  
front. This disposition being completed, the chief that stood 
before the kneeling candidate, began to speak to h Y  vith an 
audible boice. H e  told him that he himself was nov agitated by the 
same sp ir i t  which he should in a f e w  moments communicate to  him; 
that it would s t r i k e  him dead, but that he would instantly be 
restored again t o  life; to this he added, that the comnunication, 
however terrifying, vas a necessary introduction t o  the advantages 



enjoyed by the community into vhich ha vas on the point o f  being 
admitted. 

As he spoke this, he appeared to be greatly agitated; till at 
last h i s  emotions became so violent, that his countenance was 
distort&, and hie vhole fraie convulsed. A t  this junctute he 
t h r a w  something th&+ appeiarad both in shape and colour like a s m a l l  
bean, at  the young man, vhich se- to enter hi8 mouth, and he 
instantly fell as motionless a s  if he had been shot. The chief 
that vas placed bahind him receiveâ him in his a m ,  and, by the 
assistance of  the! other two,  la id hin on the ground to al1 
appearance bereft of life. 

Having done this, they m a t e l y  began t o  nib his l m ,  and 
t o  strike hiio on the back, giving hîm such blows, as seemed more 
calculated to still the quick than to taise the dead. hving these 
extraordinary applications, the speaker continued his harangue, 
desiring the spectators not to be surprized or to despair of the 
young man's recwery, as his present inanimate situation proceeded 
only fron the forcible operation of the spir i t ,  on faculties that 
had hitherto been unused tu  inspirations of Mis kind. 

The candidate lay sgveral minutes without sense or motion; but 
at length, after receiving -y violent blws, he began to discover 
some sympt6ms of retuming life. These, havever, w e r e  attended w i t h  
strong convrilsions, and an apparent 0 b ~ t ~ C t i o n  in his throat. But 
they were soon at an end: for having discharged from his mouth the 
bean, or whatever it was that the chief had thrown at him, but 
which on the closest inspection 1 had not perceived to  enter it, he 
soon after appeared to be tolerably recovered.(273-75) 

In her section on Indian Doctors, Eastman describes hou to 

apply to a medicine-man for assistance and then she describes the 

medicine-xaans procedure. 

When an Indian is sick and wants "the Doctorw as we say, or a 
medicine ian, as they Say, --they cal1 them also priests ,  doctors 
and juggler8,--a messenger is sent for one, vith a pipe filled in 
one hand, and payaient in the other; vhich fee nay be a gun, 
blanket, kettle or anything in the way of present. me messenger 
enters the wigwam (or teepee, as the houses of the Biow are 
called) of the juggler, presents the pipe, and lays the present or 



Fee beside him. Baving smoked, the Doctor goes to the teepee of 
the patient, takes a seat at  some distance from him, divests 
hioaelf o f  coat or blanket, and pulls h i s  leggings to h i s  ankîes. 
He then cal18 for a gourd, which &as been auitably prepared, by 
drying and putthg -11 beads or grave1 atones in it, t o  make a 
rattling noise. Taking the gourd, ha begins to rattle it and to 
sing, thereby to charm the animal that has entera the body of the 
sick Sioux. A f t e r  singbg hi-he-hi-hah in quick succession, the 
chorus ha-ha-ha, hahahah is more 8 0 ~ ~ ~  and gravely chaunted. On 
due repetition of this the doctoc stops to noke; then sings and 
rattles again. He sometiias a t t m t s  t o  draw w i t h  hi8 iou th  the 
disease fraa an a m  or a limb that he fancies to be affecte& Then 
rising, apparantly almost suffocated, groaning terribly and 
thrusting h i s  face into a bovl of water, he makes ail sorts of 
gestures and noises. This is to get rid of the disease that he 
pretends to have drawn from the sick person. When he thinks that 
sme animal, fawl or fish, has possession of the sick man, so as to 
cause the disease, it becomes necessary to destroy the animal by 
shooting it. To accoipplish this, the doctor iakes the shape of the 
animal of bark, which is placed in a bowl of  water nixed w i t h  red 
earth, which he sets outside of the wigvam where some young men are 
standing, who are i n s t ~ c t e d  by the doctor how and when to shoot 
the animal. 

When al1 is ready, the doctor pops U s  head out of the wigwam, 
on h i s  hands and knees. At this moment the young men fire at the 
little bark animal blowing it to atoms; when the doctor jumps at 
the bowl, thrusting h i s  face into the water, gninting, groaning and 
making a vast deal of fuss. Suddenly a woman jumps upon his back, 
then dismounts, takes the doctor by the hait, and drags him back 
into the teepee. Al1 fragments of the bark animal are thon 
collected and bunied. The cerenmny there ceases. (xxii-xxiii) 

Defining the sacred rattle Eastman says, 

Sacred rattle. This is generally a gourd, but in sometimes 
made of bark. -11 beads are put into it. The Sioux suppose that 
this rattle, in the hands of one of their medicine men or women, 
possesses a certain virtue to charn away sicknoss or evil spirits. 
They shake it over a sick person, using a circular rotion. It is 
never, howevever, put in requisition against the worst sp ir i t s  with 
which the Red Man has to contendw (34) 



Dacota medicine-men do not sprinq into existence under the 
ordinary operations of natural la-, but according to their faith, 
these men and women (for females too are wakan) f irst  wake into 
consciaus intellechial existence in the forn of vinged seede, such 
as the thistle, and are wafted, by the intelligent influence of the 
Four Winds, through the aerial ragions, till eventually they are 
conducted to the abode of some one of the Taku Wakan, by whom they 
are received into intimate communion. Here they remah till they 
became acquainted with the charactet and a b i l i t i e s  of the class of 
gods whose pues- they happent0 be, and until they have themselves 
imbibed their sp ir i t ,  and are acquainted with al1 the chants, 
feasts, dances, and sacrificial rites which the gods deem it 
necessary to impose on men. In this manner some of t h a n  pass 
through a succession of inspirations with different classes of the 
divinit ies ,  till they are fully wakenized, and prepared for human 
incarnation. Particularly they are invested with the invisible 
wakan powers of the gods, their knowledge and cunning, and their 
omniptesent inlluence over mind, instinct,  and passion. They are 
taught to inflict diseases and heal them, discover concealed 
causes, manufacture iiplements of war, and impart t o  tham the 
tonwan power of the gods; and also the art of making such 
application of paints, that they vil1 protect from the povers of 
enemies . 

This process of inspiration is called %reaming o f  the godseW 
Thus prepared, and retaining h is  primitive forn, the demi-god now 
again rides forth, on the wings of the vind, over the length and 
breadth of the earth, till he bas carefully observed the chatacters 
and usages o f  al1 the bi f fe tent  tribes of men; then selacting his 
location, he enters one about to become a mother and, in due t h e ,  
makes hi s  appearance anong men, to fulfil the mysterious purposes 
for which the gods designed him. It is proper, perhaps, here t o  
state, that when one of these vakan-men dies, he returns t o  the 
abode of hie god, from vhom he receives a new inspiration; after 
which he passes through anothar incarnation, as before, and serves 
another generation, according to the will of the gods. In this  
manner they pass through four incarnations (four is a sacred 
number), and thon return to their original nothingness. Thus the 
medicine-man corne clothed with power . (646) 
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